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Research paper recommender systems (RSs) aim to alleviate the information overload of 
researchers by suggesting relevant and useful papers. The collaborative filtering in the area of 
recommending research papers can benefit by using richer user feedback data through multi-
criteria rating, and by integrating richer social network data into the recommender algorithm. 
Existing approaches using collaborative filtering or hybrid approaches typically allow only 
one rating criterion (overall liking) for users to evaluate papers. We conducted a qualitative study 
using focus group to explore the most important criteria for rating research papers that can be 
used to control the paper recommendation by enabling users to set the weight for each criterion. 
We investigated also the effect of using different rating criteria on the user interface design and 
how the user can control the weight of the criteria. We followed that by a quantitative study 
using a questionnaire to validate our findings from the focus group and to find if the chosen 
criteria are domain independent.  
Combining social network information with collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms 
has successfully reduced some of the drawbacks of collaborative filtering and increased the 
accuracy of recommendations. All existing recommendation approaches that combine social 
network information with collaborative filtering in this domain have used explicit social relations 
that are initiated by users (e.g. “friendship”, “following”). The results have shown that the 
recommendations produced using explicit social relations cannot compete with traditional 
collaborative filtering and suffer from the low user coverage. We argue that the available data in 
social bookmarking Web sites can be exploited to connect similar users using implicit social 
connections based on their bookmarking behavior. We explore the implicit social relations 
between users in social bookmarking Web sites (such as CiteULike and Mendeley), and propose 
three different implicit social networks to recommend relevant papers to users: readership, co-
readership and tag-based implicit social networks. First, for each network, we tested the interest 
similarities of users who are connected using the proposed implicit social networks and compare 
them with the interest similarities using two explicit social networks: co-authorship and 
friendship. We found that the readership implicit social network connects users with more 
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similarities than users who are connected using co-authorship and friendship explicit social 
networks. Then, we compare the recommendation using three different recommendation 
approaches and implicit social network alone with the recommendation using implicit and 
explicit social network. We found that fusing recommendation from implicit and explicit social 
networks can increase the prediction accuracy, and user coverage. The trade-off between the 
prediction accuracy and diversity was also studied with different social distances between users. 
The results showed that the diversity of the recommended list increases with the increase of 
social distance.  
To summarize, the main contributions of this dissertation to the area of research paper 
recommendation are two-fold. It is the first to explore the use of multi-criteria rating for research 
papers.  Secondly, it proposes and evaluates a novel approach to improve collaborative filtering 
in both prediction accuracy (performance) and user coverage and diversity (nonperformance 
measures) in social bookmarking systems for sharing research papers, by defining and exploiting 
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Scholarly papers fulfil a number of roles: (1) they provide a communications channel for 
researchers to report their research results; (2) they provide knowledge resources to keep 
researchers current with new results in their areas of interest; and (3) they serve as directories of 
other researchers with similar interests with whom researchers could collaborate. However, with 
the proliferation of publishers, online journals, and conferences, the number of new published 
papers has become overwhelming. For this reason, many recommender systems (RSs) have been 
proposed to help readers in these tasks. RSs employ ranking criteria that suggest lists of potential 
papers to users. The two main algorithms that RSs use are content-based filtering (CBF) and 
collaborative filtering (CF).  
CBF is based on information retrieval techniques that compare a paper’s features (e.g., title, 
abstract, keywords, publication year) with the researchers’ features (e.g., interests or previous 
search queries) to find matches [1]. In contrast, CF (e.g.,[2][3]) does not need domain knowledge 
to recommend papers, and thus it is the most widely used; CF uses the similarities between 
previous item ratings to find users who are similar to the target user and then to recommend 
items that these same users have liked. Hybrid recommendations (e.g., [4]) combine CBF and CF 
to alleviate the drawbacks of both. The two main drawbacks of CBF are overspecialization (filter 
bubble) and domain dependency, and one main challenge of CF is data sparsity, which occurs 
when the rating data are insufficient for identifying similar users. The other important problem is 
so called “cold start”, which occur when the system has just started and there are insufficient 
ratings for items or users; ratings information is important for identifying the similarities 
between users and/or items. In addition, most CF algorithms require users to give just one overall 
(global) rating and then use the averages of all users’ ratings to correlate the items (or users) and 
compute “neighbourhoods.” This approach is straightforward but not sufficiently flexible to 
provide adequate details about the quality of the rated item or service. The inflexibility of global 
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ratings produces biased recommendations because two users may give the same global rating 
from two different perspectives [5]. For example, two researchers may rate a paper the same, but 
the first researcher’s evaluation may be based on the paper’s readability, whereas the other’s is 
based on the paper’s novelty. For this reason, some RSs are based on CF algorithms or hybrid 
approaches that use multi-criteria ratings based on two or more perspectives (dimensions). 
However, multi-criteria RSs that consider users’ subjective opinions are rarely found, and this is 
a research area that has remained relatively unexplored [6]. In addition, in the existing multi-
criteria RSs, researchers choose the rating criteria. To the best of our knowledge, there is only 
one study that collected users’ opinions about the criteria that should be included in rating items 
or services. However, this study investigated the multi-criteria ratings in the movies domain [7]. 
Thus, the results cannot be reused in recommending research papers. Unlike in taste domains, 
such as recommending music, movies, or restaurants, in research paper recommendations the 
important rating criteria are not clear. Thus, this dissertation investigates users’ opinions about 
multi-criteria rating systems specifically for recommending research papers, and it gathers user 
requirements for building such a system.   
Another way to overcome one or more of the above CF drawbacks is to exploit users’ social 
ties in what is called social network-based recommender system. With the increasing number of 
social networks in applications such as social bookmarking systems (e.g., CiteULike, Mendeley, 
ResearchGate, Academia.edu, Delicious), which researchers often use to manage their digital 
paper and bookmark libraries, users can be connected through different social relations. The idea 
is to exploit users’ social ties in the recommendation process because people generally trust 
recommendations from friends more than those from unknown others. This phenomenon is 
explained by homophily theory [8] and social influence theory [9]; homophily theory suggests 
that users like to be connected to users with similar preferences, whereas social influence theory 
suggests that users’ behaviours are influenced by the behaviours of their connected users. 
Therefore, by knowing that two users are connected, one can infer that they possibly share 
interests (which helps in addressing data sparsity and cold starts) and then recommend items 
from connected users (which helps solve the trust problem).  
Following homophily theory, we attempt to find algorithms to construct social networks that 
connect each user to the most similar users; then we use the social relationships to recommend 
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research papers and people. Because the objective is to find relevant information rather than 
friends, users may not necessarily be aware that they are connected, just as is the case with 
similar CF users who are not aware of one another’s existence. Rather, the CF recommender 
system uses similar ratings histories to correlate these users, thus creating virtual, implicit 
relationships between them. Social bookmarking services rarely have sufficient rating data but 
instead will provide many other clues to similarities in user interests based on users’ behaviours 
in the system and their paper authorship. However, surprisingly, none of the popular social 
bookmarking tools have utilized the wealth of social data they store to build a hybrid (i.e., social 
combined with CF) recommender system. The CiteULike and Mendeley social bookmarking 
systems provide RSs for their users, but they are not social RSs.  
Although the approaches proposed in [10][11]), and [12] provide a good beginning, they 
have limitations. For example, in the watching network [12], in which users initiate the 
connections, users who are not watching any other users are not part of any network, and the 
approach cannot improve their recommendations or address the cold start problem. In a 
collaboration network [10], users must have publications to have social connections, and new 
researchers without publications (e.g., students) are excluded. Similarly, new users who have not 
joined groups are not part of group networks [11].  
Thus, recommendations that are based on the relationships initiated by users (i.e., explicit) 
suffer from low user coverage [10]. The main focus in most studies about recommending 
research papers specifically and about recommendations in general is on developing algorithms 
that increase recommendation performance without paying attention to nonperformance 
measures such as user coverage or diversity of recommendation lists, but these two measures 
specifically are important to consider. Some recommenders cannot provide recommendations for 
some users due to the low confidence in prediction accuracy, but it is preferred to provide 
recommendations to wider ranges of users. Among these recommenders, evaluations should 
consider the trade-off between prediction accuracy and coverage [13]. However, thinking only 
about increasing prediction accuracy might result in recommendation lists that have items that 
are very similar to each other because the focus is to find the items that are most similar to the 
user’s profile; users in some cases want to be exposed to items that are relevant to their research 
interests but that discuss the similar topics from different perspectives. 
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In this work, different social networks are built implicitly based on users’ bookmarking 
behaviours with the aim of giving users equal chances to connect to one or more social networks, 
which would then increase their chances of gathering recommendations (i.e., increasing user 
coverage). Users with or without publications can be connected using our proposed implicit 
social networks, which means that users with different levels of expertise are considered when 
the implicit social networks are proposed.  
 
1.1 Objectives and Research Questions 
The research objectives of this dissertation are: 
 Understanding user behaviour in evaluating the quality of research papers 
 Understanding user perceptions about the importance of multi-criteria rating systems 
 Collecting user opinions about the most important rating criteria for research papers and 
exploring whether these criteria are domain-dependent 
 Finding alternative social connections between users other than explicit social 
connections, which are usually few per user on social bookmarking websites 
 Finding recommendation approaches that strike a balance between the prediction 
accuracy and the user coverage of recommendations 
 Finding recommendation approaches that strike a balance between the prediction 
accuracy and the diversity of recommendations 
 
1.1.1 Research Questions Related to Multi-Criteria Rating RSs 
Regarding multi-criteria rating RSs, we aim to answer the following questions: 
RQ1: How do users perceive multi-criteria rating recommendations? 
This broad question is divided into the following specific research questions: 
RQ1.1: What are the most important rating criteria in evaluating a research paper? 
RQ1.2: What are users’ preferences about using overall ratings versus multi-criteria 
ratings? 
RQ1.3: Do users prefer to have control over the importance weights of multi-criteria 
ratings during the recommendation process? 




1.1.2 Research Questions Related to Implicit Social Networks (ISNs) 
The part of this dissertation that is based on social recommendations consists of two parts: 
testing the interest similarity between users in each implicit social network and testing the 
performance of recommendations that use different sources of information (implicit, explicit, or 
both). The first part aims to test the interest similarities among users who are socially connected 
by one of the proposed implicit social networks; we test for these similarities using different 
similarity measures to investigate whether there are any differences in the results. Because we 
used bookmarking data when there were no numeric ratings for research papers, there are 
specific measures that we could use to test the interest similarities for unary data, although there 
was no evidence of whether one of the measures outperformed the others. 
For the first part of the social recommendations aspect of this dissertation, the following 
questions need to be answered: 
RQ2: Comparing three implicit social networks, readership (which consists of one of two 
types of relationships: reciprocal or unidirectional), co-readership, and tag-based, which 
one connects the most similar users?  
RQ3: In each of the three proposed ISNs, how does the relationship distance between 
two connected users affect the users’ interest similarities?  
RQ4: Is the interest similarity between users who are implicitly socially connected 
comparable to the one between users who are explicitly connected? 
For the second part of this aspect of the dissertation, which tests the results of using ISNs as 
recommendation resources, we aim to answer the following questions:  
RQ5: What is the effect of using implicit social networks in improving 
recommendations? 
RQ5.1: Using different social recommendation approaches, which approach works the 
best for each ISN? 
RQ5.2: Comparing the recommendations using different ISNs, which one produces the 
highest prediction accuracy?  
RQ5.3: Does fusing recommendations from ISNs and explicit SNs improve the 
performance of the recommendation? 
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RQ5.4: What is the effect of social relationship distance on prediction accuracy and the 
diversity of recommendation lists? 
1.2 Research Contributions 
The main goal of this dissertation is to alleviate some of the drawbacks of the conventional 
collaborative filtering approach, and it contributes in different research areas. The main 
contribution is in the area of recommender systems in general but, more specifically, multi-
criteria rating recommender systems and social recommendations with a focus on recommending 
research papers. This dissertation also contributes to the fields of user modelling, 
personalization, and adaptation, and it has an impact on lifelong learning given that the items 
under consideration are research papers, which are mainly the learning objects for researchers. 
Some parts of this dissertation suggest ideas that enhance recommender system user interfaces, 
so that it also contributes in the human-computer interaction area. 
This dissertation addresses three main points. First, it addresses the lack of research in the 
field of multi-criteria rating RSs as a whole, and it contributes specifically in multi-criteria rating 
RSs for recommending research papers. This is the first study to consider user opinions about the 
multi-criteria ratings of research papers. Unlike systems in the taste domain, such as music or 
movies, there is no available system with numeric ratings for evaluating the quality of research 
papers. 
Second, three implicit social networks are built based on the publicly available data in social 
bookmarking websites (e.g., CiteULike): readership, co-readership, and tag-based networks. The 
objective of building nonexistent (virtual) ISNs is to explore them in order to find better 
information resources for personalized recommendations rather than explicit social networks that 
suffer from low coverage. The interest similarities of the three networks are compared with each 
other, and each network has three variations based on the distance between each two connected 
users (direct, one-hop, and two-hop relationships). A comprehensive and detailed analysis of the 
three proposed networks is one of the main contributions of this research, as is understanding the 
relationships between users and their similarities in terms of helping to build better RSs. One of 
the main contributions of the dissertation is the proposed of fusing recommendations based on 
explicit social networks with recommendation based on implicit social networks. To make the 
recommendation more personalized, the weights that are used for recommendation sources are 
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set based on the contribution of the user in both sources. For example, if the user has relations in 
only explicit social network, the total weight is set to recommendation based on explicit social 
network and the implicit social network is ignored.  
Third, the dissertation explores the trade-offs between performance and nonperformance 
measures. The majority of the work on recommender systems focuses on performance measures. 
However, there are trade-offs between different measures [14]; [13] that make it necessary to 
study the effect of both measures rather than study the effect of each measure in the isolation of 
the other. The dissertation first explores the trade-off between prediction accuracy and user 
coverage; the performance of the recommendations that use social relations that are defined 
implicitly between users is compared with the performance and nonperformance measures when 
the recommendations from explicit and implicit social relations are fused. Then, the dissertation 
explores the trade-offs between prediction accuracy and the diversity of recommendation lists. 
Because social networks allow for propagating the relationships between users, the roles of 
distant users are studied in terms of the effects of prediction accuracy and recommendation list 
diversity. 
 
1.3 Definitions of Terms 
 Explicit social networks: The social networks in which the user relationships represent 
undirected real-world relationships that are initiated by users, and users are generally 
aware of them. These relationships could be based on agreements between any two users, 
such as being friends on Facebook or connections on CiteULike or LinkedIn; both users 
know that they are connected and the relationship is by invitation and acceptance. The 
other kind of explicit relationships is unidirectional, in which one user initiates the 
connection to the other, and the other user might or might not know or care about 
identifying the social connection. Examples of these relationships include following 
people on Twitter or Instagram, watching relationships on CiteULike, or “Liking” things 
on Facebook. 
 Implicit social network: Any network in which the relationships between users are 
inferred from the users’ behaviour patterns, such as co-tagging, co-purchasing, or co-
bookmarking an item or co-commenting on the same entry (e.g., blog entry, picture, or 
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video). In our work, we extend the set of patterns to reflect specific behaviours in the 
domain of research paper recommendations (co-reading, co-authorship, readership).  
 Social recommendation: As proposed here using the “narrow” definition [15], any 
recommendation that includes social relations as extra input to improve it.  
 Social peer (social friend): Any user with whom the target user has a connection in the 
social network. 
 Multi-criteria ratings: When an item (in our case, research papers) has more than one 
overall rating and each rating represents the user’s opinion about a specific feature of the 
item.  
 User coverage: in this dissertation, the user coverage means how many users gets 
nonempty recommended list from the recommender. 
 Diversity of the recommended list: The list of diverse items is equal to the list of less 
similar items. 
 
1.4 Dissertation Outline 
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:  
 Chapter 2 is dedicated to a literature review on recommender systems, including the 
main approaches, multi-criteria RSs, social network-based RSs, and RSs for researchers’ 
use.  
 Chapter 3 contains the details of the qualitative experiment that was conducted, using a 
focus group to gather information about the most important criteria that users consider in 
rating a paper followed by a quantitative study to validate our findings from the 
qualitative study.  
 Chapter 4 explains how the three proposed implicit social networks are constructed, the 
dataset that is used, and the experiments that are conducted to compare the users’ interest 
similarities in the three ISNs. The interest similarities in these networks are also 
compared with two explicit social networks.  
 Chapter 5 discusses the performance of different recommendation approaches 
considering different ISNs as information sources. In addition, the effect of fusing 
different recommendations using implicit and explicit social networks is also evaluated in 
terms of prediction accuracy and user coverage.  
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 Chapter 6 examines the effect of social relationship distance on prediction accuracy and 
diversity of recommendation lists.  
 Chapter 7 is dedicated to the summary of findings and their implications, as well as to 




CHAPTER 2:  
RELATED WORK 
The work in this research tackled different topics. In this section, the related previous work on 
these topics is discussed. The topics are recommender systems, social recommendations and 
multi-criteria rating recommendation and scholarly paper recommendations. 
2.1 Recommender Systems 
Recommender systems (RSs) can be defined as “any system that produces individualized 
recommendations as output or has the effect of guiding the user in a personalized way to 
interesting or useful objects in a large space of possible options” (Burke, 2002, p. 331). In this 
definition, Burke emphasizes two RS criteria that differ from those of information retrieval 
systems or search engines: “individualized” and “interesting or useful.”  
Recommender systems (RSs) are supporting systems that find information, products, 
services, or people by analyzing their attributes and the reviews given to them by other users to 
customize the recommendations for the active user who has special tastes, preferences, and 
needs.  Personalization and the adaptation of the recommendation are the most important features 
of RSs. Today, RSs have become an important part of most of websites. Many are applied in e-
commerce applications (i.e., Amazon.com, eBay.com). RSs help people to make decisions in 
their daily lives, such as in buying items, reading news, or watching movies. RSs are particularly 
useful in environments where the amount of information is huge and it is difficult for users to 
make the right decisions. In the case of getting good recommendations, users can save their 
money, effort, and time.  
RSs have gained the attention of researchers in the last two decades. Many RS approaches 
have been deployed in different application areas including e-commerce, e-health, and e-
learning, either as desktop applications or mobile applications. Recommendations could be 
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produced using many approaches, the traditional approaches are: content-based filtering, 
collaborative filtering, or hybrid approaches, which are combinations different filtering 
approaches.  
2.1.1 Content-based Filtering 
Content-based filtering (CBF)—also called “item-to-item correlation” by Schafer, Konstan, & 
Riedi (1999)—is based on information retrieval techniques that compare and calculate the 
similarity between an item’s features (item profile) with the user’s features (user profile), and 
that show his/her interests or previous search queries when these are available to find matches; 
therefore, enough information about the user should be available beforehand. The user can feed 
the information into the system explicitly during the registration phase, or it can be deduced by 
the system implicitly from analyzing user behavior such as purchasing or browsing history, 
downloading, or document printing. The best matching items that are unknown to the user are 
then recommended. Usually weights are assigned to the attributes to represent their importance. 
NewsWeeder [17], a filtering system to filter newsgroups, uses the words of the text as features 
of the news article. Most of the CBF techniques are based on the finding and analyzing 
similarities between texts. However, purely content (text)-related features may not be sufficient 
to generate appropriate recommendations. For example, the recommended item could be relevant 
to the interests of the user based on the attributes used, but the system cannot discover quality 
issues such as if the item is really worth buying or if the music file quality is high. In addition, 
content-based approaches can overspecialize the recommendations, causing a “filter bubble,” 
which means users would not have the opportunity to see other items that s(he) may like if these 
items are not among user current interests (i.e., similar to the ones that the user has rated before). 
2.1.2 Collaborative Filtering  
Collaborative filtering (CF) is a term first used when Tapestry was developed by Goldberg, 
Nichols, Oki, & Terry (1992), an experimental e-mail system that filtered documents received by 
e-mail. CF is the most familiar and the most used filtering technique. In contrast to content-based 
filtering, which relates item to item, CF relates people to people [18]. CF is helpful if there are 
few or no features available about the items or the user but user ratings are available. It allows 
for predicting a user’s rating of a new item by correlating his or her previous ratings with the 
ratings of the same items given by other users and finding a “neighborhood” of similar-minded 
users. Some advantages of the CF approach are that there is no need for content analysis (which 
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is needed in the content-based approach). It also provides users with serendipitous items that 
surprise the user and are less similar to the items that the user likes. Serendipity is used to 
alleviate the effect of overspecialization, which appears in the content-based approach. Another 
advantage of CF is that its approaches are domain-independent because they are not looking at 
the item’s attributes; CF instead looks to the item ratings, which are not related to a specific 
domain. Examples of CF systems are Tapestry [19], filters incoming e-mail streams, and 
GroupLens [20], which filters netNews.  
CF approaches often depend user rating can be classified along two dimensions: explicit vs. 
implicit and overall versus multi-criteria.  
 Explicit ratings versus implicit ratings  
User ratings can be collected explicitly or implicitly. With explicit ratings, the user rates items or 
services by, for example, indicating like/unlike (i.e., thumb up/thumb down) or by giving a 
number of stars or a numeric value such as one a Likert scale by which the user can use values 
from 1 to 5, 1 meaning the worst and 5 meaning the best. Examples of explicit ratings are the 
ratings used in CiteUlike.com and Amazon.com. Explicit ratings have many advantages such as 
when the user rating can lead to increased recommendation accuracy. In addition, explicit ratings 
can be considered as a good resource for historical user preferences. Furthermore, explicit ratings 
can increase satisfaction because the user feels that his/her opinion has value in the community 
[21]. However, online communities suffer from lurkers (i.e., free riders) who consume other’s 
ratings but do not contribute to the community by providing their own. In addition, it is difficult 
for users to rate items if they do not spend enough time evaluating them (especially for resources 
that need reading such as articles, news, and web pages). 
On the other hand, implicit ratings are inferred by monitoring user actions with items to 
define users’ behavioral (or usage) patterns, for example, time spent on a web page, 
bookmarking, downloading, annotating, printing, or highlighting or sending text to a friend (Beel 
& Hentschel, 2009; Torres, McNee, Abel, Konstan, & Riedl, 2004). Since implicit ratings are 
based on the usage of items, sometimes the term “usage-based” ratings is used. The implicit 
ratings can be used as a solution to data sparsity problems and can be aggregated offline at any 
time. However, the implicit rating is not accurate and cannot replace the explicit rating 
(Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005a). The popular example of usage-based ratings is the Google 




 Overall ratings versus multi-criteria ratings 
Most CF algorithms use one single rating value that represents the average of all users’ ratings 
and is called a global or overall rating. The overall rating is easier to calculate, but it is not 
flexible enough to provide adequate details about the quality of the rated item/service. The 
inflexibility of global rating produces biased recommendations because two users may give the 
same global rating from two different perspectives [5]. For example, two users may rate a 
restaurant the same, but the first user rates the food quality while the other rates the variety of 
food or the restaurant’s environment (e.g., furniture, lighting). For this reason, some RSs are 
based on CF algorithms or hybrid approaches that use multi-criteria ratings based on two or more 
perspectives (dimensions). For example, in the Papyres system, paper recommendations are 
based on ten different evaluation criteria that are entered by users (e.g., originality, readability, 
organization, literature review). The EntreeC restaurant recommender [16] uses cuisine, price, 
quality, and atmosphere as attributes to evaluate restaurants. The multi-criteria RSs that are 
based on many ratings are also known as multidimensional or context-aware RSs. Multi-criteria 
rating RSs will be discussed in section 2.2. 
The main shortcoming of CF can be summarized in the following points: 
1. Data sparsity problem: In collaborative filtering, a user-item matrix is constructed where 
the columns and rows of this matrix represent users and items. The cells of the matrix 
contain the ratings that given by users to items. The matrix is called sparse if most of the 
cells are empty, which means it has very few ratings. The data sparsity problem can occur 
in many situations. One of the main situations is the case of cold-start problem which 
caused by new users or new items entering the system. New users are unlikely given 
good recommendations because they did not rate items yet, and new item cannot be 
recommended to users until some users rate it. The cold-start problem can be found in 
some references as new user or new item problem (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005) [24]. 
2. Scalability problem: with the increase number of users and items which may reaches 
millions, it is hard to obtain recommendation for all of them and satisfy users’ needs for 
immediate online recommendations. 
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3. Gray Sheep problem: occurs to users who are not consistent in their opinions with any 
group of users, so that the recommender is unable to classify those users and provide 
recommendations for them [25]. 
4. Shilling Attacks: occurs when users give unfair high ratings or unfair low ratings 
intentionally which are not her own actual ratings [26]. This kind of behaviour most often 
happen in e-commerce applications to give some sellers more good ratings or bad ratings 
aiming to affect other sellers. Another example is for author cite her own research papers 
to get more citation accounts.  Lam and Riedl [27] found that user-based CF are more 
affected by shilling attacks than item-based CF, and they suggest that new methods 
should be used to detect and deal with shilling attacks in RSs.  
Breese, Heckerman, and Kadie (1998) identified two main classes of CF: memory-based 
(continuously comparing all user or item ratings data to produce recommendations) and model-
based (a model is learned from the history of item ratings that are used to predict a user’s ratings 
of similar items in the future). 
2.1.2.1 Memory-based CF 
There are three main types of memory-based CF: user-based CF, item-based CF, and 
demographic CF. 
1. User-based CF: The recommendation is based on the assumption that the user may 
have interests and tastes similar to the users who rate the same items similarly. By 
using the rating activity to find similarities between users, the RS will recommend 
unseen items to the active user (the user for whom the RS will recommend items) 
[29].   
2. Item-based CF: Item-based CF correlates items instead of users, so items that have 
similar ratings are probably similar [30]. The RS will recommend unseen items to the 
user if he or she has rated items previously similarly to the unseen ones. 
3. Demographic CF: In this type of CF, the users are correlated using their attribute 
information such as age, location, gender, and occupation. Items then could be 
recommended according to the user’s own information [31]. For example, makeup or 
fashion could be recommended to women. 
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2.1.2.2 Model-based CF 
In model-based CF, a model is learned from the history of items’ ratings that is used to 
predict the users’ future ratings of similar items. Examples of this CF can be found in Billsus and 
Pazzani (1998); Breese et al. (1998); Goldberg, Roeder, Gupta, and Perkins (2001); and 
Hofmann (2003). Building the model is done by applying different machine-learning algorithms 
such as clustering, Bayesian networks, and rule-based approaches. Breese et al. (1998) proposed 
two probabilistic approaches in which the probability of the user giving a certain rating to an 
item is calculated based on a model learned from the previous user’s ratings. These two 
probabilistic approaches are cluster model and Bayesian networks. In cluster model, users who 
are like-minded are gathered into clusters (classes). The learned model can identify the number 
of the needed classes. In the Bayesian networks model, each item is represented as a single node 
in the network while all ratings of each item represent the states of the node in the network. In 
the rule-based approach, association rules between items are identified. For example, in the e-
commerce domain, co-purchased items are analyzed to find the rules of purchasing these items 
together. Such a model is applied in Sarwar, Karypis, Konstan, and Rield (2000). There are also 
other probabilistic model techniques such as probabilistic latent semantic analysis [33] and 
probabilistic matrix factorization (Ma, Yang, Lyu, & King, 2008; Rennie & Srebro, 2005). There 
are also some RSs that combine both model-based CF and memory-based CF [36]. 
2.1.3 Hybrid Approach 
To alleviate the drawbacks’ effects of both of the recommender approaches discussed 
above, hybrid approaches have been used. Hybrid approaches combine two or more 
recommendation approaches to gain better performance and to avoid the shortcomings of using 
each recommender approach alone. By using the attributes of the items, we avoid the cold-start 
problem and data sparsity problem since there is enough information that the recommender 
system can start with. At the same time, the recommendations’ quality usually increases with 
time in CF. The user can also be aware of items that cannot be seen using the CBF (serendipitous 
items). Netflix1 is an example of a movie website which runs a hybrid RSs to recommend movies 
based first on the user’s stated preferences. Later, when the system has collected sufficient data 
about previous movies watched, similarities between the users and other users’ watching habits 
are used to generate recommendations. 





There are many ways to combine both approaches [16]. Here we just list them: 
 Weighted score: Applies content-based and CF separately; then the results given are 
weighted and combined. The weights are then adjusted during the next 
recommendations. An example of a hybrid system that uses this combination is the P-
Tango system [25]. 
 Switching: In this technique, one filtering is used first, and if it does not give a 
confident recommendation, the other one is used. The DailyLearner system for 
adaptive news access used switching to merge content-based filtering and CF. It first 
employed content-based filtering; then CF was used if content-based filtering started 
giving unconfident results [37]. 
 Mixed: Produces recommendations from different techniques at the same time. The 
ProfBuilder system [38] is an example of a mixed hybrid approach. 
 Feature augmentation: The output from applying the first filtering technique 
produces a list of candidate items; then this list is input into the other technique. For 
example, the Libra system [39] uses CF of the data produced by content-based 
filtering for book information from the Amazon website. 
 Feature combination: Information from collaborative filtering is used as extra 
features in content-based filtering. For example, in the movie recommender system in 
Basu, Hirsh, and Cohen (1998), the user rating of each movie is grouped as a single 
feature; then content-based filtering is applied. 
 Cascade: The second filtering technique refines the candidates of the first filtering 
technique. It applies the second filtering technique only to the candidates that have 
higher priorities to be recommended and leaves the lower priorities untouched. For 
example, EntreeC is a restaurant recommender system that uses the cascade hybrid to 
produce the ranked list. It generates a list of restaurants based on a user’s stated 
preferences. Collaborative filtering is then applied [16]. 
 Meta-level: The first filtering technique generates a learned model that is used as an 
input for the other. Fab system, an adaptive web page recommender, was the first 
meta-level hybrid [41]. It uses a content-based recommender to build user models 
based on weighted term vectors. Then CF is applied to identify similar peers based on 
these user models and generates recommendations based on ratings. 
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2.2 Multi-Criteria Recommender System (MCRS) 
2.2.1 Definition and Background 
Most CF algorithms require users to give just one overall (global) rating (e.g., using a 5-star 
rating system) and then use the averages of all users’ ratings to correlate the items and compute 
“neighborhoods.” This approach is straightforward, but it is not flexible enough to provide 
adequate details about the quality of the rated item or service. The inflexibility of global ratings 
produces biased recommendations because two users may give the same global rating from two 
different perspectives [5]. For example, two researchers may rate a research paper the same, but 
the first researcher’s evaluation is based on the paper’s readability while the other’s -- on the 
paper’s novelty. For this reason, some recommender systems (RSs) that are based on CF 
algorithms or hybrid approaches use multi-criteria ratings based on two or more perspectives 
(dimensions, criteria).  
Adomavicius, Sankaranarayanan, Sen and Tuzhilin argued that many dimensions affect 
recommendations other than just the users and items that are considered in most current RSs 
[42]. The time, place, and existence of other people are some examples of these dimensions. For 
example, reserving a room at a hotel could be influenced by many factors, such as the price, 
cleanliness, and staff friendliness. The user may like or dislike the recommendation produced by 
the RS depending on factors that cannot be considered only using the users–items matrix. To 
consider many factors, the matrix should have many dimensions. Each dimension considers one 
of these factors with different ratings instead of one rating for the item [23]. Recently, some 
online systems have been using multi-criteria rating systems on sites such as eBay, where buyers 
rate the sellers according to four various dimensions (item as described, communication, 
shipping time, shipping charges), and Tigerdirect.com, an online electronics shopping website, 
which allows customers to rate the products on four different criteria: value, features, quality, 
and performance. However, these multi-criteria rating systems are not used for personalization 
but to help customers make decisions about buying products when they view the ratings given by 
others in the different dimensions.   
2.2.2 Classification of MCRS 
In a recent review on the research area of MCRSs, Adomavicius, Manouselis and Kwon defined 
the recommendation problem as multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) [43]. Most of the 
surveyed studies can be classified into one of three main categories: 
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1- Systems that exploit attributes that describe the items to find the users’ preferences 
depending on items the user has liked in the past. Various CBF and knowledge-based 
systems fit into this category. For example, if a user usually watches comedy movies, the 
system can filter out other movies based on genre and, subsequently, recommend more 
comedies to the user.  
2- Systems that enable users to specify their preferences about the items’ content attributes 
through searching or filtering processes. The system then recommends items that fulfill 
the search or filter criteria and are similar to the user’s preference. The recommendation 
is then produced by selecting films that have the features that match the user’s 
preferences [44]. 
3- Systems that allow the users to give a subjective opinion about each item on multiple 
criteria specified by the system. The system then recommends items not seen by users 
that reflects their preferences across these multiple criteria, using their ratings and the 
ratings provided by other users. Unlike the single-rating systems in the previous two 
categories, systems in this category use multi-criteria ratings, and each criterion is rated 
by the user. Thus, users get personalized recommendations based on their previous 
ratings in all considered criteria.  
All of the above categories of systems can be seen as MCRSs because all model the user’s 
preferences as multiple attributes of the items’ content. However, the MCRSs in the third 
category are seen as a new promising trend for the next generation of RSs  [45]. Multi-criteria 
ratings of the quality of items can enrich the user’s model and provide extra information. 
2.2.3 Differences Between the Single-rating Matrix and Multi-criteria Matrix 
Conventional CF approaches arrange the data about users and items into a two-dimensional 
matrix (see Table 2-1), assuming that the different users are represented in the rows of the matrix 
and the items are represented in the columns of the matrix. Each cell in the matrix represents the 
specific user’s overall rating, which is a single value, of the specific item that are corresponding 
to the cell. For example, user A’s rating for item 2 is 3. 
A rating could be binary (1, 0), which could represent purchasing or not purchasing an item, 
or it could be an integer or real number that represents the quality rating of the item given by the 
user. Table 2.1 shows the User x Item matrix containing ratings on a scale between 1 and 5. In 
order to predict the rating of the target user for item 3, we first must identify the most similar 
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users to the target user (i.e. those who have given other items similar ratings to those given by 
the target user). In this case, User B is most similar, but User A could also be considered 
somewhat similar. The prediction for item 3 will be produced by combining the ratings given by 
the similar users (in this case, say B and A, so we can predict that the rating of the Target user 
for Item 3 would be close to 4).  
Table ‎2-1: User x Item matrix when overall rating is used (adapted from (Adomavicius et al., 2011))  
 Item1 Item2 Item3 Item4 Item5 
Target user  2 3 ? 5 1 
User A 1 3 3 5 2 
User B 2 3 4 5 1 
User C 3 3 4 4 1 
User D 2 4 1 3 3 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
 
In multi-criteria rating systems, the rating for each item is a multi-value. The matrix for 
multi-criteria ratings could be represented as follows: 
R: Users x Items  R1 x R2 x R3 x …. Rn 
where n is the number of criteria considered in rating the items, and R1, R2 , . . Rn are the ratings 
of each individual criterion. In some multi-criteria rating systems, the item’s overall rating is also 
considered. When the overall rating is considered, the utility function could be written as: 
R: Users x Items  R0 x R1 x R2 x R3 x …. Rn   
Table 2-2 shows what the multi-criteria matrix looks like; each cell in the matrix contains the 
multiple values of the item’s ratings as well as the overall rating (if there is one). If the task is to 
predict the target user’s rating of item 3, as the table shows, user C is the most similar to the 
target user considering the overall rating (the first number in bold). However, there are 
differences between the users’ ratings when the multi-criteria ratings are considered. This is to 
say, if two users give similar overall ratings to the same item, they might give different ratings to 
different criteria. However, considering the overall rating of the items is helpful because ranking 
items to be recommended to a user will be very complex if there is no global value that judges 





Table ‎2-2: User x Item matrix in multi-criteria rating system (adapted from [43])  
 Item1 Item2 Item3 Item4 Item5 
Target user  2,(1,2,3) 3,(2,3,4) ?(?,?,?) 5,(5,4,4) 1,(1,1,4) 
User A 1,(1,2,1) 3,(3,2,2) 3,(3,2,1) 5,(3,5,4) 2,(3,2,1) 
User B 2,(3,2,1) 3,(4,3,2) 4,(3,4,2) 5,(3,5,3) 1,(3,2,1) 
User C 3(4,2,2) 3,(2,3,2) 4,(4,3,3) 4,(5,1,5) 1,(3,1,2) 
User D 2,(3,2,1) 4,(5,4,3) 1,(3,2,1) 3,(4,1,3) 3,(4,3,1) 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
  
 
Figure 2-‎2-1: Multi-criteria rating matrix depicted in 3-D space, user X item X criteria 
2.2.4 Approaches of Incorporating Multi-criteria Information in the Recommendation 
Process 
Engaging multiple criteria requires new recommendation techniques that is discussed in this 
section, in which the recommendation algorithms found in the literature is categorized and 
examples of some systems that employ those techniques are given. 
In order to produce recommendations, two phases are needed: 
 The prediction phase: in which the prediction of ratings to unknown items is calculated; 
and 
 The recommendation phase: in which the decision is made to present the recommended 
items to the user. For example, the predictions of items are used to rank the items and 
select the top-N items that increase the user’s utility. 
The literature shows that incorporating the multi-criteria ratings into the prediction phase 
can be done according to memory-based and model-based approaches because the conventional 
CF has the same two approaches. After predicting all unknown ratings and considering overall 
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ratings, the recommendation will be straightforward because it will follow the same approach as 
if a single rating was used. This is to say, the overall rating is used to select the highly 
predictable items. However, if the overall rating is not considered, it is a challenge to do the 
recommendation phase as it is described above
2
. In the following, the approaches for 
incorporating the multi-criteria ratings in the prediction phase are described. 
2.2.4.1 Memory-based Approaches 
In the conventional overall rating approach, the prediction is produced using the target user’s 
previous ratings and the ratings of similar users (his or her neighborhood). In multi-criteria CF, 
Adomavicius et al. [43] found that there are two similarity-based techniques that can be used to 
consider multi-criteria ratings. The first is to calculate the similarities between users by 
aggregating traditional similarities from individual ratings of different criteria such as the work 
done by Adomavicius and Kwon [6] and the work done by Tang and McCalla [46]; the second 
approach is to use multi-dimensional distance metrics such as Manhattan, Euclidean, or 
Chebyshev [6].  
2.2.4.2 Model-based Approaches 
The model-based predictive model does not use the whole dataset in the prediction; rather, it uses 
a learned model from the observed data in the next predictions for unknown ratings. Many multi-
criteria-rating RSs use model-based approaches as discussed below; existing model-based 
approaches can be classified into: 
(a) Aggregation function: an aggregation function represents the relationship between the 
overall rating and the multi-criteria rating, assuming that the overall rating is an aggregate of 
multi-criteria ratings. The user’s overall rating is affected by his or her preference of one or more 
multi-criteria ratings. For instance, the overall rating of a restaurant with very high rating in the 
affordable price criterion tends to be very high regardless of the ratings of other criteria. 
Adomavicius et al. [42] proposed a multidimensional recommendation model (MD model) that 
calculates the rating of items based on multiple rating values for all considered dimensions.  
 
(b) Probabilistic modeling: Some MCRSs adopt a probabilistic modeling approach, which 
is a machine learning and data mining technique. [47] extended the flexible mixture model 
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(FMM) developed by [48]
3
 and discovered a correlation between multi-criteria ratings and the 
overall rating. Experiments using a dataset compiled from Yahoo! Movies showed that when 
they use very little training data using multi-criteria rating, there is prediction improvement.  
 
(c) Multi-linear singular value decomposition (MSVD): SVD techniques have been 
studied in single-rating RS applications, and they prove their effectiveness in improving 
recommendations (e.g., Sarwar, Karypis, Konstan, and Riedl, 2000). SVD methods are used as a 
decomposition method for two-dimensional data (i.e., user and item). In MCRSs, MSVD is also 
used as a decomposition method to reduce the dimensionality of the multi-criteria ratings. For 
example, Li, Wang, and Geng (2008) used MSVD in the context of a restaurant RS where users 
are able to rate each restaurant using ten different criteria (e.g., cuisine, ambience, service). They 
used the MSVD to reveal the hidden relationships among users, restaurant, and criteria. The 
information discovered from applying MSVD was then used to locate the user’s neighborhood 
and compute the top-N recommendation. They tested their approach with a dataset that includes 
200 users and 30 restaurants. Li et al. found that their approach improves the recommendation 
accuracy by 5% using the precision measure of top-N in comparison to the conventional single-
rating CF.  
 
Even though MCRSs share similarities with context-aware RSs [42] and content-based RS 
[50], they are different because context-aware RSs and content-based RSs use the objective 
content attributes (e.g., the length of a movie) or contextual data (e.g., location of theatre or the 
time of the week), but MCRSs are based on the subjective opinion of the user about each rating 
criteria.  
2.3 Social Network-based Recommender Systems (SNRSs) 
Traditional RSs typically use the users’ ratings assuming that users are independent and are equal 
to one another. However, users are influenced by other users (i.e., friends, colleagues) and also 
have different interests and knowledge as well as different social roles and contexts. Different 
people have different social relations, which are based on the user’s roles of varying kinds and 
strengths. With the online social network revolution, users have their own connections to people 
with whom they feel they have the same interests, belong to the same disciplines, or belong to 
                                                          
3 A method to cluster items and users together simultaneously, so a user or item can be assigned to different clusters at the same time 
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the same actual community (e.g., company, university, club). Users tend to ask their friends or 
family members about items, products, or services they may like but cannot decide among 
because they have similar ratings. For example, if a user likes to watch comedy movies and there 
are two comedy movies with similarly high ratings, the user may ask his or her friends if they 
have seen that movie and ask for advice. 
Even though the first SNRSs appeared as early as 1997 [51], there was no agreed-upon 
definition for social recommendation until 2013, when Tang, Hu and Liu gave two definitions, 
one narrow and one broad [15]. According to the narrow definition, a social recommendation is 
any recommendation that includes social relations as an extra input to improve the 
recommendation. TidalTrust [52] and SoRec [53] are examples of SNRSs that follow this 
definition. According to the broad definition, social recommendations are those made by any 
recommender who produces recommendations to be used in social media domains, including not 
only items but also other objects such as people, tags, and communities. Some SNRSs that use 
the broad definition are Flickr RS [54] to recommend tags and Twittomender [55], which 
recommends people to follow on Twitter. This study adopts the narrow definition, and all the 
studies discussed in this section will be ones that follow this definition. 
The SNRS uses two matrices, a user–item matrix and a user–user matrix, rather than the 
single user–item matrix used by the traditional CF. The user–item matrix connects each user to 
an item (e.g., a research paper) through the user’s behavior towards the item (e.g., rating, 
purchasing, bookmarking). The user–user matrix represents the social relations between users, 
including undirected social relations, such as friendship (e.g., friends on Facebook), co-
membership (e.g., membership in the same Facebook group), collaboration (e.g., co-authors of a 
paper) or colleague relations, and directed social relations such as following relations (as on 
Twitter), watching relations [12], or trust relations [52][56].  
Many studies prove that using social information in the recommendation process enhances 
prediction accuracy [57][58], reduces the effect of the data sparsity and cold start problems 
[59][53], and increases the user’s satisfaction. SNRSs can be classified in various ways such as 
by the type of social network (explicit or implicit network) or the recommendation approach 
(memory-based or model-based). Because one of main topics in this research is exploiting the 
implicit social relations in the recommendation, we classify the related work in SNRSs into 
explicit and implicit SNRSs. Table 2-3 shows a summary of the related work in SNRS area.
 
 
Table ‎2-3: Comparison between different social recommender systems 
Reference Recommendation approach (input) 
Recommending 
what? 
Objective Dataset used 
Explicit social network-based recommender systems 
Taste domain 
Twittomenter [55]  
CBF,CF (search terms, social connections 
(followers, followees), tweet history) 
People to follow 
on Twitter  
Compare recommendation using search 
terms (CBF) with recommendation 
using the user’s history of tweets and 
social connections 
Data gathered from Twitter 
[60] 
Social CF (users favorite items, friends 
who are manually selected, user’s 




Compare three different neighborhood 




CF (User behavior (buying/browsing 
history), the user’s friends list) 
Books, movies 
-Compare recommendations by online 
RSs and Friends (recommendation 
accuracy) 
- Compare interface of six online RS 
(user’s satisfaction) 
Books (Amazon.com, 








Social CF (items’ ratings, user’s social 
connections) 
Local Clubs in 
Munich 
Compare conventional CF with social 
CF 
 Lokalisten (German 
website) 
[59] 
Probabilistic model-based CF for SNRS 
(reviews of restaurants, user’s friends list 
and their reviews) 
Restaurants   
Compare their proposed algorithm 
using direct/indirect relationships with 
other algorithms (friend average, 
weighted friends, Naïve Bayes, and 
conventional CF) 
Yelp.com (restaurant) 
[63] Combination of CF and social relations Movies  
Compare recommendations from user’s 
known friends with recommendations 
using profile or rating similarity 
60 participants hired to 
simulate online RS 
[64] 
Random Walk graph model, weighted 
neighborhood similarity matrix (users’ 
social connections, users’ music play 
counts) 
Music 
Compare fusing CF with the two 
proposed methods of social relations 
Last.fm 
[58] 
CF, social CF, hybrid (social CF then CF), 
or amplifying data of social network in 
nearest neighbors (users’ items ratings and 
their social connections) 
Skin items  
Compare four recommendation 
approaches  







Reference Recommendation approach (input) 
Recommending 
what? 
Objective Dataset used 
[65] 
Random Walk with Restart (RWR) 
algorithm applied for a graph that 
represent user-user connections, tags and 
music tracks (Users’ music play counts, 
their tags and their social connections) 
Music 
Compare the Random Walk with 
Restarts model and a user-based CF 




Social CF (users’ social connections, 
listened and tagged tracks) 
Music 
compare the performance of CBF, CF 
recommenders with their proposed 




Content matching, content-plus-link, 
friend-of-friend and SONAR algorithms  
People  
Evaluate four recommendation 
algorithms to test their effectiveness on 
recommending people, and also test if 
these algorithms increase the number of 
friends 
Beehive system for IBM 
Explicit social network-based recommender systems 
Academic domain 
PubRec [67] 
Hybrid using the content similarities 
between papers, popularity of the papers 
among the user’s connections and the 
numeric rating of the papers given by the 
user’s social connections (users’ social 
connections, users’ bookmarks, user’s tags 
and frequencies) 
Research papers 
Compare proposed PubRec RS with 
two baseline recommender systems: 
Social Recommender (SR) which is CF 
and         Tag Vector Similarity 
(TVS) which is CBF 
CiteULike 
PReF [68] 
Hybrid : CBF (word-correlation factors), 
then CF using social relations (ratings of 
user’s social connections, user’s favorite 
books, tags) 
Books 
Compare the recommendation 
produced by PReF with 
recommendation from Amazon and 
LibraryThing 
 (Amazon and 
LibraryThing) 
PReSA [69] 
Hybrid: content similarities of papers 
considering tags, title, and abstracts; and 
the popularity of the papers among the 
user’s connections (users’ social 
connections, users’ publications) 
Research papers 
Test the effectiveness of PReSA by 
comparing different alternative 
implementations of PReSA, and test the  
efficiency of PReSA by comparing it to 
other recommenders (SR, TVS, Cos, 
Fusion, and PubRec) 
CiteULike 
[12] 
Fusing of watching relations 
recommendations with CF (users’ 
bookmarks and their watching users) 
Research papers 
Compare the accuracy between 
conventional CF, social, and the hybrid 
approaches in terms of precision and 
recall 
CiteULike 






Reference Recommendation approach (input) 
Recommending 
what? 
Objective Dataset used 
recommendation with CF (users’ 
bookmarks and their group membership) 
conventional CF, group-member-based, 
group-based, and the hybrid approaches 
in terms of precision and recall. Then 
conducted user-study with 8 users 
[71] 
Community vote-based, CF, hybrid such 
as content-boosted social network 
(CBSN), CBSN with social features, 
content-boosted CF ( users’ publications, 
talks bookmarks, 
Conference talks 
Explore different algorithms in 
conference talks domain for their 
recommendation accuracy and 
alleviating the cold start problem.  
Conference navigator 
dataset for two 
conferences: ASIS&T 
2010, iConference 2011, 
Scopus to retrieve the 
users’ publications  
Implicit social network-based recommender systems 
Trust-based social networks 
[72] 
Graph-based method. Eliminating the 
graph cycles then apply graph walk over 
the social network 
(users’ FOAF (Friend Of A Friend, ski 
resort routes) 
Ski resorts 




Trust-based recommendation using the 
propagation of trust between users (item 
ratings and users’ trust ratings) 
General items 
Compare the trust-based 
recommendation to the CF and study 
the effect of trust propagation on cold-
start users   
Epinions  
[74] 
Combine trust and similarity to produce 
compound weighting to be used in the 
prediction or using trust to include only 
trustworthy profile in the recommendation 
(profiles of movie ratings) 
Movies 
Compare different recommendation 
strategies (profile-level trust/item-level 
trust, trust-based weighting/trust-based 
filtering) to test the gained benefit and 
mean error rate 
MovieLens dataset 
[75] 
Uses social network trust inference 
algorithm called TidalTrust 
 (item ratings and users’ trust ratings) 
Movies 
Compare the trust-based prediction to 




Latent factor analysis using probabilistic 
matrix factorization (item ratings and 
users’ trust ratings) 
General items 
Compare the algorithm with other 
matrix factorization methods 
Epinions  
[76] 
Random walk algorithm, combination of 
content-based and trust-based (item ratings 
and users’ trust ratings) 
General items 
Compare the proposed algorithm 
(TrustWalk) with other trust-based 
methods (e.g. TidalTrust, MoleTrust), 
with user-based, item-based CF  
Epinions 
Implicit social network-based recommender systems 






Reference Recommendation approach (input) 
Recommending 
what? 
Objective Dataset used 
[77] 
Behavioral Network Collaborative 
Filtering (BNCF) (users’ navigational 
activities) 
General items 
Compared with CF, and with the 
approach that uses only direct social 
relations 
Usage dataset from intranet 
of Credit Agricole Banking 
Group 
[78] 
Fusion of trust values and item ratings 
(item ratings and users trust ratings) 
General items 
Compare the proposed credibility-
based approach with conventional CF 




Hybrid approach:  integration of CB 
characteristics into a social network-based 
CF system (keywords of the conference 
topics, program committee members data) 
Experts   
Investigate the performance accuracy 
of the recommendation 
system with and without the social 
network component 
 
Crawled dataset for 315 
program committee 
members 




Construct implicit social networks based 
on the co-occurrence keywords and names 




Calculate the precision is as the 
percentage overlap between 
recommendations and the target user’s 




Social CF using four proposed implicit 
social relations (user’s item ratings, user’s 
review comments) 
Movies  
Compare three recommendation 
methods  
Amazon 
Implicit and Explicit social network 
[82] 
Use of familiarity, similarity networks and 
combination of both to recommend items 
related to people within the user’s network 
(users’ bookmarks, comments, tags, and 




User study to compare the three social 
networks with/without explanation  
Lotus Connections        
dataset 
(WSNRS) [83] 
Fusion of trust value with rating value  
(Users’ social connections and the type of 
the connection, number resources 
published by the user, comments, ratings, 








Recommend people based on the strength 
of the relations in each of nine interaction 
layers: users’ social connections, users’ 
interactions with photos (comment, tag, 
add to favorites) 
Users 
Compare the recommendation using 
equal weights for proposed layers with 
the one that uses personal weights 







2.3.1 Explicit SNRSs 
The relations in a network are called explicit when they are initiated by one user or with the 
agreement of both users involved in the social relation. Examples of explicit relations are friends 
on Facebook, or Twitter/Instagram followers. Many recommender systems are based on explicit 
social networks, and most are based on friendship relations. The research on exploiting explicit 
social relations in RSs is applied mainly in two domains: taste and academic. We first discuss the 
studies in the taste domain, such as recommending music or movies, then we discuss the work 
that has been done in the academic domain such as recommending books, research papers, or 
authors with whom to follow or collaborate. The first part of Table 2-3 summarizes the SNRSs 
that exploit explicit social relations. 
He and Chu developed a probabilistic model to produce personalized recommendations by 
utilizing information found on a social network, including the user’s item preference, general 
acceptance of the item, and the opinions of the user’s friends [59]. By investigating users’ 
friends’ reviews, the authors found that friends tend to visit the same items and have similar 
ratings to the target user. They argued that the integration of social information can increase the 
performance of traditional RSs for three reasons. First, it increases prediction accuracy because 
modeling users can be more precise due to having a better understanding of the users’ behavior 
and ratings. Second, it reduces data sparsity because users who are connected most likely have 
something in common, so there is no need to find additional similar users. Finally, it reduces the 
effect of the cold start problem. The user’s friends’ ratings can be used even if the user has no 
ratings yet. He and Chu showed that using social networks improved prediction accuracy by 
17.8% in comparison to conventional CFs. 
Twittomender is another SNRS that recommends people to follow on Twitter [55]. 
Twittomender has two main recommendation possibilities: using the search terms to recommend 
people with similar interests or using the active user’s tweets and social connections (i.e., who he 
or she follows and is following). In [66], four recommendation algorithms to recommend people 
were evaluated: one is content matching which is pure CBF, Content-plus-Link which is a 
combination of CBF and recommendation using the social links, Friend-of-Friend algorithm that 
exploits the relations between directly connected friends to recommend new people using the 
propagation of the social relations, and the last is the SONAR algorithm which is based on 
SONAR system that aggregates social relationship information from different public data 
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sources. Researchers found that all algorithms were effective in increasing the number of friends, 
and while the recommendations based on social relations were good to find known people to the 
target users, the recommendations using the content matching were stronger in finding new 
friends. 
Bourke, McCarthy, and Smyth   examined three neighborhood formation techniques based 
on users’ social relations to amplify friends’ opinions about TV and movie items and compared 
the results obtained from the proposed techniques to each other and to the results from the 
conventional CF [60]. The first two techniques of selecting friends are (a) enabling users to 
manually select the friends and (b) selecting friends automatically from the list of friends based 
on the frequency of the interactions. The third method is similar to the second method but 
considers the Jaccard coefficient similarity between the target user and his or her friends.  
Bonhard, Sasse, and Harries conducted an experiment with 60 participants to explore film 
recommendations from participants’ real-life friends and comparing them with profile and rating 
similarities [63]. The authors found that participants prefer their friends as recommenders, and 
this preference increases if they have higher profile and rating similarities with their friends. 
They also found that ratings from friends with whom the user shares more profile and ratings 
similarities are more trusted. They also proposed an interface that can be used to highlight and 
enlarge the keywords that are the most common between the user and his or her friends. 
However, the effect of the user interface was not tested.  
Konstas, Stathopoulos, and Jose applied the random walk by restart (RWR) algorithm and 
compared it to a user-based collaborative filtering method using the Pearson correlation 
similarity [65]. The authors collected the user’s explicitly expressed bonds of friendship and their 
tags from Last.fm, a music-centred social network. After conducting a series of experiments, 
they found that the RWR benefited from the incorporation of the social information and 
outperformed the standard CF method in precision and recall. However, their data collection 
method is questionable because they collected the top 50 fans of the top 50 musicians; applying 
the same method to randomly chosen users might not lead to the same results.  
In [64], researchers tested the effect of two explicit social networks, membership and 
friendship, when fused with conventional CF recommendation methods. Their study was also 
conducted using information from Last.fm. The authors compared two kinds of fusion CF with 
social relations: one with a Random Walk graph model and the other via a weighted 
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neighborhood similarity matrix. The study showed a significant improvement in 
recommendation accuracy (i.e., precision, recall, and F-measure), which increased by up to 8% 
when the graph model was used.  
Another study done by Bellogin et al. used different approaches to test the performance of 
different recommendation approaches not only using performance measures, such as precision, 
recall, normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), but also nonperformance measures, such 
as coverage, diversity, and novelty of the recommendations [57]. The results showed that, in a 
dataset compiled from Last.fm, tagging and explicit social network information produced 
effective and heterogeneous music recommendations. [61] compared six online RSs (three books 
and three movie) with recommendations from friends, and they found that friends make superior 
recommendations than online RSs. They also found that the user’s satisfaction was higher with 
friends’ recommendations. 
Using a dataset compiled from Lokalisten, a Munich-based German-language virtual 
community, [62] found that recommendations of local clubs using social CF, which considered 
the user’s friends to form the user’s neighborhood, outperformed the recommendations produced 
using the conventional CF neighborhood. However, the results are significant only in specific 
cases, such as when there are very sparse ratings or novel predictions are needed. They also 
found that friends’ ratings are correlated in comparison with non-friends.  
In [58] four algorithms were compared: nearest neighborhood CF, social CF, a combination 
of nearest neighborhood CF and social CF, and nearest neighborhood CF with an amplification 
of data from social friends. The authors collected each user’s preference ratings and friendship 
relations from the South Korean social network Cyworld, and they found that combining data 
from nearest neighborhood CF and social CF perform the best in terms of MAE.  
SNRSs have also been tested in the academic domain, including the recommendation of 
expert or research papers. For instance, PReF is a book SNRS that uses a hybrid 
recommendation approach [68]. Pera and Ng used data compiled from LibraryThing.com, social 
website; first, they applied a CBF based on word-correlation factors to find books with similar 
content. They then applied a CF based on the user’s friends’ ratings. They found that their 
approach outperformed the CF recommendations provided by Amazon.com and the CBF 
provided by LibraryThing.com in terms of precision and ranking. Pera and Ng also proposed 
PubRec [67], an RS that suggests the most related papers for a particular paper from a list of 
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papers available in the libraries of users who are socially connected to the target user. PReSA 
[69] is another SNRS that takes advantage of the available data on social bookmarking websites 
(e.g., CiteULike), such as bookmarked papers, metadata of papers, and users’ connections, to 
recommend similar papers from the users’ connections’ libraries that are popular among the 
users’ social connections. Both PubRec and PReSA consider the explicit relationships among 
users in the recommendation process.  
Lee and Brusilovsky [12] [11] [71]have studied three explicit social networks to find the 
extent of interest similarities between users involved in those networks. The three networks are a 
watching network [12], a group membership network [11], and collaboration networks [71]. 
Watching relations are unilateral relations initiated by one user to watch (or follow) the other 
user’s library updates. Lee and Brusilovsky [12] have studied the recommendations produced by 
watching networks and compared them to the traditional CF. Their results showed that the 
watching network cannot compete with CF. Group membership networks connect users who are 
members of the same group. Even though users agree about the relevance of the group topic to 
their interests, the similarities between users’ libraries in these networks is insignificant: 0.29% 
of item similarity, 0.83% of metadata similarity, and 0.86% of macro-tag similarity [11]. The 
collaboration network connects two users if they coauthor a paper [71]. The similarity between 
two users connected using a co-authorship network is comparable to that of social connections 
that need agreement between the two partners involved. However, the results showed that the 
collaborators’ similarities were lower than the similarities between socially connected users. 
2.3.2 Implicit SNRSs 
Implicit social relations are inferred from user behavior such as browsing, bookmarking items, 
tagging, and commenting on items. These relations are constructed by machine calculations 
without user intervention, and so, users in implicit social networks may not be aware that they 
are socially connected; in this way implicit social networks are similar to the neighbourhoods in 
CF. Implicit social relations are beneficial finding better recommended items and alleviating 
some of the recommendation problems, since datasets that contain explicit social connections are 
rarely (if ever) found. In fact researchers are forced to either crawl through the data themselves 
or build implicit social networks based on the available data. 
The literature contains some works that use trust to infer relations between users. All SNRSs 
use trust to some degree. Some use the assumption that the user is usually influenced by the 
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behavior of other people in his or her social network, while other SNRSs calculate trust values 
between two users who are connected and adjust these values each time the users interact. In this 
section, the work done on implicit social networks is classified as trust-based and non-trust-
based. See table 2.3 for the summary of the work that is done in both.  
2.3.2.1 Trust-based  
The notions of trust and reputation are often used interchangeably. However, they often differ in 
the way they are evaluated. According to [85], trust is a person’s belief in another person’s 
capabilities, and reputation represents an aggregate belief about another person’s capabilities 
based on the opinions (or trust) of others. Trust and reputation share some characteristics. First, 
trust and reputation are context-specific, which means that, for example, a person may trust 
another person to be a good teacher but not a good football player. Second, trust and reputation 
are transitive. An example would be a case in which there are three users A, B, and C, where 
users A and B are friends, and users B and C are also friends, but users A and C are not 
connected directly. Using the transitive property, we can conclude that user A would trust user C 
because user A trusts user B and user B trusts user C, so, subsequently, A also trusts B’s friends 
by reference. Third, trust and reputation may have different aspects. For example, a user may 
evaluate a teacher based on the quality of the teacher’s explanations, patience, and willingness to 
help. 
Trust values can be acquired explicitly or implicitly. Explicit trust values can be acquired 
through the evaluation of the trustee’s explicit response toward the services provided by the 
trustor, such as the RSs in [75] and [73]. Trust values can also be acquired implicitly by using the 
user’s behavior or other information that relates users to one other, such as ratings [59], or by 
using user or item profiles [74]. In addition, the user’s trust value could be inferred by 
monitoring other users’ behavior toward the trustee. For example, the number of followers 
indicates how much the person is trusted in a specific context. 
It is evident that users prefer to ask for and find recommendations from people who they 
trust rather than using traditional RSs [61]. In social networks, users accept recommendations for 
items that are highly recommended by people who they trust [86]. For that reason, many scholars 
have tested the effect of constructing trust-aware RSs. The FilmTrust social website system 
proposed by Golbeck [75], for instance, reviews and rates others’ movie tastes and recommends 
movies using the trust developed between users based on similar movie ratings.  
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Trust is mainly used to reduce the weaknesses of traditional RSs. Many proposed trust-aware 
recommendation algorithms have shown that the performance of traditional RSs can be improved 
by including the trust relationships between users [53]. Avesani, Massa, and Tiella  [72] 
proposed a trust-aware RS that uses local trust metrics to personalize recommendations for 
secure skiing routes (Moleskiing RS). Personalization only shows information from users the 
target user trusts, which is not the case in systems based on global trust values, such as Google 
PageRank. The trust factor in Moleskiing is used to alleviate the data sparsity problem by 
utilizing trust propagation to infer trust values for unknown users. This approach can generate 
predictions for 66% of users while the conventional CF could only predict for 14% of the users. 
[73] proposed a trust-graph-based RS that uses trust relationships between users in addition to 
the similarity of ratings to reduce the data sparseness that affects users, especially new ones. The 
results of the experiments performed on the Epinions dataset showed that trust-aware RSs 
outperform CF in terms of recommendation accuracy. While this study uses explicit trust values, 
the study done by O’Donovan and Smyth used implicit trust values that were inferred from user 
ratings [74]. The trust values consisted of profile trust and item trust. While Massa and Avesani  
[73] aimed to overcome technical problems with CFs (i.e. data sparsity), O’Donovan and Smyth 
[74] focused on increasing the accuracy of recommendation predictions.  To find a solution that 
fulfills both objectives—reducing data sparseness and increasing prediction accuracy—Ma et al. 
[53] proposed the SoRec system. SoRec integrates the user’s social network graph with the user-
item rating matrix using latent factor analysis and probabilistic matrix factorization. The social 
network used is a trust-based social network where users can classify other users as “trusted” or 
“blocked.” The study’s main objective is to fill the empty cells in the user-item matrix by finding 
the probability of the user-rating prediction in order to decrease the matrix’s sparseness. One of 
the main advantages of Ma et al.’s approach is that they dealt with the confidence of the trust 
values. In other words, if the user trusts many users, his or her confidence of trust is decreased, 
but when the user is trusted by many users, his or her confidence of trust is increased. Ma et al. 
tested this method using a dataset compiled from Epinions; results showed that the SoRec 
outperformed other matrix-factorization-based CF techniques and it can produce 
recommendations for new users or users with few if any ratings.  
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2.3.2.2 Non-trust-based  
Work has also been done in the area of exploiting the implicit social relations in the 
recommendation rather than the work the uses trust. In [78], a study was proposed a “follow-the-
leader” model that classified users into leaders and followers. Leaders are users who have ratings 
that are minimally different from the average. The authors’ algorithm collected trust values from 
the leaders’ direct and indirect followers and recommended items based on the credibility of 
leaders in the system. They replaced the similarity weight with the credibility weight, and if the 
user was new and did not have enough ratings, the credibility weight was used instead of the 
trust weight to calculate the predicted ratings of the unknown items. The authors’ experiment 
with the dataset compiled from Epinions showed that their approach could predict ratings for 
new users and also increase the coverage. On the other hand, it could decrease personalization 
and allow users to game the system to become leaders.  
Davoodi, Afsharchi and Kianmehr [79] developed an SNRS to recommend experts who 
match the topics in which the active users need help. Their method identified representative 
expert communities by examining similarities in experience, background, knowledge level, and 
personal preferences. A clustering algorithm is used to build a social network of experts. 
Scholarmender [80] is an RS that recommends researchers and research papers. The algorithm 
first collected the names of the papers’ authors and the papers’ keywords. A social network of 
researchers was then constructed by finding the similarities between two researchers; the more 
the scholars coauthored papers and had overlapping keywords, the more similar they were 
considered to be. Chen et al. conducted their experiment using a dataset compiled from 
SCHOLAT, a Chinese social network website for the use of researchers. However, they had low 
precision for recommendation accuracy in the lists of 10 people and 25 papers that were 
recommended for each user. They justified their findings by indicating that users had an average 
of only 2.5 social relations in the proposed implicit social network. 
In Esslimani et al. [77], behavioral network collaborative filtering (BNCF) was presented 
when implicit relationships between users were inferred through their navigational behaviors 
within the network. User navigation patterns were recorded and correlated. The items’ ratings 
were inferred by using two features: the frequency of visiting a resource and the duration of a 
visit to a resource. The accuracy of the behavioral approach outperformed both CF and the 
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approach that used only direct links between users, as in [87], because the behavioral approach 
uses the social network’s transitivity to construct new links between users. 
In [81], four methods to extract implicit social links were proposed. Two methods are based 
on users’ ratings—common rating and Pearson moment correlation—and two are based on topic 
similarity—topic similarity and fine-grained topic similarity. The authors compared the results of 
these methods using three different social recommendations methods. The experiments using a 
dataset compiled from Amazon showed that fine-grained topic similarity performed the best in 
comparison to conventional CF and social MF, which uses matrix factorization techniques to 
allow for the propagation of interest through social relations. 
TrustWalker [76] recommends items using a combination of content-based and trust-based 
recommendations. The authors proposed a random-walk algorithm that attempts to find the 
trade-off between precision and coverage. Using trust propagation increases the coverage but 
reduces the precision, because the further one goes through the network, the more one could find 
less trustworthy raters. For this reason, TrustWalker uses a content-based method to find raters 
for similar items from trustworthy users instead of finding raters for the exact items but who are 
less trustworthy. 
2.3.3 Considering Implicit and Explicit Social Relations 
Some studies compared the recommendations produced by explicit social networks with those 
produced by implicit social networks. For example, [82] compared a familiarity social network 
with a similarity social network. A familiarity social network connects users through explicit 
social relations wherein the users know each other. A similarity social network is based on 
implicit social relations among users based on their behaviors, such as using the same tag or 
bookmarking the same webpage. They also compared these two social networks with a network 
that was created with people who are familiar and similar to other users (i.e., a combination of 
both previous social networks). They showed that the recommendation from the familiarity 
social network outperformed the recommendation of the similarity social network. They 
explained that they got these results because the recommendations are explained to the users, 
who can see the picture of the contact who sent the recommendation. However, they might get 
this result because all users belong to the same community, which, in this case, was the IBM 
Corporation, and users all have similar interests. 
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A wise social network recommender system (WSNRS) was proposed by Mican et al., which 
considered explicit and implicit social relations (e.g., implicit relations based on number of clicks 
to see other user’s profile) [83]. First, the algorithm considered the user’s connections which are 
made up of users who have an explicit social relations with the target user. It then considered the 
interactions between the target user and other users as well as the interactions between the target 
user and the webpages to calculate a trust value. If the trust value was above average, the target 
user is an implicit follower of the other user. The recently published resources and the favorably 
rated resources from the target user’s connections are then recommended to the target user. 
Mican et al. explained and demonstrated this using a case study that was neither evaluated by 
any evaluation measures nor compared with any baseline recommendation methods. Thus, we 
cannot conclude the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
 Kazienko, Musial, and Kajdanowicz  defined indirect relationships between users through 
their interactions with objects [84]. The authors proposed a personalized RS that connects two 
users directly through the contact lists of Flickr accounts. Users can also be connected indirectly 
through another user’s contact list, through membership in the same group, or through the 
interaction with photos (e.g., comment, tag or add to favorites). All of these interactions are 
recorded, and the user of the RS assigns weights to these interactions according to their 
importance. These weights are also adjusted through user feedback. All the collected data about 
the social relations are then associated with the relation strengths and used to recommend a 
ranked list of users to the target user. 
2.3.4 Summary 
This section discusses the related work of SNRSs. As shown in Table 2.3, most SNRSs are 
applied in the taste domain such as recommending movies, music, or restaurants. In the taste 
domain, the users’ interest play the most important role. However, it is difficult to use the 
recommendation algorithms for the taste domain to recommend research papers because there 
are many factors other than the user’s interest that affect one’s choice to read a research paper. 
The user’s knowledge level, goals, and context also play important roles in choosing research 
papers. In addition, in taste domains, the number of ratings for each item is larger than the 
number of ratings received per research paper. Furthermore, there is a lack of explicit ratings in 
the domain of research paper recommendation. Most of the research done in this area is based on 
citation networks and implicit feedback about the papers, such as co-tagging, co-downloading, or 
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co-bookmarking (please refer to section 2.4 for the related work about recommending research 
papers). For these reasons, our contribution to this research is two-fold. First, we test the users’ 
interest similarities in different implicit social networks that are proposed and constructed, which 
use data from social bookmarking systems and are used as sources for paper recommending 
algorithms. Second, we adopt a multi-criteria rating system to build a research paper RS that 
exploits the multi-criteria ratings and data from implicit social networks.  
As shown in Table 2-3, 19.35% of the studies surveyed exploit explicit social relations when 
recommending research papers or other relevant items such as conference talks or books. 
However, these six studies are done by only two research groups. However, in these studies, the 
coverage of their algorithms is low, which means that, in most cases, the algorithms cannot 
produce recommendations. In other words, people who are not involved in any explicit social 
relations with other users cannot get recommendations from these systems. For example, when a 
collaboration network is used, only 25.3% of the user population can get recommendations while 
the coverage in a conventional CF is 70.7%. The case is worse for the watching network, in 
which 96.6% of users do not have watching relations and, consequently, cannot receive 
recommendations, and 91.5% of users do not have group relations [10]. In the studies done by 
Pera and Ng [67][68][69], the explicit social connections are based on the invitation used. The 
recommendation that uses this kind of a social connection has also lower coverage than CF. In 
their studies, Pera and Ng used datasets compiled from CiteULike; however, authors did not take 
coverage (the number of users who receive recommendation) into their account, and, as a result, 
we do not know how many users in their dataset do not have any social connections. However, 
when we collected a larger dataset from CiteULike, we found that only 18% of the users in the 
dataset have explicit social connections with an average of 0.31 connections per user (please see 
chapter 4).  
Only one study exploited implicit social relations in recommending research papers [80]. 
However, their approach was based on the user’s own publications, which means that the 
algorithm cannot recommend items for users who do not have publications. The other study 
related to our research is done by Guy et al.  [82], which compared using explicit and implicit 
social networks when recommending bookmarks. However, their results are questionable 
because the study was done in a closed community where users are familiar with each other.  
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Thus, there is a lack of research done on SNRSs in recommending research papers in 
general. Our contribution to this research has the following features. First, no publication is 
required for the user in order for research papers to be recommended. The proposed implicit 
social networks deal with all users equally so that users with or without publications have the 
same chance to be part of a social network. Second, no data input is required from the user; the 
publicly available data is used based on data the user provides to the social bookmarking tool 
during their regular activity with the system. Third, users are not required to have explicit social 
connections to be part of the proposed social networks. 
2.4 Recommender Systems for Researchers 
In the previous sections of this chapter, the work that has been done in the MCRS and SNRSs 
were explained. In this section, we review the area of research paper RSs is provided and we 
categorize them based on the recommendation approaches that used. Then, we provide a 
summary to show if research paper RSs used some of the aforementioned areas (MCRS and 
SNRS). 
2.4.1 Recommending Research Papers using Content-based Filtering  
Content-based filtering (CBF) is based on information retrieval techniques comparing a paper’s 
features (e.g., title, abstract, keywords, publication year) with the researchers’ features (e.g., 
interests or previous search queries) in order to find matches. For this reason, content-based 
approaches are also called feature-based. Methods for CBF, based on text analysis, are widely 
used since each paper can be represented as a bag of words, calculating the weight of each 
significant word in the paper to provide a measure of its importance. The assumption is that the 
more frequently the word appears in the paper, the more important and representative it is for the 
paper. Although text-based methods for CBF are widely used, some criticisms have been raised. 
For example, a problem may arise when using different synonyms to refer to the same term in 
two papers. Also, the same word could be interpreted differently according to the context it 
appears in. 
Sometimes, full-text analysis is deployed to alleviate these problems [21]. However, it can 
be done only if the full text of the paper is available, which may not be the case due to copyright 
issues. Another problem with using the full text is that the processing takes a long time and 
requires extensive computation. Other CBF methods use only the paper’s meta-data such as title, 
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abstract, or keywords or a combination of them. In the algorithm proposed in [88], for example, 
the text of the abstract was used to find more papers that addressed the same problem or papers 
that used a similar solution. Text-based CBF research paper recommenders have been used in a 
wide range of applications. For example, He et al. [89] recommended references for authors who 
are in the process of writing a paper, enabling them to find the most suitable reference for a 
particular statement or specific location in the text. In this case, the text around the reference 
placeholder is processed, and papers with similar content are recommended as references in that 
location. Basu et al. addressed the problem of assigning conference papers to reviewers by 
developing a CBF recommender that can run many different algorithms using different data from 
the papers (i.e., title, abstract, keywords) separately or by combining some or all of them [1]. The 
authors found that using a combination of the papers’ data is more effective and can recommend 
better matches of papers to reviewers. Zhang et al. [90] proposed another CBF algorithm that 
aims to find novel papers that contain new information to the user. After finding relevant papers 
based on text similarity, a redundancy filter discards any papers that are not novel. 
Chandrasekaran et al. proposed another CBF approach based on semantic indexing of the paper 
[91], similar to [92]. They represented the user profile and the papers as trees of concepts based 
on the ACM topics classification, but they computed the similarity between papers to be 
recommended using the tree-edit distance algorithm [93] to find the distance between concept 
vectors instead of using keyword vectors. Their results showed that the concept-based 
recommendation outperforms the keyword-based one. However, the method requires a 
preprocessing stage to annotate papers with respect to concepts.  
Combining text-based methods with other content-based methods is used to increase RS 
performance. For example, Google Scholar applies text analysis and citation counts (as the 
number of citations can be considered to be a function of the content of the paper) to find and 
rank similar papers to the search query. Another approach [92] combines text analysis and 
citation graphs to construct different researcher profiles (for junior and senior researchers based 
on their publications). Then text-based matching can be done among the researchers’ profiles 
(represented as a weighted vector of the keywords appearing in the researchers’ publication(s)) 
and the papers in the citation graph. The same authors [94] used a similar combination of text-
based and citation-based approaches to recommend serendipitous papers instead of using random 
selection. They found that constructing a researcher’s profile using the citation graph to find less 
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similar papers produces more effective serendipitous papers than random selection. Although 
[94] classified their work as using a content-based approach, we classify them as a hybrid 
approach since they used both the text (CBF) and the citation graph, and citations could be 
considered as implicit ratings (CF). Other CBF recommendations are produced by observing 
users’ viewing history of papers such as the recommender of the Papits system [95]. 
Purely content-based features may not be sufficient to generate appropriate 
recommendations. For example, the recommended paper could be relevant to the interests of the 
user based on the content features (text, semantic annotations), but how influential the paper is 
could not be discovered, especially if it is a new paper that has no citations yet. In addition, CBF 
approaches can overspecialize the recommendations, which means researchers would not have 
the opportunity to read surprising, highly original papers or papers that cover other perspectives 
on the topic.  
2.4.2 Recommending Papers using Collaborative Filtering 
In contrast to CBF, the CF approach in general is helpful if few or no features about the items or 
users are available but user ratings are. CF for recommending papers could be based on readers’ 
explicit ratings, citation analysis, or usage analysis. Due to the lack of available ratings, citation 
analysis is the most common approach, followed by usage analysis. 
2.4.2.1 Citation-based Methods 
Citation analysis (or bibliometrics) is used to define the relationships among papers. The method 
is based on the assumption that papers that cite other papers are in some sense related and 
similar. Citation relationships can be represented as a graph where the vertices are the papers and 
the edges are the citing/reference relationships. The most well-known graph-based measure is the 
Google PageRank [96], which deals with web links as citations. The rank of a page is recursively 
calculated as a sum of the ranks of the pages that point to that page.   
There are four approaches to analyzing citations shown in Figure 2-2. Figure 2.2.A 
represents the case if paper a cites paper b. The “cited by” relationship is represented in Figure 
2.2.B where a is cited by b. The co-citation is the relationship between two papers cited by a 
third paper. Figure 2.2.C shows that a and b are co-cited in c. The co-reference relationship is a 
counterpart of co-citation, in which papers are considered related if they share one or more 




Figure ‎2-2: Different reference relationships between papers, adapted from [21] 
Many CBF algorithms use citation analysis to find relevant papers. For example, CiteseerX,
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a citation database, was the first to use citation analysis in 1997, specifically co-citation and co-
referencing, to find papers similar to a specific input paper. The cites and cited by relationships 
are used in [92].  
The citation analysis is used to build a citation matrix that was first proposed by [2] in place 
of a matrix with user ratings for papers to accomplish CF of research papers. For example, the 
entry Cp1,p2 in the citation matrix represents the relationship between two papers (p1,p2). If 
Cp1,p2 is equal to 1, this means p1 cites p2, i.e., it contains a reference to p2; it would be zero 
otherwise. While CF RSs typically utilize explicit user ratings of items (e.g., in movie or book 
RSs), paper RSs use the citation of papers as implicit ratings. This type of implicit rating 
alleviates the data sparsity and cold start problems inherent in collaborative filtering approaches. 
In [2], six different CF algorithms were compared within the classical RS GroupLens to find 
suitable additional references for a target research paper. The results showed that despite few 
available data from the user, the algorithms produced effective recommendations. In [97], 
authors have built the paper recommendations based on the paper’s citations and the trust of the 
active users to others users’ reviews of the paper. The relationships between papers and users are 
represented as two layers to connect users to papers through their trust of the reviews. 
In addition, analyzing citations enables calculating the citation count, which reflects the 
paper impact. Thereafter, citation count is used to calculate the h-index of the author, which 
shows an individual author’s influence and long-term productivity (indicative of her authority in 
a field). However, there are some limitations to using citation analysis in generating 
recommendations [21]. First, not all papers can be identified correctly as authored by a particular 





individual because authors may share the same last name and initials. Second, not all the papers 
that appear in the reference list of a paper have been cited because of their relevance. Third, the 
citation count should be used very carefully for comparing papers, as it depends on the time 
since the paper has appeared in the area of study and other factors, e.g., nationality of the authors 
[98]. Fourth, unlike PageRank, the citation count deals with all papers similarly; it considers a 
self-citation as important as a citation from a paper with a high impact factor. 
More recently, PaperTaste, a personalized paper recommender system is proposed in [99]. 
Authors used six citation paths to collect candidate papers: citation, reference, co-citation, co-
reference, co-author, and co-venue. The final candidate papers are the union of the papers 
generated by the six paths. Then, the candidate papers are ranked using a learned ranking model 
and the user profile that consider the user different activity in SocialScholar
5
, social network for 
computer science researchers. The algorithm is compared to a PageRank-weighted CF, CBF, 
conventional CF and fusion of CBF with PageRank. [100] proposed a new way to use the 
citation network. They applied Greedy Clique expansion algorithm, which inspired by 
PageRank, to discover communities based on citations. Then, for each paper in each community, 
the rank of its influence is calculated which means each community has a ranked list of 
recommendations. Then based on the user’s entered keywords, they are mapped to relevant 
communities and the user will be recommended the list of authoritative papers in that 
community. [101] proposed an algorithm to predict the target user’s interest in newly published 
papers using the paper’s reference list. If the target user has cited or published any of the paper 
that are cited in the newly published paper, this mean she is interested in this cited paper. Then 
the prediction for the newly published paper can be calculated by integrating her interests of all 
of the cited papers in that paper. They compare their model-based CF using SVD (Singular value 
Decomposition) with two other citation-based methods: the PageRank [102] and belief 
propagation [103]. The results showed that their algorithm perform better that the other 
algorithms in terms of accuracy using precision and recall measures. 
Another relationship between papers that can be represented as a graph is co-authorship. In 
this case, authors can be represented as nodes that are connected directly if they co-author one or 
more papers. This kind of graph is helpful in finding more related papers since authors who 





collaborate in authoring a paper most likely share topics of interest and therefore have authored 
or have liked more related papers. Graph-based approaches (citation-based, co-authored-based) 
in essence consist of navigating the graph to find more papers to recommend for other 
researchers using connections between the nodes in the graph. 
2.4.2.2 Usage-based Methods 
Usage-based methods refer to the methods inferring the similarity of interests among users by 
monitoring the actions of researchers, such as co-downloading (e.g., bX
6
 RS), co-accessing 
papers [104], or saving the same papers in personal libraries. The user’s actions toward a paper 
(e.g., viewing, printing, annotating, or sending the paper to other researchers) are monitored to 
infer the researcher’s interest [21]. The CADAL recommender [105] uses the user’s access log to 
books in the CADAL digital library (China America Digital Academic library) to find books that 
the active user has not read but her neighbors have. The bX is a commercial usage-based CF 
recommendation service for a large-scale digital library of scholarly papers from many 
institutions around the world. bX collects users’ co-downloads from the log files of the 
institutions starting from the paper that the user is looking at. Other authors (e.g., Pohl et al. 
[104]) also use the co-downloaded papers to find more similar papers. Monitoring the actions of 
researchers is useful to infer their interests without the need of explicit ratings. In addition, it is 
an effective way to infer the short-term and long-term interests of the researcher. Some of the 
advantages of usage-based methods are the earlier availability of usage data in contrast to 
citation data, and they are more accurate for recently published papers that may not be cited yet 
[104]. However, monitoring researchers’ actions continually could raise privacy issues [21]. 
2.4.2.3 Ratings-based Methods 
Many RSs based on “classical” collaborative filtering with user ratings have been proposed. For 
example, the System for Electronic Recommendation Filtering (SERF) [3] asks users to enter 
long and informative queries; then it collects users’ ratings about the search results, whether the 
results meet their information needs or not, and then uses these ratings to recommend papers to 
later users with similar needs. The evaluation results show that users’ feedback about 
recommendations increases both their effectiveness and efficiency. In [106], explicit rating was 
used to compare user-based CF (that generates neighborhoods of users similar to the active user) 






and two versions of item-based CF (that generates neighborhoods of papers similar to an active 
paper). The results showed that user-based CF achieves the best performance; however, two 
years is needed to overcome the cold start problem.  Also, Tang and McCalla proposed a 
multidimensional recommender system that collects different users’ ratings for each paper based 
on many rating dimensions: value added by reading the paper, the paper difficulty level, and 
whether the user was going to recommend this paper to other peers or not [46]. Parra-Santander 
and Brusilovsky also used explicit user’s ratings; they made two enhancements of user-based CF 
for social tagging systems and evaluated them by conducting an experiment to compare these 
enhancements to the traditional user-based CF [107]. One enhancement was done by using a tag-
matching approach called BM25 (the best known keyword-matching technique in the IR field) to 
match collaborative tags, whereas the other enhancement was related to the prediction stage by 
using neighbor-weighted CF (NwCF), which takes into account the number of raters in the 
algorithm to filter out the papers that have been rated by one or two users. Combining both 
enhancements gives the best precision results. 
2.4.3 Recommending Papers using Hybrid Approach 
To overcome the drawbacks of CBF and CF, hybrid approaches have been used to recommend 
papers according to the similarities among the paper’s and researcher’s features, in addition to 
finding neighborhoods of researchers with similar interests and criteria based on their ratings of 
the papers. GroupLens developed TechLens+ to test different hybrid algorithms [22]. The 
objective was to evaluate the performance of each used hybrid algorithm. The authors found that 
some hybrid algorithms perform better in recommending different kinds of papers, and the users’ 
level of expertise affects their perception of the recommendations. Papyres [5] first uses CBF to 
find relevant papers. Then it refines the list using CF. Papyres uses explicit user ratings for 10 
different paper qualities (i.e., originality, readability). This approach helps find papers with 
certain qualities (i.e., more readable papers or more well-organized papers) and at the same time 
find other papers that are highly rated by other researchers who have similar ratings in the past 
with the active researcher.  Another approach applied CF based on user’s tags of papers, then 
filtered the results based on text similarities of the papers [108]. [109] combined CBF and CF by 
applying topic modeling using text analysis and matrix factorization. Matrix factorization is a 
latent factor model, which is more successful than the neighborhood method.  
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PubRec [67] is an RS that suggests the most related papers for a particular paper in the 
researcher’s library from the list of papers present in other researchers’ libraries. The similarity 
of papers is measured according to similarities among the researcher’s tagging of papers between 
the active researcher and other researchers s(he) is connected to. PubRec exploits social 
relationships and the trust of researchers. The trust in a researcher is not an absolute measure, but 
it is based on the knowledge of the researcher in the common topics of interest that s(he) shares 
with the active user (who needs recommendation). For example, a researcher will be more 
trusted if s(he) has more papers that belong to the topic for which recommendations are needed.  
Other hybrid approaches, such as Scienstein [21] and Synthese [110], use citation-based 
methods to find similar papers. Scienstein combines CBF with CF and uses three ways of 
implicit rating: the citations data, authors’ data, and monitoring users’ actions (i.e., annotation, 
highlighting text, downloading or printing the paper, sending it to a friend) to infer the user’s 
preferences. The system also allows users to rate the papers explicitly and to tag using different 
tag categories. Synthese is another hybrid RS that uses a citation matrix, but it uses PageRank 
values instead of a binary value. 
Some other hybrid approaches monitor the behavior of users toward the papers. For 
example, some RSs infer the similarities among papers and among users using the users’ viewing 
history, for example, QuickStep RS [4]. Users’ interest neighborhoods are built by monitoring 
their digital libraries, assuming that when users download papers to their libraries, they implicitly 
rate these papers. It is assumed that the user is interested also in all the topics that these papers 
cover, as proposed in the PubRec system [67]. The users who share the same papers in their 
libraries are assumed to share similar interests. 
Using papers that are bookmarked or downloaded in the user’s library is beneficial in the 
recommendation process since these papers show the interested topics to the user. Next section 




2.4.4 Social Bookmarking Tools 
Managing references is not an easy job for researchers; it takes time and effort. Therefore, many 
social bookmarking websites (e.g. CiteUlike
7
) are used to save the interesting resources (e.g., 
books, journal articles, conference papers, websites) that the researchers use for their research 









 available for researchers to use that share the following 
functions: help researchers to discover new papers through showing the most recently published 
papers; import their reference metadata automatically; provide access to references/bookmarks 
from anywhere; organize, tag, and search references/bookmarks using tags; share 
references/bookmarks with others; enable researchers to choose the style of formatting for their 
references and produce the reference list; enable annotation of texts and encourage 
communication between researchers. 
2.4.4.1  Importance of Social Bookmarking Data 
Social reference management systems (which are social bookmarking tools) aggregate academic 
resources’ metadata that include data about the resources (e.g., author(s), title, abstract, 
keywords) or collaborative data (e.g., tags, ratings), which are valuable to be fed to RSs to 
produce personalized recommendations. Some bookmarking tools integrate easily with others—
for example, CiteULike and Delicious—to synchronize all users’ CiteULike bookmarks to 
delicious.com. CiteULike enables users to export their library to other reference management 
systems such as Mendeley or EndNote
11
 using standard file formats (e.g., BibTeX file). 
Furthermore, usage data of papers can also be aggregated to produce an internal, system-wide 
analogue of an impact factor of papers. For example, Mendeley shows usage statistics for each 
paper that indicate how important the paper is to the community. Statistics include how many 
users have added this paper to their library, to which research discipline the readers belong by 
interest, and the academic status of the users. 
Researchers have started realizing that social bookmarking tools provide valuable data that 
were created by users of these systems in their interactions (e.g., tags and annotations) with the 
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systems. After the announcement of Mendeley’s API Binary Battle12 many applications have 
been built using Mendeley data. For example, ReaderMeter
13
 is a web-based application that 
takes advantages of the papers’ usage data in Mendeley to analyze the impact of publications by 
a particular author based on the number of readers for each of the author’s publications. Another 
application [111] uses Mendeley readership data to find the number of readers for each reference 
in a paper, so the reader of the citing paper can decide whether to read that reference or not. 
2.4.4.2 Recommender Systems in Social Bookmarking Tools 
Since social bookmarking tools collect information about researchers’ interests, usage data, and 
citation data, RSs can be naturally applied to personalize the recommendations. Some 
bookmarking websites start applying RSs to recommend some papers that could be interesting 
for researchers but are not in their libraries. For example, CiteULike asks users to add at least 20 
items to their library in order to be able to give recommendations. It involves user-based CF that 
compares the user’s library with other users’ libraries to select articles from those libraries to be 
recommended to the active user. CiteULike also applies item-based CF, the item–item co-
occurrence (IICO) method that compares items that appear together to select the most frequently 
occurring ones to add to the recommendation list. The user can accept each recommended item 
by adding it to her library or reject it. The feedback of the users regarding the recommended list 
improves the later recommendation. 
Mendeley Suggest is RS for the Mendeley social reference manager. It has two 
recommendation types: related research and personalized recommendation based on the user’s 
library. Related research uses the paper’s information to find related papers using different 
techniques: topic modeling, BM25, tags, CF, and in-text citation metrics to find similar papers 
based on co-citing them in a third paper using the distance between their appearance in the same 
sentence or same paragraph. However, personalized recommendation is available only for 
premium users. RS uses different recommendation algorithms: item-based CF, user-based CF, 
text analysis, and others. The performance of Mendeley Suggest also can be improved by the 
users’ acceptance or rejection of the recommended items. Zotero is also developing its own RS. 
It seems that the door is open for more development of social bookmarking RSs for academic 
use.  








Even though CiteULike and Mendeley deploy recommendation services in social 
bookmarking tools, they do not exploit the wealth of the social data in the recommendation. 
2.4.5 Summary of Recommending Research Papers 
Developing RSs for researchers is a challenging job since many factors have to be considered to 
produce a personalized recommendation list that helps researchers achieve their goals, increase 
their knowledge, satisfy their needs, and at the same time give them the ability to customize 
recommendations and give feedback on the results.  
Findings from surveying 33 RSs are summarized in Table 2-4: 7 RSs use the CBF, 12 use CF, 
and 12 use hybrid approaches, and 2 use other approaches. More than half of these RSs were 
developed after 2009, which shows that this research field is gaining popularity. However, only 
1% of these RSs are running systems (RS of Mendeley, RS of CiteULike, and bX).  The 
remaining RSs were evaluated either using small-scale user studies or were just algorithms, 
tested using large datasets without implementing the algorithms in complete RS. In both cases, 
the testing was done only for measuring the accuracy of the predictions of the proposed 
algorithms; only 3 RSs take into account the user satisfaction. Furthermore, only 5 RSs out of 33 
use social relationships between people to recommend papers based on what is liked by other 
researchers whom the active user is connected with. In all of these five studies, the social 
relations are initiated by users (explicit) and it has been shown that recommendation algorithms 
based on explicit social relations have low coverage. In addition, all of these studies focused on 
the performance measures. We believe that social relationships in the recommendations can be 
harnessed to deliver a better balance between performance and non-performance metrics, by 
finding alternative methods of connecting users socially to each other in a way to increase not 
only the accuracy, but also the user coverage and diversity. Last, even though recent studies have 
demonstrated significant results in terms of recommendation accuracy, only 3 RSs use 
multidimensional ratings (i.e. multi-criteria rating) to deal with different aspects of papers (e.g., 
reading goals, pedagogical features, readability). Extending algorithms to work with 















1 QuickStep [4] Hybrid Effectiveness of the algorithm - - Usage-based - 
2 [112] Hybrid 
Effectiveness of the algorithm (precision and 
recall ) 
- - - - 
3 TechLens [2] CF 
- Measuring user opinion of the effectiveness of 
the algorithms.  
- Overall user satisfaction, and user opinion of 
the usefulness of the resulting system 
- - Citation-based - 
4 [90] CBF Effectiveness of the proposed algorithms - - - - 
5 TechLens+ [22] Hybrid 
- Accuracy and quality of recommendation 
- Users’ perceptions about the quality of the 
recommendations 
- - Citation-based - 
6 SERF [3] CF Users' search efficiency and effectiveness  - - Usage-based - 
7 
Recommender of Papits system 
[95] 
CBF 
Effectiveness of RS 
 
- - Usage-based - 
8 [97]  CF 
Influence of trust-weighted reviews on 
document recommendations 
- Yes Citation-based - 
9 [104] CF 
Comparing co-citation and co-downloaded 
methods in terms of quality 
- - Usage-based - 
10 [106] CF 
Compare three different CF methods  for 
usefulness 
- - - - 
11 Zhang et al. (2008) [108] Hybrid 
Evaluating the influence caused by the size of 
neighbor user set 
- - - - 
12 Papyres [5] Hybrid 
Test and compare five different approaches of 
defining user’s neighborhood in terms of 
accuracy 
Yes - - - 
13 ScienStein [21] Hybrid 
The services in the system is introduced, but 






14 Synthese [110] Hybrid Effectiveness of RS Yes - Citation-based -   
15 [113] CF 
- Examine the effect of considering pedagogical 
elements in making recommendations 
- User satisfaction 
















16 bX [114] CF Running system - - Usage-based - 
17 CiteUlike  CF Running system - - - - 
18 [92] CBF Effectiveness of proposed algorithm - - Citation-based - 
19 He et al,, 2010 [89] CBF Measure the recommendation performance - - Citation-based - 
20 [107] CF  Effectiveness of proposed algorithm - - - - 
21 [70] Hybrid 
Effectiveness of hybrid approach of CF and 
group collection, group membership in 
comparison to each one separately  
- - - Yes  
22 PubRec [67] Hybrid Effectiveness of proposed algorithm - Yes Usage-based Yes 
23 Wang and Beli [109] Hybrid 
Comparing the performance of three CF 
techniques  
- - - - 









Effectiveness of hybrid approach of CF and 
watching network in comparison to each one 
separately  
- - - Yes  
26 [88] CBF Effectiveness of proposed algorithm - - Citation-based - 
27 Mendeley CF Running system - - - - 
28 DOCEAR [115] CBF 
Compare the performance of different 
variations of CBF 




Compare the performance of different 
algorithm and fusing of them to test the social 
recommendation algorithm 
- - - Yes 
30 PReSA [69] Hybrid 
Efficiency and effectiveness of proposed 
algorithm 
- Yes  Usage-based Yes  







Effectiveness of proposed algorithm - - Citation-based - 






CHAPTER 3:  
MULTI-CRITERIA RATINGS FOR RESEARCH PAPER 
RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS 
 
As discussed in the previous chapter, to alleviate the bias in the single rating, multi-criteria rating 
recommenders were proposed. Using different rating criteria to evaluate the quality of the items 
provides more data about the rated items and also about the users’ preferences, which can 
enhance the collaborative filtering performance. Finding users who are similar to the target user 
considering a certain aspect of the quality of the item allows to recommend items (e.g. research 
papers) from similar users who have similar ratings to the target user with respect to that aspect 
and this can improve the recommendations, and possibly, the user satisfaction. 
 
This chapter is dedicated to answer the following question: 
RQ1: How do users perceive multi-criteria rating recommendations? 
This broad question is divided into the following specific research questions: 
RQ1.1: What are the most important rating criteria in evaluating a research paper? 
RQ1.2: What are users’ preferences about using overall ratings versus multi-criteria 
ratings? 
RQ1.3: Do users prefer to have control over the importance weights of multi-criteria 
ratings during the recommendation process? 
RQ1.4: Are the criteria domain-dependent? 
We conducted a qualitative study to find answers to research questions: RQ1.1 to RQ1.3. Then, 
we confirm the rating criteria ranking using quantitative study as well as confirming our finding 
for RQ1.3. We also generalized the findings with two research areas using the quantitative study. 
3.1 Qualitative Study 
Most CF algorithms require users to give just one overall (global) rating and then use the 
averages of all users’ ratings to correlate the items (or users) and compute “neighborhoods”. This 
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approach is straightforward but not flexible enough to provide adequate details about the quality 
of the rated item/service. The inflexibility of global ratings produces biased recommendations 
because two users may give the same global rating from two different perspectives [5]. For 
example, two researchers may rate a paper the same, but the first researcher’s evaluation is based 
on the paper’s readability while the other’s is on the paper’s novelty. For this reason, some RSs 
are based on CF algorithms or hybrid approaches that use multi-criteria ratings based on two or 
more perspectives (dimensions). However, in all the existing MCRS, the rating criteria are 
chosen by researchers and do not allow the users to change the importance weights of these 
criteria. 
In this study, we investigate researchers’ opinions of the most important criteria in rating the 
quality of a paper (RQ1.1). The important decisions include how many and which criteria to 
include, whether users prefer to consider the overall rating or multi-criteria ratings (RQ1.2) 
whether to include the possibility of users’ assigning different weights to the criteria (RQ1.3) and 
how the user interface for ratings should be organized. There is a danger in giving more control 
to the user and increasing the complexity because that may lead to cognitive overload and reduce 
the user’s rating activity. Although all published research papers are peer-reviewed and 
evaluated for their significance and novelty, we are looking to the users’ reviews as consumers 
for these papers. The importance of that is to try to develop a recommender system that take into 
account the user’s preferences using the multiple ratings and the user’s weights for each rating 
criterion. We argue that different weights can produce a more personalized recommended paper 
list to each user.  
Recent studies of user-control in the context of recommender systems showed that the 
relation between the user-control  and satisfaction is affected by the knowledge level of the user  
[117] and the user’s interests [118]. It also shown that there is a relation between the user control 
and user engagement in the recommender system and the user characteristics affect the user 
engagement and the user experience [119] [120]. [121] showed in the TasteWeight recommender 
system for music that using the visualization allowed bigger interaction and explainability and 
enhanced the general user experience. In our work, we want to investigate the users’ opinion in 
giving the user control on the importance weight of different rating criteria. Giving different 
weight for each criterion is expected to help in the personalization of the recommendation and 
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also in increase the user satisfaction of the recommender system. The output of this study is 
expected to help the designer of the recommender system interface to understand the user’s 
needs. 
Following the framework proposed in [122]) we concentrate on two layers of the model: 
deciding upon adaptation (DA) and applying adaptation decisions (AA) to elicit the users’ 
opinions. We use a qualitative method by applying focus group discussion to involve the end 
users and their perspective throughout this study.  
3.1.1 Methodology 
In RS design and development, quantitative research methods are commonly used to evaluate the 
accuracy, efficiency and the effectiveness of proposed algorithms as well as user satisfaction 
[5][95]. However, the qualitative method is well suited to exploring different options and user 
requirements. To our best knowledge, the question of which features (i.e., criteria) to consider in 
evaluating the quality of a paper has not been addressed in a systematic way, and all existing 
approaches that include multiple rating criteria seem to have been developed based only on the 
authors’ intuition. We adopted a focus group approach, a qualitative research method suited for 
exploratory research that would allow us to examine 1) whether the participants thought 
including different ratings criteria is useful in finding higher quality research papers and 2) 
whether they support the idea of having the user control the weight of different criteria. We also 
want to extract and confirm some guidelines for user interface design that can make the RS more 
understandable and user-friendly.  
A focus group, as defined by [123], is a moderated discussion on a predefined set of topics 
with 6–12 participants. The advantage of having small group discussion is allowing participants 
to develop shared understanding of the topics while voicing their opinions. The process uses 
open-ended questions to enrich the discussion with different ideas, perspectives and conflicts that 
reveal the similarities and differences in participants’ thoughts. Some questions should be 
defined before conducting the focus group, whereas some may evolve as follow-up questions 
based on the participants’ responses. One of the big advantages of a focus group as an 
exploratory method is its open-endedness, the fact that the direct interactions with and among the 




Eight people participated in this study: one postdoctoral fellow, two Ph.D. candidates in their 
fourth year of research, and five master’s students in their second year of studies. The 
participants were recruited from the Computer Science Department of the University of 
Saskatchewan. We invited these people specifically because we aimed to engage active young 
researchers who still need to read research papers for their studies and for writing their theses. 
Graduate students usually need to read dozens of papers to be familiar with their research area, to 
find problems that they can contribute to solving and, finally, to write their theses. Graduate 
students usually struggle to find good papers to read when they are starting their studies. 
Participants were invited personally through e-mail. Eleven of the invited people agreed to 
participate in the study, but three could not participate because of other commitments. The 
participants’ demographic data are shown in Table 3-1. Most of the participants were 
international students who had studied previously in different countries, which meant their 
diverse educational backgrounds could enrich the discussion. 
Table ‎3-1: Participants’ Demographics Data 
Participant # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Degree Master Postdoc Master Ph.D Ph.D Master Master Master 
Gender Male Female Female Female Male Male Male Male 
Country of Origin Iran Iran Canada Nigeria Nigeria Taiwan China Canada 
 
3.1.3 Focus Group Settings 
The focus group was held in a quiet room in the Social Sciences Research Laboratories (SSRL), 
University of Saskatchewan, dedicated to conduct qualitative studies (e.g., focus groups or think-
aloud sessions). Preparation of the room included providing microphones for audio recording the 
session and a round table with comfortable chairs to enable the participants to communicate with 
each other easily. 
When the participants arrived, they were welcomed and asked to read carefully and sign the 
consent forms (please see Appendix B.1, Ethical certificate attached in Appendix A). They were 
reminded that the focus group discussion was audio-recorded to make it easy to transcribe the 
session without missing any of the participants’ opinions. They were also told to avoid 
interrupting any of the other participants so that all participants had the chance to complete their 
ideas. This also helps the transcription by preventing the audio file from being garbled. 
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3.1.4 Questions Asked 
Two types of questions were asked during the focus group session. First, we asked closed 
questions to examine how familiar the participants were with RSs: 
C1. Have you been recommended items, or are you familiar with any kinds of 
recommendations? 
C2. Are you familiar with research paper RSs? 
Then we asked open-ended questions as follows: 
O1. When you want to read a paper, how do you choose that paper? What criteria do you 
consider? 
O2. In using a RS for research papers, do you prefer to see overall ratings (one rating as 
general rating) for the paper or multiple criteria?  Justify your answer. 
O3. If you are asked to evaluate and rate a research paper, in your opinion, what are the three 
most important rating criteria? 
O4. What do you think about giving the user the control to assign importance weights to those 
criteria? 
3.1.5 Analysis and Results 
The discussion began with questions C1 and C2. We noticed that the participants were very 
motivated to talk about the topic. All of them were familiar with RSs, specifically in 
recommending items to buy; seven of them were familiar with RSs used by scholarly websites, 
such as Academia.edu and Google Scholar Updates. Below are some direct quotes from 
participants as they expressed their hypotheses about the recommendation algorithms used: 
 Participant 2 (P2): “I think they [Google Scholar Updates] may use some index [keywords] 
that you use in your papers. Try to match it and it will suggest to you some papers that have 
been recently published in your field.”  
 P8: “Google Scholar14 seems to list them in order of how many citations they have. That’s 
the only thing I’ve noticed on Google Scholar.” 
 P1: “I think Google Scholar itself is somehow [a] recommender system based on [the] 
number of citation[s] that the paper has? For example, if you search using keywords and you 
see a paper that has thousands of citations, so you prefer that one to the others.” P5: “Yeah, 





but they [Academia.edu] just send me an e-mail with publications. So maybe they use the 
area of interest. I don’t know.” 
 P4: “When you sign in to academica.edu it comments with recommendations so are you 
interested in this area? You either click [to] select it or not; once you selected it, it starts 
recommend papers in these areas. I was wondering one time that why it recommends some 
papers that I feel they are not in my research areas, I looked into my profile and I discovered 
that I’ve actually selected that before.” 
 P4: “ResearchGate15 send e-mail by questions and their answers using the keywords that I 
used previously to search.” 
 
3.1.5.1 Brainstorming the Evaluation Criteria of Papers 
Participants were asked to think about how they usually choose a paper to read and the reasons 
(i.e. criteria) that they choose to read a paper or not. They were asked to define each criterion so 
we would know exactly what they meant by each of them. They discussed the following 9 
criteria. 
1- Clarity: Participants converged toward defining clarity of the paper as how well the paper 
is written in English, whether it is using simple terms and how the style of writing makes 
the ideas presented by the paper obvious. They thought this is one of the criteria that make 
them decide to read the paper or not because the clearer the paper the more accessible and 
understandable it is. However, participants distinguished between two terms: clarity and 
understandability. They referred to clarity mostly as the quality and simplicity of the 
language used, while understandability was to mean how clear and logical the paper is in 
presenting the technical approach and the research methods used. For example, P5 said, “I 
think one is about grammar... and it was written poorly. So that might make it difficult to 
read. The second one is the paper is written well in English but it’s still difficult to get what 
that person is talking about, but I think that might be technical clarity.”  
 
2- Technical clarity: participants felt that the technical content of the paper is one of the most 
important criteria in technical disciplines, such as engineering and computer science. 
However, the technical content may not be sound or may not be presented in an 





understandable way. For example, some authors use a lot of difficult technical terms that 
make the paper hard to understand. Similarly, complex mathematical formulas may be 
introduced without giving a hint or justification of why they are necessary. In some 
empirical or applied science papers the description makes it difficult to understand what 
the goals of the experiment are and why a specific evaluation or statistical evaluation 
method is chosen, assuming that the reader is very familiar with the subject.  
3- Willingness to Cite This Paper: this criterion corresponds most closely to the general 
opinion of readers regarding liking or disliking the paper, if they intend to cite this paper in 
the future or not. This means they like it and find the information useful for their work. A 
high rating on this criterion would mean that, even though users may find the paper not 
useful in some aspects or may not like its clarity, it still brings value, can be useful and is 
worth citing.  
4- Length of the paper: some participants thought that one of the criteria that encourage 
them to read the paper is its length. The shorter the paper, the higher the chance it will be 
read. “Sometimes a paper’s, like, 40 pages and you’re, like, I probably don’t want to read 
this,” P3 said. However, they thought this could be a ranking criterion rather than a rating 
criterion, since the page length is an objective feature rather than a feature requiring a 
subjective evaluation (rating). 
5- Closeness to purpose or task: participants defined this criterion as how much the paper is 
relevant to what the user is doing at the moment (e.g. writing a paper, finding another 
approach to solve the same problem). For example, if users read a paper, they might want 
to read another similar paper that uses a different approach or different method or frames 
the same problem from a different perspective. P2 commented that “Sometimes [the user] 
want[s] something newer. Sometimes [the user] want[s] something close.” This criterion 
was raised by one of the participants and did not receive support from the others. 
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6- Relevance: the participants defined this criterion as the similarity between the content of 
the paper and the user’s research interests. The recommended papers must be relevant to 
the user’s interest somehow. The participants thought that this criterion is more important if 
the user has interests in multidisciplinary research fields. They wanted to be able to judge 
the relevance even though this can be automated (e.g. using CBF). They also suggested 
enabling the user to tag papers so that they can relate the paper to topics according to their 
own choice.  
7- Comprehensiveness: participants described a paper as comprehensive if it reviews what 
has been done in the research area (i.e., literature review) without going deeply into detail. 
Some participants called this criterion “coverage.” They mentioned that comprehensive 
papers are more important for new researchers that need to read “something that at least 
gives a brief overview… a summary of what has been done like literature review”, P4 said.  
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8- Difficulty level: some participants insisted that the difficulty level of the paper is important 
to consider in deciding to read the paper, but they could not agree on what defines a paper 
as difficult to read. While there are linguistic metrics of text complexity that could be used, 
the participants felt that the problem with the difficulty of research papers is more nuanced 
and text complexity metrics are not sufficient to evaluate it. There was a strong conflict in 
the discussion of this criterion. Some participants argued that the paper could be difficult 
because it has many mathematical equations, theorems and proofs. Other participants said 
the mathematical issues were only in the applied sciences, but when we consider other 
fields such as social sciences, the papers do not usually contain any mathematics yet can 
still be difficult to understand. They recognize that some readers are good at mathematics 
and may feel that papers with lots of mathematics are easy. Papers that use many technical 
phrases, acronyms or jargon that are specifically used in that research field are difficult to 
understand to those who are unfamiliar with them. One participant commented, 
“Sometimes the paper is very hard to read. I don’t mean English but in the technical field. 
They use lots of English phrases that are specifically used in that field.” Depending on the 
reader’s preparation or experience, the paper may be easier or harder to read. Some other 
participants found that papers that discuss experiments or user studies are easier to read 
than the papers that describe theories. “But I think that is also subjective. It depends on the 
kind of research that the paper discusses. Like, if it is strictly theoretical research then it 
might be difficult for most people to research. But if it is, like, experimental… it is easier 
to understand,” said P4.  
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Most participants stated that the distinction between theoretical and experimental papers is 






18. P2 said, “If I want to trust or rely on any 
RSs, I want to see it ignore the paper that comes with lots of theoretical stuff.” This 
distinction can be done by enabling the user to categorize papers as experimental or 
theoretical. Then users can specify in their profile that they prefer one of them to the other 
(e.g., experimental), which can be another feature to be used by the content-based filtering 
or hybrid RS to find matches.  
9- Value added by reading the paper. This criterion refers to how much new information the 
user gains by reading this paper. Some participants thought that it is useful to rate the 
usefulness of the content of the paper based on their knowledge, whereas other participants 
thought that it would be hard to rate old papers. P8 said, “I feel like if a paper’s really 
original and novel then it would be easier to give it a higher value added rating because 
you can see how many things you can do to build on this paper. But older papers you might 
say it seems like this old idea that you can’t build off of.” P5 commented that an older 
paper could not add value for them because they have already read many and newer papers 
in the same area.   
3.1.5.2 Other Criteria Mentioned in the Discussion 
The participants mentioned some other criteria that are useful in evaluating a paper, such as how 
recent the paper is, the authors’ reputation (h-index) and the number of citations that the paper 
has received. They discussed the importance of the year of publication and the relationship 
between the publication date and the number of citations, acknowledging that it is not 
straightforward to base a conclusion about how important the paper is on its citations. P4 said: 
“The paper might be new. It has not had much citation, but it is very good.” The reputation of the 
author is also important; users may be interested in reading a paper written by author(s) that they 
know and follow. However, the participants realized that, although these criteria are important to 
consider, it is better to consider them as ranking criteria for the results rather than rating criteria 
for users, since all of these criteria have numeric values that are usually fixed at the time of 









considering them (e.g., the length) or change slowly (e.g., the number of citations, the year of 
publication, the h-index of the author).  
After we combine the explicit and implicit users’ interests and the paper ratings and the content 
of the paper and using a hybrid approach, the objective criteria (e.g., paper length, text 
complexity, year of publication, authors’ reputation, and number of citations) can be used to 
narrow and order the list of results.  
 
3.1.5.3 Overall Rating versus Multiple Ratings 
When we asked the participants Question O2 (whether they preferred to have the overall rating 
of the paper or multiple ratings based on different specific criteria), the participants expressed 
wishes for an overall rating and ratings based on three specific rating criteria for two reasons. 
First, the user sometimes strongly likes some aspects of the paper, but their general opinion of it 
may be low. All the participants agreed with the opinion of P5: “You still give your opinion on 
the different dimensions. But generally you still come up with the overall impression whether 
you accept or reject [the paper].” Second, the user might have different opinion from the 
available criteria for the ratings and that can change the overall rating of the paper.  
The participants thought it is important to have different criteria that reflect different aspects 
of the paper’s quality, which would make the recommendations more personalized to their needs. 
All participants agreed that the obvious disadvantage of having multiple ratings for each paper is 
that “It’s too much work to click on all the rating criteria for each paper.” However, the solution 
is to “keep [the ratings] short and simple,” design the system carefully and display the benefits of 
having multiple ratings on recommendations that they receive.  
 
3.1.5.4 Choosing the Most Important Three Rating Criteria  
After the participants felt that there were no more criteria to add to the list, we asked them to 
choose the three most important criteria among those produced in the brainstorming discussion 
related to O1. We initiated the discussion with questions O3. One participant suggested starting 
by removing the least important criteria and focusing later on ranking the remaining ones. First, 
most (five or more) of participants suggested removing the “willingness to cite the paper” and 
“value added by reading the paper” because these criteria expressed a general impression about 
the paper that could be replaced by the overall rating. The participants thought that the “length of 
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the paper” should be removed because it is an objective, static parameter that could be used by 
the RS as a ranking criterion after the set of possible recommendations was generated. Another 
criterion that participants felt that could be automatically inferred by the RS, instead of relying 
on user rating, is the “closeness to research area.” Each user has a user model that contains the 
user’s preferences, the research interests and any related topics of interest. The user model is 
built automatically using data that are entered during user registration or collected by the system 
based on the user’s history of searching, bookmarking, etc. 
Table 3-2 shows the resulting ranking of the rating criteria. All participants agreed that the 
clarity of the paper is the most important rating criterion. It is important for the users to read 
well-written papers that use simple and well-defined terms and that are easy to read. One 
participant commented, “number one should remain clarity and that it is easy to read,” 
expressing the group consensus. However, there were some comments that suggested more 
nuanced views. Another participant pointed out that a paper’s clarity is related to its difficulty 
and that the difficulty criterion is subjective. Yet difficulty came only fourth in the ranking and 
was supported by only three of the participants.  
Technical clarity became the second most important criterion, as ranked by seven 
participants. The paper is technically clear when the technical details are presented so that the 
work can be reproduced. Such details include consistent mathematical notation and 
formularization, detailed description of the research method and the experimental setup.  




Number of users 
agreed on the 
ranking position 
Clarity 1 8 (100%) 
Technical clarity 2 7 (87.5%) 
Relevance  3 5 (71.4%) 
Difficulty level 4 3 (37.5%) 
Comprehensiveness 5 2 (25%) 
 
There was a long discussion to choose the third-ranked criterion among relevance, difficulty 
level and comprehensiveness. Finally, in a vote taken to resolve the question, five participants 
chose relevance. 
3.1.5.5 Control Over Different Rating Criteria 
When the participants have been asked O4, they showed their strong support of the idea of 
enabling the users to show their preferences for different rating criteria by assigning weight to 
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the criteria. They felt that the ability to change their preferences could help users find better 
papers according to the criteria that they prefer most or to a combination of different criteria. 
They acknowledged that users’ needs change with time, such as when senior researchers might 
give more weight to the technical clarity, while new researchers might give more weight to 
clarity and comprehensiveness. The participants discussed some ideas about how the user 
interface could enable user control over the weights of the criteria which are discussed in the 
next section. 
 
3.1.5.6 Paper Recommender System and User Interface Design Implications 
The focus group discussion proposed some interesting ideas for designing the paper RS shown in 
see Table 3-3. Participants showed a preference for having sliders to adjust the importance 
weight for each of the criteria with a default setting for each one (e.g., in the middle of the 
slider). However, they mentioned that it is important to make a minimum threshold value to not 
allow the user to ignore completely any of the criteria. For example, users would not be able to 
make the slider go less than 20% for the clarity criterion.  
Table ‎3-3: Implication of Raised Issues on the Paper RS design 
Issue or Aspect Effect on the RS Design 
Topic relevancy to the user’s interests 
Use hybrid recommendation approach based on model of user interests and 
ratings. 
User control over the weights of the 
rating criteria 
Use sliders for each criteria; use checkboxes to choose which criterion the 
user wants to change the weight; or enable ranking the criteria 
Overall rating or multiple ratings 
Use both overall rating and multiple ratings; overall rating is used to reflect 
the general impression of the user about the paper  
Experimental or theoretical papers 
Enable users to classify the papers according to predefined categories (e.g., 
ACM classifications) and specify preferred categories in their profile 
Users do not like to fill in much 
information 
Keep criteria few, well defined and show tips that give clear descriptions 
Users cannot do the multiple ratings 
before reading the paper 
Enable multiple ratings only for users who have read the paper (e.g., by 
using checkboxes) 
Author reputation, publication date, 
number of citations, paper length, text 
complexity (measured with text 
analysis tools as one component of the 
difficulty level of the paper) 
Recommendation algorithm to use such “static” parameters as ranking 
criteria for ordering the recommendations 




One of the participants suggested ranking the three criteria instead of giving weight value by 
using sliders, “and just put this is the first one, this is the second one, and the third one… that 
would be way easier.” Another participant suggested enabling the user to choose three criteria 
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out of five, for example, by selecting them in a checkbox, and then the user could change the 
weight for the selected criterion (or criteria). He commented, “Maybe it should be dynamic.” 
3.2 The Quantitative Study 
In the previous section, we discussed the focus group experiment that aimed to extract the most 
important criteria that user consider when reading a research paper. However, the study was 
conducted with small group of users because the focus group could not be done with a large 
group. In addition, the focus group was conducted with users from the same discipline: 
Computer Science. In order to generalize the results that we got, a quantitative study was 
designed. There were two main objectives for this study. First, we wanted to validate the three 
most important criteria to be included in a multi-criteria RS that the users chose in the focus 
group. Second, we wanted to check if users from other discipline agree with the same ranking of 
criteria as the Computer Science users or not.  
3.2.1 Methodology 
An online questionnaire was used in this study. Participants, who were graduate students or 
postdoctoral fellows, were recruited for this study by contacting them personally, or sending 
emails. The participation in the study was completely voluntary. The details of the participation 
in the study along with link to the online questionnaire were sent by the email. Any participant 
had to agree to the consent form, attached in Appendix B.2, that describes the process of the 
participation before they proceed to the questions. There was no need to fill any personal 
information that lead to their identity. Each form was given a number to ensure that participants 
are anonymous.  
3.2.2 Participants 
The questionnaire was available for ten days, 102 participants started the questionnaire, but 71 
participants completed it. Two of them did not consent to participate in the study. Therefore, 69 
participants were included in our study. Out of 69 participants: 28 were females and 41 were 
males. Their ages were: 13 participants in the age group of 21 to 25, 29 in the 26-30 age group, 
22 in the 31-35 age group, 4 in the 36-40 age group and one participant was above 40 years old. 
Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 show the percentages of the participants according to their gender and 
age group respectively.  
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The analysis of the participants’ data according to their research disciplines show that 40 
participants were from the area of Computer Science and 28 participants from Pharmacy and 
Nutrition. Based on their graduate studies: 37 participants were master students (22 computer 
science, 15 pharmacy and nutrition), 28 PhD students (16 computer science, 12 pharmacy and 
nutrition) and 4 postdoctoral fellows (2 computer science, 2 pharmacy and nutrition). Figure 3-3 
and Figure 3-4 show the breakdown of the participants’ data according to their discipline and 
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Figure ‎3-5: Percentage of participants according to their number of publications 
 
3.2.3 Questions Asked 
The questionnaire was short because the aim was to validate the questions/findings that have 
been asked/come up with in the focus group. First, we asked some questions to collect data about 
the users’ demographic data. Then, we asked the participants about their number of publications 
so we could infer their experience in reading/writing papers, Figure 3-5 shows the percentages of 
participants according to their number of publications. Then, the main question is asked; 
participants asked to rank six rating criteria according to their relative importance from the users’ 
point of view. These six criteria were the first most six criteria that the participants agreed upon 
in the focus group. The last question was an open-ended question: “Do you prefer to set an 
importance weight to each rating criteria to get paper recommendation according to your 
settings? Please justify your answer”. The aim was to collect the users’ opinions regarding the 
idea of giving some control to the user in the recommendation process. Open-ended question was 
suitable since we wanted to explore the users’ ideas about the possible advantages and 
disadvantages of applying weighted criteria in our proposed recommender system. 
3.2.4 Analysis and Results 
The demographic data of the participants are discussed in section 3.2.2. Therefore, in this 
section, the ranking question and the open-ended question are discussed.  
To analyze the users’ answers of the ranking question, we calculated the total score of each 
criterion, which is based on a weighted calculation described below. For each criterion, the 











multiplied by the weight. For example, if we want to calculate the total score for one criterion, 
since we have 6 criteria, the maximum weight, which is 6 in our case, will be multiplied by the 
number of participants who chose this criterion as the first important one, the second weight 
which is 5 will be multiplied by the number of participants who chose this criterion as second 
important criterion in their ranked list, and so on. Then the multiplied values are summed to 
produce the total score for this criterion. This process is repeated for all six criteria, and then the 
total scores are sorted in descending order to produce the ranked list of the criteria according to 
all users. Table 3-4 shows how the total score is calculated. 
Table ‎3-4: The way of calculating total score of specific criterion using weighted calculation 
Total responses  Weight   
Rank 1 count X 6 =  
Rank 2 count X 5 =  
Rank 3 count X 4 =  
Rank 4 count X 3 =  
Rank 5 count X 2 =  
Rank 6 count X  1 =  
   + Total score for specific criterion 
3.2.4.1 Criteria Ranking Discussion 
First, the ranking for the criteria were calculated for all users. Table 3-5 shows the ranks with the 
total score for each criterion. When comparing how the participants in this study chose the first 
four criteria, we can see that they chose the same first three criteria as the participants in the 
focus group study. However in the focus group, participants agreed that the criterion “value 
added by reading the paper” can be considered as an overall rating instead of one of multi-
criteria ratings. So, we removed this criterion from the comparison in the focus group. Since the 
objective is to choose the first three important criteria that all participants agreed upon, we can 
conclude that the chosen criteria from both groups are: relevance, value added by reading the 
paper, technical clarity, and clarity.  
Table ‎3-5: Ranking of the rating criteria for all participants 
Rank  Criterion  Total score 
1 Relevance 355 
2 Value added by reading the paper 307 
3 Technical clarity 269 
4 Clarity 240 
5 Willingness to cite the paper 180 




We also calculated the different ranks of the criteria for different groups of participants. For 
example, we calculated the ranks based on the participants’ major of study, based on the degree 
that they were pursuing, and based on the number of publications as an indicator of the previous 
knowledge of the participants in reading/writing research papers. First, we distinguished the 
rankings between participants who were studying computer science and participants who are 
studying pharmacy and nutrition. Table 3-6 and table 3-7 show the criteria ranking of different 
groups. Participants in the two groups chose the same first four criteria with also the same order 
except for the last two. Computer science students chose technical clarity to be the third criterion 
and the clarity of the paper to be the fourth while pharmacy and nutrition students chose the 
opposite. However, the total scores for the clarity and technical clarity criteria in the case of 
pharmacy and nutrition students were almost the same.  
Table ‎3-6: Ranking of the rating criteria for computer science students 
Rank  Criterion  Total score 
1 Relevance 202 
2 Value added by reading the paper 183 
3 Technical clarity 163 
4 Clarity  132 
5 Willingness to cite the paper 104 
6 Difficulty level 56 
 
Table ‎3-7: Ranking of the rating criteria for pharmacy and nutrition students 
Rank  Criterion  Total score 
1 Relevance 153 
2 Value added by reading the paper 124 
3 Clarity  108 
4 Technical clarity  106 
5 Willingness to cite the paper 76 
6 Difficulty level 42 
 
The criteria ranking was also compared based on the degree pursued. Tables 3-8, to Table 3-
10 show the ranking of the criteria of PhD students, master students and postdoctoral fellow 
respectively. As noticed from the tables, PhD students and postdoctoral participants have 
identical ranks while master students are different from them. First, master students chose in the 
first place how much value the paper added to their knowledge. They were focusing on getting 
familiar with the research area by getting new ideas from reading the papers that add new 
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concepts to their knowledge. In addition, they gave higher rank to the clarity of the paper in 
comparison to technical clarity. It seems that new graduate students prefer to read papers that are 
well written and easy to read rather than papers focusing on the technical details.  
Table ‎3-8: Ranking of the rating criteria for PhD students 
Rank  Criterion  Total score 
1 Relevance 139 
2 Value added by reading the paper 124 
3 Technical clarity  120 
4 Clarity   94 
5 Willingness to cite the paper 90 
6 Difficulty level 36 
 
Table ‎3-9: Ranking of the rating criteria for master students 
Rank  Criterion  Total score 
1 Value added by reading the paper 162 
2 Relevance 154 
3 Clarity  135 
4 Technical clarity  115 
5 Willingness to cite the paper 94 
6 Difficulty level 57 
 
Table ‎3-10: Ranking of the rating criteria for postdoctoral fellow 
Rank  Criterion  Total score 
1 Relevance 22 
2 Value added by reading the paper 21 
3 Technical clarity  14 
4 Clarity 11 
5 Willingness to cite the paper  11 
6 Difficulty level 6 
 
Then the criteria ranking were analyzed based on the participant’s level of knowledge of 
reading papers. We consider the number of publications as another evidence of the participants’ 
level of knowledge of reading papers. There are 16 participants who do not have publications, 20 
participants have 1-2 publications, 15 have 3-4 publications and 16 participants have 5 or more 
publications. Tables 3-11 through table 3-14 show the ranking of the criteria based on the 
number of publications that the participants have. As shown, all of the participants chose the 
relevance to be in the first place, followed by “value added by reading the paper” in the second 
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place for participants who have 4 published papers or less. However, when the reader of the 
paper has more experience in writing papers, they focus more on the technical value of the paper, 
as shown in table 3-14. All participants gave higher rank for technical clarity except the 
participants who did not publish any paper, they focus more on how well the paper is written.  
Table ‎3-11: Ranking of the rating criteria for participants who do not have publications 
Rank  Criterion  Total score 
1 Relevance 80 
2 Value added by reading the paper 67 
3 Clarity  66 
4 Technical clarity 58 
5 Willingness to cite the paper  39 
6 Difficulty level 30 
Table ‎3-12: Ranking of the rating criteria for participants who have 1-2 publications 
Rank  Criterion  Total score 
1 Relevance 112 
2 Value added by reading the paper 92 
3 Technical clarity  77 
4 Clarity 60 
5 Willingness to cite the paper  60 
6 Difficulty level 24 
Table ‎3-13: Ranking of the rating criteria for participants have 3-4 publications 
Rank  Criterion  Total score 
1 Relevance 76 
2 Value added by reading the paper 67 
3 Clarity  57 
4 Technical clarity 55 
5 Willingness to cite the paper  36 
6 Difficulty level 24 
 
Table ‎3-14: Ranking of the rating criteria for participants who have 5 or more publications 
Rank  Criterion  Total score 
1 Relevance 92 
2 Technical clarity  79 
3 Value added by reading the paper  76 
4 Clarity 59 
5 Willingness to cite the paper  47 




3.2.4.2 Analysis of the Open-ended Question  
We asked one open-ended question at the end of the questionnaire to collect the participants’ 
opinions about liking/disliking the idea of allowing users to control the importance weight of 
each criterion. 60 out of 69 participants (86.95%) stated that they would like to control the 
importance weight of the criteria by changing the weight of each one. First, the opinions of the 
participants who did not agree with the idea will be discussed, followed by the opinions of 
participants who liked the idea.  
Participants who answered “No” for the open-ended question gave different reasons. Three 
participants did not justify their answers. Two pharmacy master students (P81, P82) mentioned 
that their criteria of choosing papers to read are changing by time due to changing in their 
research objectives. One computer science master student (P117) thinks that there is no need to 
control the importance of the rating criteria and the recommender system “should be smart 
enough to work with only implicit feedback”. One pharmacy PhD student (P90) raised an 
interesting point that is related to using recommender systems rather than using different rating 
criteria. He wrote that even though the recommender system might accelerate finding papers 
relevant to the user’s interest, some papers that are interesting but not very relevant might be 
excluded from the list of recommended papers. He considered searching for a paper using a 
search engine as a learning process so the user can find some very relevant papers and some 
interesting papers but not completely relevant, and he thinks that the user might miss this 
opportunity by using recommender system. Another participant (P115, a computer science PhD 
student) similarly stated that the user might miss some papers by using weights that do not fit the 
user’s priorities but the user still wants to see them. P47 was a PhD computer science student 
who thought that it was difficult for users to evaluate the importance numerically. 
Participants who liked to have the control on the importance weights of the rating criteria 
described it by very positive words such as “great”, “smart idea”, “logical”, “would be amazing”, 
“convenient”, “helpful”.  However, eight participants did not justify their answers. 
Most of the participants who agree with the idea thought that using a multi-criteria rating 
recommender system flexible with respect to the importance weight would save their time and 
efforts and make them become more productive.  
The reasons that the participants mentioned about why they like to have some control were: 
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1. Control over different criteria would allow them to cope with the change in their 
objectives and needs over time. P94 commented: “sometimes I change my mind about the 
factor that is most important to me at a certain period of time.” 
2. Recommender system could help new researchers who struggle in finding papers to read 
since they are new in the research field, and it would be useful and helpful if users were 
able to specify the criterion that they want to focus on at a certain time.  
3. Some criteria were more important than others, and the system “should allow different 
settings”, P101 commented. 
4. Users preferred to control the available various options. P56 said: “when facing multiple 
options, I prefer to have the option to weight my answer.” 
Searching for papers would be easier since providing the system with the user’s options 
regarding the rating criteria would narrow the search results. P72 commented: “the control on the 
rating criteria will help to rely on the user’s preferences and narrow the search instead of digging 
into somewhat unrelated stuff” 
 
P87 added that the proposed idea is “great which I think most of the current search engines is 
missing” 
Participants raised some design issues in their feedback. For example, they suggested that 
enabling the user to reorder the criteria according to their importance each time they need to get 
different recommendation based on the new order. Some other participants suggested using 
percentages to give each criterion the weight importance. For example, if the first criterion is the 
more important than the other two, the user can give 50% for it and the other 50% can be 
distributed evenly to the other two criteria. Participants also raised an important issue regarding 
the minimum value of the importance weight. They suggested to not allowing users to give zero 
weight for some of the rating criteria. For example, P92 said: “I do not want to waste time 
reading a paper that is not relevant to what I am looking for no matter how well written.” 
Therefore, the system should consider the paper relevancy in the recommendation process and 
not ignore it completely even though the user does not make the relevance criterion as the most 
important one. In contrast, another participant suggested not recommending a paper that meets 
the low preference of the user in one criterion despite the other rating criteria. P101 suggested 
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that if a paper does not meet one of the criteria, it should not be recommended regardless of the 
results of other criteria. 
Even though the feedback of the participant in answering the open-ended question was 
highly positive, there were some concerns that made them wondering about using the 
recommender system in general. For instance, some of them thought that by applying system 
filter they might miss some papers that were useful but not very relevant to their research, which 
could be captured by using search engine.  
3.3 Reaching an Impasse   
We planned to develop a recommender system that uses the three most important rating 
criteria discovered in the studies above, while taking into account the user’s social relationships. 
However, we stumbled upon an impasse regarding the future evaluation of the approach. We 
were not able to find a dataset with user ratings using different rating criteria. Even if such a set 
became available in the future, most likely it would not have had exactly the same rating criteria 
that we discovered and wanted to test. The other option for evaluation was to generate multiple 
ratings for research papers synthetically. However, along the need to generate user ratings for the 
papers, and we there was also the need to generate social relationships between users. Using 
synthetic data to such an extent, would have made our results questionable, since according to 
[14]:  “drawing comparative conclusions from synthetic datasets is risky, because the data may 
fit one of the algorithms better than the others.” The only reliable approach is to use real data 
from actual users of the proposed recommender system; however, it can take a long time to 
collect enough rating data and social data. It has been found that it takes almost two years to 
overcome the cold start problem [106].  
Because of these reasons, we decided to postpone the research recommendation using multi-
criteria ratings with taking into account the social relationships between users for the future, and 
this will be done by designing and deploying a system that could be tested with real users. Due to 
scope and time constraints on the PhD thesis, we dedicate the rest of the thesis on exploiting 
social relations of users in social bookmarking websites for research papers to improve not only 
the performance of the recommendation (i.e. prediction accuracy) but also the non-performance 
represented by the user coverage of recommendation and the diversity of the recommended list. 
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3.4 Summary and Conclusions 
In this chapter, the focus group study was discussed which aimed to elicit the users’ views on 
rating the papers using different rating criteria evaluating different paper quality aspects. In 
addition, we discussed with the participants issues related to user control of the rating criteria and 
the user interface design for research paper RSs. Another study also conducted to confirm the 
findings from the focus group. The study focused on the ranking of the rating criteria that we can 
use to build a new paper recommender system, and also to gather the user opinion regarding the 
user’s control on the importance weight of the rating criteria. The results can be summarized as 
follows: 
 Participants thought that using different rating criteria is very useful to find more 
personalized recommendations.  
 Participants showed the strongest support for the following three criteria: clarity, technical 
clarity and relevance.  
 Participants liked the idea of controlling the weight of the different rating criteria and 
observing the resulting change in the list of recommendations. User control seems to 
contribute in the level of trust in the recommendations and in the RS.  
 Trusting the RS can be increased if the users can provide the RS with feedback to tell the RS 
whether it satisfies their needs (i.e., making the system scrutable [124]). 
 It is important to find a way to judge fairly the recently published papers rather than relying 
on the number of citations as a criterion for paper quality. 
 It is important to make the RS more dynamic by giving some control to the user such as the 
ability to change the weight of each rating criterion and choosing the ranking order of the 
recommended papers. 
 Paying more attention to the presentation style of the recommendation as well as the user 
interface design can increase user satisfaction and trust in the RS. 
 Explaining to users how the recommendation list is chosen is important in their accepting the 
recommendation. The participants of this study only guessed about the recommendations that 
they saw in some of the paper recommendations, such as Academia.edu and ResearchGate 
(see the list of their hypotheses in section 3.1.2).  
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 The participants in both studies agreed on the same rating criteria ranking and also agreed on 
enabling the users to give different weights for the rating criteria to increase the 
personalization of the recommendation.  
As we noticed from the quantitative study, participants have some differences mostly in the 
ranking for “clarity” and “technical clarity”, and in the case for master student, who gave more 
weight to the “value added by reading the paper”, which supports the idea of giving the user the 
ability to change the weight of these criteria. Since users have different objectives and different 
needs, changing the weight of these criteria can help them to cope with these changes. 
 We can conclude that, in in our future, when building a research paper recommender 
system with multi-criteria rating, the following criteria will be used (as summarized in Table 
3.5): 
 Relevance 
 Value added by reading this paper 
 Technical clarity  
In the next chapters, we present our work exploring how implicit social networks can be used in 





CHAPTER 4:  
IMPLICIT SOCIAL NETWORKS AND INTEREST SIMILARITY 
In section 2.3, we studied extensively the state of the art of the social recommendations, and we 
found that the social recommendation is beneficial in increasing the prediction accuracy, the user 
satisfaction and most importantly in alleviating the effect of the cold start problem of CF. In 
addition, as shown in sections 2.3.4 and 2.4.5, all the work in the area of recommending research 
papers using the social relations between users is based on explicit social relations. However, it 
is known that recommendations are based on explicit social relations suffer from low user 
coverage. Therefore, we explore the effect of social relations between users that are built based 
on the collected user interaction data and reflecting interest similarities between users. These 
relations are not initiated by users, but calculated by machine based on the user bookmarking 
behaviour. We want to test if exploiting such relations can improve some performance and 
nonperformance measures of recommendations. We propose three implicit social networks so 
that users have an equal opportunity to be connected to any of these three. We mainly focus on 
the user’s bookmarks and the user-generated data (i.e. tags) that are available in the social 
bookmarking tools. 
In this chapter, we explore the similarities in the users’ interests and their inferred relations 
through their behaviours on social bookmarking Web sites. We construct three social networks 
that connect users implicitly based on their paper bookmarking behaviour. Then we compare the 
user similarity in each network separately based on the distance of the relation between two 
given users. Afterwards, we compare the three proposed implicit social networks with each 
other. The objective is to harvest the data available in the social bookmarking tools to find more 
users similar to the target user. An advantage to our approach is that users do not need to put in 
more effort by providing the system with new input. In [125], the authors show that the overlap 
between the connected users and the most similar users is only 9.23%, which means that users 
are mostly not connected to their similar users. In our work, we try to reduce the gap between the 
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connected users and the most similar users groups. This could be done by connecting users using 
implicit social networks considering their interest similarity. Proving the usefulness of these 
networks as information sources is beneficial to improving hybrid paper recommender 
algorithms that use the proposed implicit social networks. The rest of this section is organized as 
follows: we describe the three proposed implicit social networks and the dataset and similarity 
measures that are used in the experiments. After that, we explain the two experiments to evaluate 
what depth and type of network is most useful in discovering users with similar interests.  
We build three implicit social networks based on the bookmarking behaviour of users from 
the data we collected from CiteULike.org which is described in section 4.5. The next sections 
describe the proposed networks. 
4.1 Network 1: Readership ISN  
Here, we build a social network based on the readership relations between users who are 
members of CiteULike. We connect users to the authors of the papers that they have bookmarked 
in their libraries. We assume that if users bookmark specific papers, the bookmarkers and the 
authors of the papers have interest overlap; this overlap increases with an increase in the number 
of papers bookmarked from the same author. The relation could be unidirectional or reciprocal. 
The relation is unidirectional if only one of the users in this relation has bookmarked the other 
user’s publication. The relation is reciprocal if both users have bookmarked each other’s 
publications. Figure 4-1 shows the relations in this network depicted as black arrows. For 
example, the relation between user 3 and user 5 is reciprocal, while the relation between user 3 
and user 1 is unidirectional; user 3 is the bookmarker of the paper and user 1 is the author of the 
paper. To avoid making the graph complicated, we assume that the strength in the reciprocal 
relations is the same for both directions. However, one of the users could bookmark more or 
fewer papers from the other user who is involved in the reciprocal relation. The numbers on the 
arrows represent the strength of the relations. For example, the strength of the relation between 
user 3 and user 1 is 5, which means there are 5 bookmarked papers in user 3’s library that were 




Figure ‎4-1: Sample of relations in implicit networks 
As a first step to constructing this network, we select the authors of the papers represented in the 
dataset. The users who bookmarked these papers are selected as step 2. Step 3 involves 
collecting the publication list and the bookmarked list for all users, along with the data of the 
paper, such as the date of adding the paper to the user’s library, the user’s tags associated with 
each paper and the metadata of the papers. The relations are constructed between the members of 
the two user sets obtained in steps 1 and 2, and their strengths are calculated as the number of 
papers by a specific author that the bookmarker user has bookmarked. The data is organized into 
three columns (authorID, bookmarkerID, strength). Because not every author of a paper in the 
dataset has a CiteULike account, nor does every author in the dataset have his or her publications 
bookmarked by users in the dataset, 4,909 users are involved in unidirectional readership ISN 
and 209 is the number of users involved in reciprocal readership ISN. 
4.2 Network 2: Co-readership ISN 
In this network, users who bookmark (and presumably read) papers written by the same authors 
are connected. If user 1 and user 2 have both bookmarked papers written by user 3, then user 1 
and user 2 are connected using the co-readership implicit social network. 
This network structure is useful for users who do not have publications yet; therefore, they 
cannot have relations in network 1. The assumption is that users who bookmark the paper(s) that 
are written by same authors have similar interests. The strength of the relationship is measured 
by the number of authors that overlap in their libraries. The higher the strength, the more similar 
the users. Figure 1 shows an example of the relationships in this network in blue. For example, 
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user 5 and user 6 are connected because they both bookmarked papers written by the same 
authors; here the number of overlapping author names is five. We show only part of the graph, 
and it includes only one of those five authors (user 4).  
To construct this network, as step 1, the author list for each paper is extracted from the paper’s 
metadata, each author name is assigned an ID and data is stored so that each authorID is 
associated with the corresponding paperID. As step 2, for each user, we find the authors list 
associated with his or her bookmarked papers and store each user associated with the authorIDs 
of his or her bookmarked papers. After that, as step 3, we look for users associated with the same 
authorIDs and create the relations. The data is organized into three columns (user1, user2, 
strength), where the strength is calculated as the count of common authors the two users are 
associated with. The number of users who have connections in this network is 11,508. 
4.3 Network 3: Tag-based ISN 
In this network, users are connected if they use the same tags to annotate their bookmarked 
papers. However, we do not check whether users use the same tags to annotate the same papers. 
We consider the tag similarity between the entire tag cloud associated with each user. We 
assume that the more similar tags the users have, the higher the interest similarity. While the 
previous two networks were based on the metadata of the papers, this network is based on user-
generated data. The relations in this network also have strengths. The strength of the relation 
between two users is measured by the number of tags shared between them. 
To build this network, the tags used to annotate the papers are aggregated for each user. The data 
is preprocessed to make the tags comparable. We follow the method described in [126] to 
preprocess the tags. All tags are preprocessed by converting them to lowercase, removing the 
stop words, and then using the porter stemmer tool to remove any additional letters added to the 
root word to eliminate the effect of the word variation (e.g., the word “social” could have 
different variations, such as “socialize”, “socialization” and “socializing”).  
After that, the relations between the users are constructed. A connection between two users is 
initiated if both users use the same tag to annotate any papers in their libraries. The data is also 
organized into three columns (user1, user2, strength), where user1 and user2 represent the ID 
numbers for the respective users and strength is calculated as the number of tags shared between 
the two users. The assumption is the more tags shared, the stronger the relationship. There are 
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11,283 users included in this network. This is because there are users who did not use any tags to 
annotate their papers. 
4.4 Propagation of Relations within Social Network 
Social networks allow the propagation of influence, or they indicate affinity among people along 
paths in the network. This “propagation” property allows conclusions to be drawn about 
similarities among three people connected with each other, and it can help deal with the cold 
start and data sparsity problems in recommender systems (e.g., [73]). This is beneficial in the 
recommendation stage to help find people who are not connected directly but still have relevant 
interests. For this reason, we expand each of the three networks discussed above in depth to 
explore the similarity between two distantly connected users. Three depths of social relations are 
considered. First, if the users are directly connected using the defined relations in each network, 
the relationship is considered a direct relationship. For example, in the readership network 
(network 1), user 1 and user 2 are directly connected if user 1 bookmarks a paper(s) authored by 
user 2; see Figure 2. In the co-readership network, user 1 and user 2 are directly connected if 
both bookmark a paper(s) that is authored by a specific author name. The indirect relations 
connect users if they are connected by an intermediate user; the distance between those users 
could be one user (called one hop) or two intermediate users (called two hops). As shown in 
Figure 4-2, the relations are direct between (U1,U2), (U2,U3) and (U3,U4); indirect with one 
hop between (U1,U3); and indirect with two hops between (U1,U4).  
 
Figure ‎4-2: Different social relation distances in respect to U1 
4.5 Dataset and Similarity Measures 
4.5.1 The Dataset  
The data used for this study was collected from the CiteULike.org social bookmarking Web site. 
CiteULike is used to save and organize the researcher’s interesting resources (e.g., books, journal 
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articles, conference papers, Web sites). CiteULike allows social features such as connecting 
users, watching users (like following on Twitter) and sharing scientific references among 
researchers. Users of CiteULike can import scientific reference data from other resources such as 
PubMed and can assign tags to the bookmarked references for future easy access. In addition, 
users can be aware of who has the same references they do.  
CiteULike offers a dataset for researchers that contains the user identification number, paper 
identification number, date and time the paper was bookmarked by the user and tags that the user 
has used to annotate the paper. For our study, however, we also needed the paper content–related 
data contained in the metadata for the published and bookmarked papers (i.e., title, authors, 
abstracts and publication years). For this reason, we collected the needed data by crawling the 
CiteULike Web site. The data was gathered using the snowball method. We first randomly chose 
482 recently active users as initial users and then collected their publications and bookmark data. 
Then we branched to collect the users’ data for the users who had bookmarked their publications 
or who had bookmarked the same papers as the initial users. The descriptive statistics for the 
dataset collected between December 2014 and February 2015 are shown in Table 4.1.  
Table ‎4-1: Descriptive analysis of the dataset 
Initial number of users 482 
Total number of users 13,189 
Total number of distinct papers 1,043,675 
Total number of publications 19,774 
Total number of bookmarks 1,323,065 
Total number of tags 3,086,565 
Average number of bookmarked papers per user 98.79 (: 91.70407) 
Average number of bookmarkers per paper 1.251 (: 1.647203) 
Average number of tags per user 3.81 
Average number of publications per user 1.523846 (:6.841809) 
Average number of authors per user 389.2183 (:527.441) 
Number of users who have publications 2,508 
Number of users in unidirectional relations 4,909 
Number of users in reciprocal relations 209 
Total  number of total unidirectional relations  9,248 




4.5.2 Similarity measures for user interests 
Different similarity measures are needed because there is no empirical evidence that indicate the 
best similarity measure for the unary data (i.e. bookmarked-based user preferences) one perfect 
measure that captures the complexity of user interests. The existing literature metrics differ with 
respect to their scope and complexity of computation. We discuss below four of these that are 
appropriate in our case. Cosine similarity measures the similarity of the paper text, and the rest of 
the measures are mainly used to compare the similarity for binary ratings. 
4.5.2.1 Number of Co-bookmarked Papers 
The most obvious and simple measure of similarity between the interests of two users can be 
defined as the overlap between the bookmark libraries of the users. We can consider the act of a 
user adding the paper to her library a binary user rating of the paper; there are many ways to 
compute similarity of users based on their ratings, the simplest one being the count of similar 
ratings given to the same items. The more papers in common between two users, the more 
similar they are.  
4.5.2.2 Jaccard Coefficient  
Even though finding the similarity between two given users through counting the number of 
shared bookmarked papers is easy and straightforward, it does not take into account the size of 
the library of those users. An overlap of five papers between two very large libraries may not 
indicate a great similarity of the interests of the two users, whereas if the sizes of their libraries 
are small (e.g., 10 papers in total), this would be an indication of high similarity.  
To make the similarity relative to the size of the users’ libraries, it is beneficial to use relative 
similarity measures such as the Jaccard coefficient, which is a ratio between the number of co-
bookmarked papers to the union of the bookmarked papers between the two given users. With 
the assumption that we have two users, U1 and U2, and the bookmarked papers of U1 and U2 
libraries are given by LU1 and LU2, respectively, the Jaccard coefficient (J) between U1 and U2 
can be calculated by the equation (Eq. (4.1)): 
          
           
           
       (4.1) 
The value of the Jaccard coefficient is a continuous value between 0 and 1. The closer the value 
is to 1, the more similar the users are. 
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4.5.2.3 Log-likelihood Similarity 
While the number of co-bookmarked papers and the Jaccard coefficient consider only the 
intersection in bookmarked papers between two users, the log-likelihood considers if both users 
did not bookmark certain papers and the cases when one user bookmarks papers that are not 
bookmarked by the other user [127]. The assumption is that if both users did not bookmark some 
papers, they have similar preferences in what papers they do not bookmark. The log-likelihood 
ratio measures how unlikely the similarity is due to chance and whether the similarity between 
two given users represents genuine similarity. If we denote n1 and n2 the number of papers 
bookmarked by user1 and user2, respectively; n1,2 the number of papers that are bookmarked by 
both user 1 and user 2; and n~1~2 the number of papers that are bookmarked neither by user 1 nor 
by user 2, the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) between user 1 and user 2 is calculated by equation Eq. 
(4.2): 
LLR = 2(H(n) – H(rowSums) – H(colSums))       (4.2) 
where H is Shannon’s entropy, computed as follows: 
 
   
  
   
   
  
       (4.3) 
where i,j are the users numbered (1,2),  
                                        (4.4) 
                                          (4.5) 
                                 (4.6) 
4.5.2.4 Cosine similarity for textual metadata 
Even if the overlap between two users’ bookmarked paper collections is small or nonexistent, the 
users may still have similar interests. However, a text analysis of the users’ bookmarked papers 
may suggest similar terms that indicate semantic similarity.  
To measure the similarity between two users according to the text of the bookmarked papers, 
the vector-space model [128] is used to represent the user’s preference model. All terms that 
appear in the titles and abstracts of the bookmarked papers are aggregated as a bag of words. We 
used the title and the abstract of the papers because they are publicly available and because it has 
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been found that terms from the title are three times stronger than the body text and from the 
abstract twice stronger than the body text [129]. For better comparison, it is beneficial to apply 
some text analysis processing to the bag of words as we did for the tags discussed when we 
described network 3. First, all the terms were converted to lowercase letters and then the stop 
words were removed. After that, the applied Porter stemmer truncates any additional letters and 
converts the word to its root. The processed bag of words is then converted to a keyword vector, 
which consists of tuples (term, TF/IUF), where TF/IUF means the ratio of the term frequency 
over the inverse user frequency. Following the modified version of TF/IDF in [10], we substitute 
the document frequency in TF/IDF (term frequency/inverse document frequency) with user 
frequency, that is, how many users have bookmarked papers that contain the term in their title or 
abstract. After the vectors for all users are built, the cosine similarity can be applied on the two 
user vectors that we want to calculate the similarity for. The cosine similarity is the cross product 
of both vectors of users. The more overlap in terms between two users, the more they are similar.  
4.6 Experiments, Results and Discussion 
The objective of this study was to compare the similarity between connected users in the three 
proposed social networks and to measure the similarity between connected users involved in 
direct and indirect relationships. The experiments, results and discussion of the results are given 
in the following sections.  
4.6.1 Comparison of Interest Similarity among the Three Networks 
To explore whether there is any difference in user interest similarity among the three implicit 
social networks and to answer the following research question: 
RQ2: Comparing three implicit social networks, readership (which consists of one of two 
types of relationships: reciprocal or unidirectional), co-readership, and tag-based, which 
one connects the most similar users?  
We conduct an experiment to test the following null hypothesis to test the interest similarity 
values among different ISNs and for each social distance: 
H04.1: There is no statistical difference between the means of interest similarities of directly 
connected users and indirectly connected users using one hop and two hops of distance among 
three implicit social networks. 
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We conduct a two-way ANOVA test to compare the means of similarities between users in the 
three social networks considering the social relation distance—direct, one hop indirect and two 
hops indirect—among the three networks. The results show statistically significant differences (p 
< 0.01) between the means of the interest similarities for all measures. Hence, the null hypothesis 
H04.1 is rejected.  
Table ‎4-2: Pairwise comparisons of two-way ANOVA test to compare the three networks 




Jaccard coefficient  Cosine similarity 
Direct 
































1= Reciprocal readership implicit social network 
2= Unidirectional readership implicit social network 
3= Co-readership implicit social network 
4- Tag-based implicit social network 
*
 Significant at p<0.01 
 
Moreover, the post hoc pairwise comparisons Scheffé test [130], which is suitable for comparing 
results of different group sizes, show that all the results are consistent (see Table 4.2): the 
reciprocal readership network has the highest similarity between connected users, the tag-based 
network has the lowest similarity for all distances. However, in the direct relations, the 
unidirectional readership network is slightly higher than the co-readership network for direct 
relations, with an average difference of 0.33, and the co-readership network is slightly higher 
than the unidirectional readership network for indirect 1-hop (average difference = 0.16) and 2-
hop (average difference = 0.41) relations. This is true for all the similarity measures except the 
cosine similarity. When the text-based cosine similarity measure is used, the tag-based network 
performs slightly better than the co-readership social network, with a mean difference of 0.02. 
The results can be interpreted as users being more similar to the authors of the papers that they 
bookmarked in their libraries, and the similarity increases if the relation is reciprocal. 
Furthermore, even when users do not bookmark papers written by the same authors, they 
construct a community of users who share similar topics with users who are directly and 
indirectly connected. It can also be inferred that the user-generated data (i.e., tags) does not do 
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better than the metadata that is used to construct the other implicit social networks. This might 
happen because users cannot use the best representative tags for the bookmarked papers due to 
users in the dataset have very few tags. As shown in Table 4-1, the average number of tags per 
user is only 3.81. 
4.6.2 Impact of the Relation Distance on Users’ Interest Similarity  
We first explored the effect of the distance of the relation between two connected users on their 
interest similarity in each of the three implicit social networks defined above. The research 
question that we aim to answer is: 
RQ3: In each of the three proposed ISNs, how does the relationship distance between 
two connected users affect the users’ interest similarities? 
As a baseline hypothesis we used: 
H04.2: There is no statistical difference between the mean of interest similarities of directly 
connected users and indirectly connected users using distances of one hop and two hops for each 
of the three implicit social networks. 
To test the above hypothesis, we conduct a one-way ANOVA test. The results are shown in 
Table 4-3. For all the interest similarities measures, there is a statistically significant difference 
in the similarities depending on the social distance of user pairs for all three implicit social 
networks. Thus, the null hypothesis H04.2 is rejected. 
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Table ‎4-3: Pairwise comparisons of one-way ANOVA test to compare the three networks based on the 
relation distance 
 
We also apply post hoc pairwise comparisons Scheffé test, which show that across all networks 
and for all similarity measures, users who are involved in direct relationships have the highest 
similarity and the similarity decreases with the increase of the social distance. This means users 
connected in each of the three networks share similar interests and collect similar papers in all 
the tested social distances. Therefore, the relations in all the proposed implicit social networks 
are transitive. 
According to Tang and Liu, users in the same group share similar interests (or preferences), and 
they establish weak connections if they are connected distantly [131]. This is exactly the results 
that we got using our implicit social networks. We believe that social recommending algorithms 
would benefit most by exploiting the direct relations between users to recommend papers from 
the most similar users to the target user. Granovetter suggests that novel information flows 
between people who have weak tie connections [132]. Sugiyama & Kan  found that 
serendipitous recommendations for the target user could be obtained from her dissimilar users 
[133]. Hence, the indirect relations can be good resources to enrich the user’s library with 
diverse papers and help make connections with new people.  
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4.7 Comparison between Implicit Social Networks and Explicit Social 
Networks 
In section (4.6), the similarities between users who are involved in each of the proposed implicit 
SNs are compared in two ways. First, for each SN, similarities of users who are connected using 
different connection distances are compared. Then, the similarities between different users in 
different implicit SNs are compared. However, comparing the similarities between users in 
implicit SNs with explicit SNs is necessary to discover if the proposed implicit SNs is worth 
discovering. In this section, we compare the similarities in the implicit SNs with two explicit 
SNS: co-authorship SN, and friendship SN between users, which is constructed by the 
invitation/acceptance between users who are involved in the social relation aiming to answer the 
following research question: 
RQ4: Does the interest similarity between users who are implicitly socially connected 
comparable to the one between users who are explicitly connected? 
4.7.1 Co-authorship Explicit Social Network 
The co-authorship relations between two users happen when they collaborate in writing and 
publishing a research paper(s). When two users collaborate in publishing papers, this means that 
they share similar interest and have strong relationship. The co-authorship SN also has a strength 
represented by how many papers the pair of users has co-authored. 
In CiteULike, users can declare that the paper is one of their publications. From the list of 
publications for each user, the set of co-authors are collected and organized. The data for co-
authors network is presented in Table 4-4. Only 247 users out of 13,189 in the whole dataset are 
involved in co-authorship relations. It is important to mention, in this research, we only consider 
co-authors within the CiteULike community. However, not every user enter their publications. 
Most of the studies that are done using co-authorship consider the author names extracted from 






Table ‎4-4: The descriptive statistics for co-authorship network 
Number of co-authors 247 
Total number of social relations 167 
Average number  of social relations per user  1.274809 
Number of the co-authors’ publications 4,181  
Average number of publications per user 16.9271 
Number of their bookmarks  43,134  
Average number of bookmarks per user 174.6316 
 
Co-authorship relation is considered explicit social relation since both users involved in the 
relation know each other, are aware of the relationship, and have engaged in it voluntarily. We 
want to compare the co-authorship network to the proposed implicit social networks to see how 
these networks perform in identifying similar users. Can the implicit social networks identify the 
users connected through the explicit social network? If the answer is yes, this would indicate that 
the implicit networks are able to discover users’ preferences. 
4.7.1.1 Which Implicit Social Network Discovers the Co-authorship Relations? 
The social relations in the co-authorship networks were compared with the social relations in 
each network and we found that 98 out of 167 social relations (58.68 percent) in the co-
authorship was discovered by the bi-directional relations in network1: readership network; 60 
social relations (35.92 percent) were discovered by the unidirectional relations in network1; and 
152 social relations (91.01 percent) were discovered by tag-based social network and none were 
discovered by co-readership network. This is because users in this network were selected from 
those who have not authored publications (i.e., they are bookmarkers only) and users who had 
authored publications but have not been bookmarked by anyone (i.e. not in readership network).  
These results are quite good, especially for the tag-based network; authors showed that they 
have large similarities in their tag clouds so that tag-based social network discovered most of the 
co-authors. The results of readership network could be better if all authors bookmarked their own 
publications since CiteULike allows that. However, co-authorship network only covers 1.87 
percent of the users in the dataset.  
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4.7.1.2 Comparing the Interest Similarity between Users in Co-authorship with the Interest 
Similarity in the Implicit Social Networks 
We compared the interest similarity between users in co-authorship network with the interest 
similarity of users in the proposed implicit social networks. The null hypothesis is: 
H04.3: There is no statistical difference between the means of the interest similarity between 
users connected in co-authorship SN and the means of the interest similarity between users 
connected by different implicit SNs 
One-way ANOVA test was conducted which showed that there was statistical difference 
between the mean values of the similarity measures of the different networks. Table 4-5 shows 
the means values and the ANOVA test results and the post hoc test results. So, the null 
hypothesis H04.3 is rejected.  
Table ‎4-5:  Pairwise comparison between explicit social networks and implicit social network 
 
Then the Scheffé post hoc test showed that co-authors had a lower interest similarity than the 
reciprocal readership implicit SN, but higher than the other implicit SNs. This was true for all 
similarity measures except the Loglikelihood in which connected users in reciprocal and 
unidirectional readership implicit SN had higher similarity than connected users in co-authorship 
network. All the results were significant at p<0.01 except for the cosine similarity where the 
reciprocal readership mean value was higher than the co-authorship mean value but the 
difference was not significant. This means that the interest similarity between users in both 
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networks is the same. The cosine similarity measure that is based on the text vectors containing 
the title and abstract of bookmarked papers show that users collect similar papers, but not the 
exact same papers. Even though the results show that the co-authorship network is able to 
connect users with higher interest similarity, only users with publications that are co-authored 
with other users can be part of this network, which means only1.873 percent of the users.  
4.7.2 Friendship Explicit Social Network 
The social relation in the friendship explicit social network is undirected relation that happens 
between two users when one user invite the second user to add her to her connection list (i.e. 
contact list), and the second user accepts the invitation. In CiteULike, the list of friends are 
called “connections”. Because the term friendship is more known for this kind of relationship, so 
hereafter, the term “friendship” will be used to denote the user whom the target user is connected 
to explicitly. In order to compare the proposed implicit social networks to the friendship 
network, the data of the friends of the target users were collected from CiteULike. For each 
friend, the publication and bookmark lists were extracted. Table 4-6 shows the data collected for 
the friends. As shown only 2375 out of 13,189 users in our dataset have social relations using the 
friendship network. This means users in social bookmarking websites are focusing on 
bookmarking papers more than the social aspects of the websites.  
Table ‎4-6: Descriptive analysis of friendship network 
Number of users who have friends 2375  
Number of publications of the friendship network 10,257 
Number of bookmarks 360,715 
Average number of bookmarks per friend 99.152 
Number of relations in friendship networks 6,171 
Number of distinct friends 3,638 
Average number of friends per user 0.311 
The same approach of comparing users in different implicit social networks and co-
authorship SN was also used here. Using different similarity measures, the interest similarity of 
users involved in friendship social relations were compared with the ones for users who were 
involved in direct social relations using the proposed implicit social network.  
The null hypothesis was: 




One-way ANOVA test was conducted which shows that there was statistical difference 
between the mean values of the similarity measures of different networks, please refer to Table 
4-5. So, the null hypothesis H04.4 was rejected. Then the Scheffé post hoc test was applied which 
show that the friendship SN have lower interest similarity than the reciprocal readership implicit 
SN but higher than the other implicit SNs. This was true for all similarity measures except the 
Loglikelihood in which the reciprocal and unidirectional readership implicit SN did better than 
the friendship network. All the results were significant at p<0.01. Even though the results 
showed that the friendship network was able to connect users with higher interest similarity, only 
users with explicit social relations can be part of this network, which comprise only 18% of all 
users.  
4.8 Summary 
In this chapter, we tested the feasibility of discovering interest similarity between users in three 
proposed implicit social networks that are built based on the users’ bookmarking behaviour in 
social bookmarking tools. For each network, we compared the interest similarities between users 
who were involved in direct relations, as well as indirect (one-hop and two-hops) distance 
relations. We found that there was a statistically significant difference in users’ similarities with 
respect to the relation distance for a given network. Next, the interest similarities among the 
three different social networks were compared, and the differences were also found to be 
statistically significant. In addition, we compared the interest similarities of users in the proposed 
implicit social networks with the users’ interest similarities in two explicit social networks. 
The big advantage of using implicit social networks is that they do not need explicit actions 
from the user such as watching/following or connecting to other users. Instead, only the data that 
the user gathers in their private behaviour through bookmarking papers (publicly available data) 
is used to create the networks. It is also not necessary for users to have publications; all users are 
treated equally in constructing the proposed social networks so that junior and senior researchers 




CHAPTER 5:  
EXPLOITING THE IMPLICIT SOCIAL NETWORKS IN 
DIFFERENT RECOMMENDING APPROACHES 
In Chapter 4, we constructed three social networks based on implicit rating of research papers. 
We calculated and compared the interest similarity between users involved in each network. 
However, we did not evaluate or compare the recommendation performance of any of the 
proposed ideas. We aim to evaluate the recommendation produced using implicit social networks 
as sources of recommendation. Unlike the majority of previous studies which focus on increasing 
the prediction accuracy only, we study the effect of using implicit social relations on prediction 
accuracy and user coverage, and the trade-off between them. 
In this chapter, we explain the recommendation approaches and the evaluation measures that we 
use in the experiments. Then we define the experiments, objectives, research questions, and 
hypotheses and present the results.  
5.1 Recommendation Approaches 
We compared various existing recommendation approaches to explore if using different sources 
of information from implicit SNs will affect the prediction accuracy of the approaches. We 
compared the following recommendation approaches: 
5.1.1 Social Recommender (SR) 
It is a simple approach to incorporate the social information into the user-based CF. Social 
recommender was proposed by [57]. It simply replaces the anonymous nearest neighbors in the 
user-based CF with the target user’s social friends in the social network. To apply the social 
recommender to the proposed ISNs, we found the social friends of each user and used the data 
from those friends in the same way that anonymous peers in CF are used - by picking the top N 
peers and using their bookmarked papers to find candidate papers to recommend to the user. 
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However, in the social recommender we replaced the similarity between users that is used in the 
prediction of the target user’s rating for unseen items with the weighted strength between users 
Ui and Uj           calculated as: 
         
       
          
         (5.1) 
Where         is the strength of the relation between Ui and Uj and             is the sum of all 
strength values between Ui and all of other users who are connected to her. 
5.1.2 Combined Recommender (CR) 
The combined recommender is a hybrid approach that integrates neighbors from conventional 
user-based CF and the target user’s social friends to construct a new nearest neighborhood set for 
the target user [57]. We then used the data from users in the new combined neighbors in the 
recommendation following the same way as in the social recommender. 
5.1.3 Amplified Recommender (AR) 
The amplified recommender is a hybrid approach that amplifies the social friends’ preferences in 
CF nearest neighbors [58], which amplifies the friends’ preferences in CF with nearest 
neighbours. First the nearest neighbourhood peers are identified by CF top-N technique. Then if 
the user’s social friends are also in the top-N neighbours, an amplifying approach is used to give 
the preferences from those social friends more weight in the recommendation process. The 
amplifying function that we will use is the one used in [58] which is given by Equation. (5.2): 
               
     
      
          (5.2) 
where Uj is the target user, Ui is one of the Uj’s social friends,       is the similarity between Ui 
and Uj which is calculated by CF approach using the papers that are co-bookmarked by both 
users,      is the number of interaction between the target Uj and the user’s social friend Ui, and 
       is the total number of interactions between the target Uj and all of the user’s social friends. 
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Because the similarity value cannot be greater than 1, we chose a minimum value between 1 and 
the amplified value. The interactions between the target user and one of the user’s social friends 
were based on the type of ISN on which we were trying to apply the approach. For example, if 
we use the co-readership ISN, the number of interactions equals the number of authors that both 
users have in common (i.e., the number of authors one or more of whose papers both users 
bookmark).  
5.2 Evaluation Measures 
Evaluation of the recommendations depends on the research questions that need to be addressed 
as well as the methods of the evaluation. Examples of research questions that can be asked are: 
Are the recommended items relevant to the user? Does the recommender system suggest diverse 
items? Novel items? Does the recommender system scale well? Does the recommender system 
cover most of the users? The evaluation of the recommender system could be done using offline 
or online experiments. Offline experiments are mainly used when the focus is to evaluate the 
performance of algorithms that do not need the user’s intervention, while online experiments 
focus on the user experience such as the user satisfaction and acceptance of the system. In the 
rest of this dissertation, the focus is to test the performance of the recommendations produced 
using different ISNs that are proposed in Chapter 4. All the evaluations are done offline using 
users’ bookmarking histories. There are many evaluation measures for unary ratings (presence of 
the paper in the user’s library). Some are for measuring the performance of algorithms while the 
other are nonperformance measures. 
5.2.1 Performance Measures  
In order to evaluate the relevancy of recommended items using the aforementioned implicit SNs 
as resources of recommendation, information retrieval-based evaluation methods usually are 
used such as precision, recall and F-measure. Offline experiments are usually conducted using a 
method called N-fold cross-validation. It is a random selection technique in which one fraction 
of the user’s bookmarks of size (1/N) is selected as a testing set and the remaining (N-1)/N 
fractions of the user’s bookmarks are used to train the algorithm’s model. This process is 
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repeated N times, each time with different test and training sets. Then the accuracy of the 
prediction is calculated. In this dissertation, fivefold cross validation is used for all offline 
experiments where 20% of the user’s bookmarks are used as testing data and 80% are used as 
training data. This process is repeated five times, each time with different test and training sets. 
Then the accuracy of the prediction is calculated. In Table 5-1, different recommendation output 




Table ‎5-1: Possible output of recommender system [13] 




















False positives (FP) True negative (TN)  
 
Precision is defined as the ratio of the true positives in the recommended list to the total 
number of items in the recommended list, and the recall is the ratio of the true positives to the all 
items in the test set. Precision (P) and recall (R) are given by the following equations. 
P = 
  
     
       (5.3) 
R= 
  
     
       (5.4) 
Precision measures the number of papers recommended and liked by the user to the total 
number of recommended papers, while the recall measures the ratio of the papers that are 
recommended to the user to the papers in the test data. 
It is always assumed that the items with higher ranks in the recommended list of items are 
more important than items with lower ranks. When precision and recall evaluation measures are 
used, three ranks are considered: top 2, top 5 and top 10. Then we compare the results among 
these ranks. Precision@N and Recall@N are calculated with respect to the rank. For example, if 
Precision@10 is used, we calculate the ratio of true recommended items to the top 10 
recommended items, and the Recall@10 is the ratio of the number of true recommended items in 
the top 10 recommended items to the test set. 
When N, the number of recommended items, increases, a trade-off between precision and 
recall measures is observed. When N increases, the precision value starts to decrease, while the 
recall starts to increase. To reduce the effect of the change of the precision and recall by 
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increasing the N value, the F1-measure can be used to produce evaluation results that are more 
universally comparable. F1 can be calculated using the following equation: 
F1@N=
       
       
       (5.5) 
 
5.2.2 Nonperformance Measures 
Measures that are discussed in section 5.2.1 are used to measure the performance of prediction. 
While measuring the prediction accuracy of recommendation to filter several recommendation 
approaches is important, it is not the only evaluation way of a certain recommendation approach. 
Nonperformance measures, such as serendipity, diversity, novelty, or coverage, can also evaluate 
recommendation approaches [13]. Only measures that used in this dissertation are discussed, 
namely: user coverage and diversity. 
5.2.2.1 User coverage 
One measure that compares different recommending algorithms in their capability to produce 
recommendations for larger set of users is the user coverage (Ucov). The more the coverage is, 
the better the recommending algorithm. Ucov is given by Equation (5.6): 
Ucov= 
        
   
       (5.6) 
                                    where     
                
                             
  
from the above equation, coverage measure is the ratio of users who receive nonempty 
recommended set to the total number of users [134]. Coverage is an important measure to 
analyze the recommender system in respect to new users with few known ratings. 
5.2.2.2 Diversity Measure 
Diversity is usually defined as the opposite of similarity [135]. In this dissertation, we calculated 
the diversity score of the list of recommended items to test whether the recommendations 
generated for users who are socially connected with indirect relations are more diverse than the 
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recommendations that are produced using the direct social relations between users. One of the 
ways to measure the diversity of recommended items produced by different recommending 
algorithms is to measure the item-item similarity between one item and all of the other 
recommended items in the list. Then the sum, average, minimum, or maximum is calculated and 
compared to the corresponding value produced by another recommending algorithm. Smyth and 
McClave proposed one popular approach to calculate the diversity score [135], which is given by 
Equation (5.7): 
                  
                                 
 
 
      
     (5.7) 
where                   is the similarity between item ci and item cj in the list of n recommended 
items.  
5.3 Comparing Recommendation Approaches using Different Implicit Social 
Networks as Sources of Recommendations 
Objective: The aim of this study is to compare the prediction accuracy of using different implicit 
SNs as sources of recommendation. Using different recommendation algorithms and different 
ISNs, we tested the prediction accuracy to explore which recommendation algorithm works the 
best for each ISN (experiment 1) and which ISN produces the best prediction accuracy 
(experiment 2). In addition, we tested the role of the neighbourhood size (K value) so that we 
could choose the best settings to be used in the next experiments. Figure 5.1 shows the design 
space of the first two experiments. 
Data set used: For all of the experiments in this section, we used the proposed ISNs from 
Chapter 4. We built them from data that we crawled from CiteULike.  
Dependent variables: Because the data we used are based on the users’ bookmarking 
behaviours, we used the information retrieval evaluation measures with different ranks (number 
of recommendations given [i.e., top N]). We used precision, recall, and F1 measure at different 




Figure ‎5-1: Design space of the first two experiments in this study 
5.3.1 Experiment 1: Testing Different Recommendation Approaches for Each ISN 
The main purpose of this experiment is to discover the best recommendation approach(es) for 
each implicit SN given a certain implicit SN and the set of recommendation approaches 
presented in section 5.1: social recommender, combined recommender, and amplified 
recommender. We also test different neighbourhood sizes to determine whether this factor affect 
the performance of the same recommender system using the same ISN. We select and use the 
best approaches and the size of the neighbourhood for each ISN in the next experiments. This 
experiment is shown in Figure 5.1 as columns. Each column compares different recommendation 
approaches for one of the ISNs. We need to answer the following research question:  
RQ5.1: Using different social recommendation approaches, which approach works the best for 
each ISN? 
To answer the previous research question, we tested eight hypotheses, two for each ISN, 
using the following independent variables: recommendation approaches (refer to section 5-1), 
different ISNs, and neighbourhood size (k = 5, 10, 15, 20). We discuss the hypotheses and the 
results for each ISN in the following sections. 
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We used descriptive statistics to summarize the data and explore normality. We used 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests and histograms to check whether dependent variables 
(precision, recall, and F1 at ranks 2, 5, and 10) follow normal distribution. It appears that data are 
approximately normal (majority of p-values for the K-S test > 0.05), so using parametric 
statistical techniques (ANOVAs) is appropriate. We used the two-way factorial ANOVA to 
explore how algorithm (3 levels factor) and neighbourhood size (4 levels factor) affect prediction 
accuracy represented by precision, recall, and F1 measure.  
5.3.1.1 Results for Reciprocal Readership ISN  
To compare the prediction accuracy for different recommendation approaches using reciprocal 
readership ISN, we tested the following hypotheses: 
H05.1: There is no statistically significant difference between the means of prediction 
accuracy measures (i.e., precision, recall, F1 measure) at different ranks of different 
recommendation approaches using reciprocal readership ISN as the information source. 
H5.2: The prediction accuracy of the three tested recommendation approaches based on 
reciprocal readership ISN outperform the conventional CF approach. 
The results for testing hypothesis H05.1 are shown in Table 5.2; significant results are shown 
in boldface. The two-way ANOVA test shows that there is a statistically significant difference of 
the mean of prediction accuracy of recommendation approaches for all information retrieval 
measures (precision, recall, and F1) at all different ranks (N = 2, 5, 10); therefore, the null 
hypothesis H05.1 is rejected. However, there is no statistical difference of prediction accuracy for 
different neighbourhood size. We applied the Tukey post hoc test to check which 
recommendation approach has the highest prediction accuracy because the two-way ANOVA 
shows there is a statistical difference but it cannot show which one is the best. Tukey post hoc 
test is suitable to compare the results of different groups that have the same group sizes. The 
Tukey post hoc test shows that the social approach outperformed the combined and the amplified 
approaches but that there was no statistical difference between the prediction accuracy of the 
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combined and amplified approaches; this was true for all prediction accuracy measures. Figure 5-
2 depicts the comparisons of all three algorithms for all neighbourhood sizes for reciprocal 
readership ISN.  
Table ‎5-2: Two-way ANOVA results for reciprocal readership ISN 
 
Next, we compared the three recommendation approaches to the conventional CF, which was 
used as a baseline. The t-test was used to compare each recommendation approach to the CF. 
Results of the t-tests are reported in Table 5-3; significant results are shown in boldface. The 
results show that the social approach and the amplified approach outperformed the CF 
significantly for all used measures except for P@5 of the amplified approach, where the CF and 
amplified approaches have the same performance. However, the combined approach performs 
similarly to CF without a significant difference. So, H5.2 is partially accepted. 
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Figure ‎5-2: Comparisons of prediction accuracy of different recommendation approaches using data from 










Table ‎5-3: T-test results for comparing different recommending approach with collaborative filtering for 
reciprocal readership ISN 
 
 
5.3.1.2 Results for Unidirectional Readership ISN  
We also tested the same hypotheses for reciprocal readership ISN for unidirectional readership as 
follows: 
H05.3: There is no statistically significant difference between the means of prediction 
accuracy measures (i.e., precision, recall, F1 measure) at different ranks of different 
recommendation approaches using the unidirectional readership network as the 
information source. 
H5.4: The prediction accuracy of the three tested recommendation approaches based on 
the unidirectional readership ISN outperform the conventional CF approach. 
The two-way ANOVA test results show that there is a statistically significant difference in 
prediction accuracy of difference recommendation approaches and also a statistically significant 
difference in prediction accuracy of different neighbourhood sizes (please refer to Table 5-4). 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis H05.3 is rejected. The Tukey post hoc test shows that the combined 
and the amplified approach outperformed the social approach, which is based on the pure social 
relations between users; results are true for all performance measures. However, the combined 
and the amplified approaches performed the same with no statistically significant difference 
between their prediction accuracy, and the combined approach has the higher value. The Tukey 
post hoc test, which was applied for different neighbourhood sizes, shows that the prediction 
accuracy when k = 10, 15, 20 is higher than the prediction accuracy when k = 5. However, there 
is no statistical difference between the prediction accuracy when k = 10, 15, or 20. The highest 
prediction accuracy is achieved when k = 20. Refer to Figure 5-3 for the comparisons of all three 
recommendation approaches across all neighbourhood sizes. 
Table ‎5-4: Two-way ANOVA results for unidirectional readership ISN 
 
When we based the recommendation approaches on unidirectional readership ISN compared 
to the CF approach, the t-test shows that the precision values of the CF outperformed the 
precision values of the social approach (please refer to Table 5-5). The same pattern appears for 
the recall and F1 values. However, although the prediction accuracy of the combined and the 
amplified approaches is higher than the CF values, the difference is insignificant, which means 
that the combined and the amplified approaches are equivalent to the CF. Therefore, hypothesis 

















Figure ‎5-3: Comparisons of prediction accuracy of different recommendation approaches using data from 











Table ‎5-5: T-test results for comparing different recommending approach with collaborative filtering for 
unidirectional readership ISN 
 
5.3.1.3 Results for Co-readership ISN 
We tested the following hypotheses: 
H05.5: There is no statistically significant difference between the means of prediction 
accuracy measures (i.e., precision, recall, F1 measure) at different ranks of different 
recommendation approaches using the co-readership ISN as the information source. 
H5.6: The prediction accuracy of the three tested recommendation approaches based on 
the co-readership ISN outperform the conventional CF approach. 
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As shown in Table 5-6, the two-way ANOVA test proves that there is a statistically 
significant difference of prediction accuracy of both recommendation approaches and 
neighbourhood size variables when co-readership ISN is used as a source of recommendation; 
this is true for all performance measures. Thus, the null hypothesis H05.5 is rejected. By applying 
the Tukey post hoc test, we found that the combined and the amplified approaches significantly 
outperformed the social approach. However, even though the combined approach has a higher 
prediction value than the amplified approach, the difference is insignificant, which means they 
have a similar performance for the co-readership ISN. The Tukey post hoc test for testing the 
differences between prediction accuracy for different neighbourhood sizes shows that the 
prediction accuracy when k = 10, 15, 20 is higher than the prediction accuracy when k = 5. 
However, there is no statistical difference between the prediction accuracy when k = 10, 15, or 
20. For the full comparisons, refer to Figure 5-4.  
Table ‎5-6: Two-way ANOVA results for co-readership ISN 
 
We also compared the results of the recommendation approaches (social, combined, and 
amplified) to the baseline approach (CF). The t-test shows that the CF approach outperformed 
the social approach significantly using all performance measures (please refer to Table 5-7). The 
combined approach outperformed the CF significantly for P@2. Although for all performance 
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measures the combined and the amplified approaches have higher prediction values than the CF, 
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Figure ‎5-4: Comparisons of prediction accuracy of different recommendation approaches using data from 












Table ‎5-7: T-test results for comparing different recommending approach with collaborative filtering for 
co-readership ISN 
 
5.3.1.4 Results for Tag-based ISN 
We tested the following hypotheses: 
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H05.7: There is no statistically significant difference between the means of prediction 
accuracy measures (i.e., precision, recall, and F1 measure) at different ranks of different 
recommendation approaches using the tag-based ISN as the information source. 
H5.8: The prediction accuracy of the three tested recommendation approaches based on 
the tag-based ISN outperform the conventional CF approach. 
The two-way ANOVA test results (please refer to Table 5-8) show that there is a statistically 
significant difference between the performance of different recommendation approaches for most 
of the measures except P@2, F1@5, and F1@10, where the differences are insignificant but the 
amplified approach had the highest prediction accuracy. Therefore, the null hypothesis H05.7 is 
rejected. The Tukey post hoc test shows that for P@5 and P@10, the social recommender 
outperformed the combined and amplified approaches significantly; however, there were no 
significant differences between the combined and the amplified approaches’ performances. 
Across other measures, the amplified and the combined approaches outperformed the social 
approach significantly, but there was no statistical significance between the combined and the 
amplified approaches’ performances. The highest prediction value was achieved by the amplified 
approach. In addition, the Tukey post hoc test shows that there was no statistically significant 
difference in the prediction accuracy of different neighbourhood sizes. Figure 5-5 shows the 
comparisons of different algorithms across different neighbourhood sizes when tag-based ISN 
was used. 




Furthermore, we compared the performances of the three recommendation approaches 
(social, combined, and amplified) to the CF approach. Table 5-9 represents the results of the t-
test, which show that the social approach’s precision at 5 and at 10 outperformed the CF 
precision values for the same ranks but that the CF approach recall and F1 values were 
significantly higher than the social approaches’ when the rank was low (i.e., R@2, F1@2). For 
the other measures, the amplified approach had higher values than the CF approach, but the 
difference is insignificant. Thus, hypothesis H5.8 is partially accepted. 
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Figure ‎5-5: Comparisons of prediction accuracy of different recommendation approaches using data from 




Table ‎5-9: T-test results for comparing different recommending approach with collaborative filtering for 
tag-based ISN 
 
In the previous sections (5.3.1.1 through 5.3.1.4), we tested the recommendation approaches for 
each ISN with different neighbourhood sizes, aiming to answer the following research question: 
Which recommendation approach works the best for each implicit social network? 
To decide which setting works the best for each ISN, we considered the significant results of 
the two-way ANOVA test and the t-test. When the results were insignificant, we chose the 
dominant approach which has the highest value considering different measures. 
Thus the following settings for each ISN is used for the next experiments: 
 Reciprocal readership ISN: social approach with K=10 
 Unidirectional readership ISN: combined approach with K=20 
 Co-readership ISN: combined approach with K=20 
 Tag-based ISN: amplified approach with K=20 
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5.3.2 Experiment 2: Testing Which ISN Delivers the Best Prediction Accuracy 
The aim of this experiment is to explore which source of information (i.e., implicit SN) delivers 
the best recommendation quality given a certain implicit SN and given the outperforming 
recommendation approach from experiment 1 (section 5.3.1). This experiment is shown in 
Figure 5-1 as the big dashed purple box and it answers the following research question: 
RQ5.2: Comparing the recommendations using different ISNs, which one produces the 
highest prediction accuracy?  
To answer this question, we tested the following null hypothesis: 
 H05.9: There is no statistically significant difference between the means of prediction 
accuracy measures (i.e., precision, recall, F1 measure) at different ranks using different 
ISNs as information sources of recommendation. 
The one-way ANOVA test was used to test the null hypothesis H05.9, which shows that there 
is a statistically significant difference between the means of all performance measures of the 
recommendations that are based on different ISNs: F(3,16) = 305.540 for P@2, F(3,16) = 
731.072 for P@5, F(3,16) = 429.922 for P@10, F(3,16) = 264.141 for R@2, F(3,16) = 420.272 
for R@5, F(3,16) = 757.708 for R@10, F(3,16) = 363.589 for F1@2, F(3,16) = 880.790 for 
F1@5, F(3,16) = 674.972 for F1@10. All results are significant at p < 0.0005. So, the null 
hypothesis H05.9 is rejected. 
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Figure ‎5-6: Comparison between of the performance of recommendations based on different ISNs 
The Tukey post hoc test was then applied for the multiple comparisons because the one-way 
ANOVA test did not show which of the specific groups differed. The results of the Tukey post 
hoc test revealed that the highest value was achieved by the recommendations that use 
information from the reciprocal readership ISN as a source of recommendation, followed by 
recommendations based on unidirectional readership ISN, then the recommendation using co-
readership ISN, and concluding with the recommendation based on tag-based ISN. However, 
there was no statistically significant difference between the recommendations based on 
unidirectional readership ISN or co-readership ISN, please refer to Figure 5-6. 
5.4 Hybrid Recommendation using Recommendation from ISNs and Explicit 
SNs 
Objective: The aim of this experiment was to test whether fusing different recommendations 
using data from ISNs and data from explicit SNs performs better than the performance of each 
recommendation alone. The outperformed recommendation approach for each ISN from 
experiment 1 was used in this experiment (experiment 3). For each explicit SN, friendship and 
co-authorship, we used the same approach to test which algorithm performed best exactly as we 
did for the ISNs.  
We found that the best performing settings for each network with respect to more measures are: 
 Readership ISN (reciprocal relations): social recommender with K=10 
 Readership ISN (unidirectional relations): combined recommender K= 20 
 Co-readership ISN: combined recommender, K= 20 
 Tag-based ISN: amplified recommender, K= 20 
 Co-authorship SN: amplified recommender, K= all relations 
 Friendship SN: amplified recommender, K= all relations 
Therefore, we used these settings in the next experiment when fusing data from different 
social networks. With compatible results with the study in [4], small neighborhood size provided 
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the best accuracy results. In addition, as noted for the explicit social networks (friendship and co-
authorship), the best results were achieved by using all the of users’ social relations. This is 
because each user has very few social relations; the average number of relations in friendship 
networks and co-authorship networks are 0.3 and 1.27 respectively. 
The question that we aimed to answer is 
RQ5.3: Does fusing recommendations from ISNs and explicit SNs improve the performance of 
the recommendation? 
First, we discuss the way that the recommendation from ISNs are fused with the 
recommendation of explicit SNs. Then the results of hybrid recommendation are discussed. 
5.4.1 Finding the Best Weight Combination to Combine Recommendation from ISNs and 
explicit SNs 
First, we used a weighted hybrid recommender to combine the results of recommending research 
papers using data from explicit and implicit social networks. Even though there are many hybrid 
approaches [16], we prefer to use the weighted hybrid approach because it brings together all the 
capabilities of the combined approaches in a straightforward and easy to perform way. It is a 
linear combination that aggregates the prediction score from different recommendation 
approaches using a different weight for each recommendation approach. The hybrid 
recommendation is calculated from the linear combination of different recommendations using 
the following equation: 
                    
            (5.8) 
where     is the weight for the recommender Sj, and its value ranging from 0.1 to 0.9, and the 
sum of all weights is equal to 1. The optimum weight is usually derived by examining the 
performance of all possible combinations [16], then for the next recommendation, the weights 
are chosen so that the previous performance is retained. For example, the prediction accuracy of 
the new weight combination should be better or at least the same as the previous prediction 
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accuracy. We used all the combinations from 0.1 to 0.9 by gradually increasing the weight of the 
first recommender by increments of 0.1. We first tested the hybrid approach of the co-authorship 
network (explicit) with every implicit social network, then we tested the friendship network 
(explicit) with every implicit social network. However, we used a modified version of the 
weighted sum approach called cross-source hybrid [121]. Cross-source hybrid approach favors 
items that are recommended by both approaches. Items that are recommended by implicit social 
network recommender and explicit social network recommender are more important than items 
that are recommended by only one recommender. Therefore, the above equation for weighted 
sum hybrid approach is modified as follows: 
                    
                      (5.9) 
Where         is the number of recommenders that recommend item i. We use the cross-source 
hybrid if the user has relations in both social networks. However, we used weight 1 for the 
recommendation if the user has relations in only one of social networks. For instance, if we aim 
to fuse the recommendations produced by co-authorship explicit network with recommendation 
produced by co-readership ISN, but the user has only relations in co-readership, we use the 
weight 1 for the recommendation produced by co-readership and completely ignore the co-
authorship ISN for this specific user. We used this approach to make the recommendations more 
personalized. The best weight combination for each hybrid approach is shown in Table 5.10. 
When recommendations using co-authorship network are fused with recommendations from 
reciprocal readership ISN, the maximum accuracy is reached when the recommendations from 
the co-authorship network are given high weight, 0.8. However, when co-authorship network 
recommendation is fused with other ISNs, the best accuracy achieved when the weight of co-
authorship was 0.3 in the case of unidirectional readership ISN and 0.1 in the case of co-
readership ISN and tag-based ISN. This is because there is a high overlap between the co-
authorship social relations and the reciprocal readership relations; 58.68 percent of the relations 
in the co-authorship network was discovered by the reciprocal relations in readership network. 
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The effect of the co-readership is less visible in the other networks, and that might be because 
there is a huge gap between the small number of relations in co-authorship network and the large 
number of relations in the other networks.  
When recommendations from friendship network are fused with recommendations from 
implicit social networks, we can notice that the maximum accuracy of the recommendations 
occurs when the weight of the friendship network is higher than the weight of implicit networks.  
Table ‎5-10: The optimum weights for each hybrid approach (ISN weight, explicit SN weight) 
 Co-authorship Friendship 
Readership ISN (Reciprocal) (0.2,0.8) (0.3,0.7) 
Readership ISN (unidirectional) (0.7,0.3) (0.3,0.7) 
Co-readership ISN (0.9,0.1) (0.1,0.9) 
Tag-based ISN (0.9,0.1) (0.1,0.9) 
The results of the best weight combinations are used in the next experiment described in the next 
section.  
5.4.2 Comparison between Recommendations from Different ISNs with Friendship or 
Co-authorship SNs 
We conducted an experiment to compare the recommendation using only ISN data, with the 
hybrid approach that combine recommendations from ISNs with each of the two explicit 
networks – the co-authorship network, or the friendship network, respectively. The results shown 
in Figure 5-7 reveal that the best prediction accuracy is achieved when the recommendation from 
the friendship network is fused with recommendation from ISN; this is true for all implicit social 
networks and for all measures (precision, recall and F1 at top ten). However, the co-authorship 
ISN did not help in increasing the prediction accuracy. In most of the cases, the prediction 
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accuracy stayed the same. In the readership ISN, the prediction accuracy slightly decreased when 
recommendation from co-authorship SN is fused. The only case that the precision increased is 
when recommendation from unidirectional readership SN is used with co-authorship SN 
recommendation.  
Figure ‎5-7: Comparison between using recommendations from ISNs only, or fusing the recommendation 
with co-authorship SN and friendship network 
5.4.3 User Coverage  
We found that the co-readership ISN had the highest user coverage (87.25 percent), then the tag-
based ISN (85.55 percent), the unidirectional readership ISN (37.22 percent), and the last is the 
reciprocal readership ISN (1.59 percent). We found that only 18 percent of users have explicit 
social relations and the average number of social relations per user is only 0.31. The co-
authorship explicit SN has a very low coverage (1.873 percent). A tradeoff is noticed between 
the prediction accuracy and the user coverage: the more accurate the prediction, the smaller the 
user coverage. 
Table 5-11 shows the coverage of different social networks and compares them to the coverage 
of the hybrid approaches. The recommendation coverage increases when recommendations from 
explicit and implicit SNs are combined. However, the maximum coverage is reached when 
recommendation from the friendship SN is fused with any of the ISNs. This is true for all of 
ISNs. For example, the increase in the coverage for the reciprocal readership ISN when the 
recommendation is fused with the friendship SN is more than 16 percent, while the increase in 
the coverage when the recommendation fused with the co-authorship SN is only 0.59 percent.  
Fusing recommendation from friendship SN increases both the prediction accuracy and the 
recommendation coverage. The unidirectional readership ISN is the network that improved the 
most from fusing recommendation from friendship SN (F1-measure increase of almost 11 
percent), then the reciprocal readership ISN (7.8 percent), tag-based ISN (2.9 percent increase), 
and finally, the co-readership ISN (with 2.5 percent increase). Even though, fusing 
recommendation from co-authorship SN did not improve the recommendation accuracy, it 
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improves the recommendation coverage. It is important also to note that the user coverage for 
both co-authorship SN and friendship SN increased when the recommendation from each of 
them fused with each ISNs. The user coverage for co-authorship and friendship SNs are 1.87% 
and 18 % respectively. 
Table ‎5-11: Comparison between the user coverage of using different hybrid approaches and using 
recommendation from ISNs alone 





Reciprocal readership ISN 1.59% 2.18% 18.58% 
Unidirectional readership ISN 37.22% 37.43% 45.14% 
Co-readership ISN 87.25% 88.9% 92.71% 
Tag-based ISN 85.55% 85.62% 86.57% 
 
5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we measured the prediction accuracy and user coverage of the recommendation 
based on different ISNs. We used three different recommendation algorithms and four different 
neighbourhood sizes. First, we extensively studied the role of different algorithms and 
neighbourhood sizes on prediction accuracy using methods from the information retrieval field. 
We found that in most of the cases there was no statistical difference in the performance using 
different neighbourhood sizes. We also found that the hybrid approaches that use data from CF 
neighbours and social friends outperformed the pure social approach significantly in the 
unidirectional readership ISN, co-readership ISN, and tag-based ISN. Then we checked which 
ISN produced the best prediction accuracy, and we also measured the user coverage. The 
reciprocal readership ISN had the highest prediction accuracy and the lowest user coverage. 
Next, the unidirectional readership ISN and the co-readership ISN, which have similar prediction 
accuracy but higher user coverage for the co-readership ISN. Finally, the tag-based ISN has the 
lowest prediction accuracy with high user coverage. 
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In the last experiment, we compared fusing recommendations from ISNs with 
recommendations from two explicit SNs: friendship and co-authorship. The experiments show 
that fusing the recommendations from each ISN with recommendations from either the 
friendship or co-authorship explicit network is beneficial in increasing the user coverage. In 
addition, the prediction accuracy of all the recommendations from ISNs improved when fused 
with the friendship explicit SN, but fusing with the co-authorship SN did not help in improving 
the recommendation accuracy.  
In this chapter, we studied the relationship between the prediction accuracy and user 
coverage because we aimed to find the approach that gives the best balance between the two 
measures. In Chapter 6, we study the balance between the prediction accuracy and the 
recommendation diversity. The majority of the previous studies in recommending research 
papers have focused on increasing the prediction accuracy by developing new algorithms. By 
doing so, the recommended list usually has items that are more relevant to the target user’s 
interest, which means the items are similar to each other. However, relevant and diverse items 
are also important to the user. The diversity of the recommended items is an important but less 
studied nonperformance measure. Chapter 6 is dedicated to studying the relationship between the 
prediction accuracy and the diversity of the recommended list that is produced using data from 





CHAPTER 6:  
IMPACT OF DIFFERENT SOCIAL DISTANCE LEVELS ON 
RECOMMENDATION 
The recommendation performances for the different ISNs were discussed in the previous chapter; 
specifically, we compared only recommendations from data from ISNs that used a hybrid 
approach (combining recommendations from ISNs and two different explicit SNs) based on 
performance (i.e., prediction and accuracy at different ranks) and nonperformance (i.e., user 
coverage) measures. In this chapter, we explore the recommendations involving direct and 
indirect user relationships in each of the proposed ISNs; we want to explore the effects of 
indirect relationships on recommendations because direct relationships typically connect users 
more strongly than indirect relationships. Thus, we hypothesize that recommendations from 
distant friends can provide more diverse recommendations than recommendations from direct 
friends.  
Most studies on recommender systems focus on increasing prediction accuracy by proposing 
different algorithms, where accuracy refers to identifying items that are more suited to user 
preferences or items that have interested users in the past. Providing users with more accurate 
lists, however, is not necessarily satisfactory; greater prediction accuracy means more items that 
are similar to users’ preferences. With research papers, for example, a list of recommended 
papers by a single author whose work the user had read in the past is not necessarily a good list 
[136]; lists that recommend similar items may not be useful because users need more time to 
explore these similar items [13] and may miss other useful papers by recommending papers that 
are only similar in one aspect. Ziegler et al. suggested that recommendation lists be judged for 
diversity in their entirety rather than treating each recommended item as an isolated entity [137]; 
however, diversity in recommendation lists remains highly unexplored. In this chapter, we did 
not implement a new algorithm that increased diversity; rather, we measured the diversity of 
recommendation lists that considered direct and indirect relationships using different ISNs and 
then compared the results to identify the dominant curve after we plotted the precision-diversity 
curves of the recommendations using different social relation distances as suggested by [13]. 
This chapter answers the following research question: 
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RQ5.4: What is the effect of social relation distance on both prediction accuracy and 
diversity in recommendation lists?  
First, we tested the same recommendation approaches that we used in chapter 5––social, 
combined and amplified––to determine which approach worked best for each network using 
indirect user relationships, and we used the same methodology to test the best settings using 
different neighbourhood sizes. The results for each ISN are discussed in the next section. 
6.1 Results of Comparing Different Recommendation Approaches  
6.1.1 Results for Reciprocal Readership ISN: 
We conducted two-way ANOVA to test the following null hypotheses: 
H06.1: There is no statistically significant difference between the means of prediction 
accuracy measures (i.e., precision, recall, F1 measure) at different ranks of 
recommendation approaches using the one-hop social relation distance and the reciprocal 
readership ISN as the information source. 
H6.2: The prediction accuracy of the three tested recommendation approaches based on 
the one-hop distance in the reciprocal readership ISN outperform the conventional CF 
approach. 
For the one-hop social distance, the results for the differences between the means of all 
measures were significant for different recommendation approaches but not for different 
neighborhood sizes, and thus, the null hypothesis H06.1 was rejected. We applied the Tukey post 
hoc test to check which approach outperformed the others, and the results show that the social 
approach outperformed the combined and amplified approaches, although there was no 
statistically significant difference between the combined and amplified approaches themselves. 
To test hypothesis H6.2, we used t-tests and found that the social approach significantly 
outperformed the CF approach but that the CF, combined and amplified approaches all had 
equivalent performance. 
We tested the same hypotheses for the two-hop social distances, and two-way ANOVA 
showed that the only significant results were achieved when the number of recommended items 
was 10; there were statistically significant results in the mean prediction accuracy values for the 
different recommendation approaches for P@10, R@10 and F1@10. Tukey’s post hoc test 
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showed that the amplified and combined approaches significantly outperformed the social 
approach and that the amplified approach had a higher mean than the combined approach, 
although this difference was not significant.  
The t-test we used to compare the results with the conventional CF approach showed that the 
CF significantly outperformed the social approach. However, the combined and amplified 
approaches performed the same as the CF in that the results were not significant. 
6.1.2 Results for Unidirectional Readership ISN 
The results for both indirect social relation distances (one and two hops) in the unidirectional 
readership ISN were compatible with each other. The performances of the amplified and 
combined approaches were significantly higher than that of the social approach, and that of the 
amplified approach was higher than that of the combined approaches; however, the differences in 
the means for all measures were not significant. In addition, the two-way ANOVAs that 
compared the results based on neighborhood size showed statistically significant differences in 
the means. The Tukey post hoc test showed that the means when K = 20 or 15 were significantly 
higher than the means when K = 10 or 5. In addition, the means when K = 10 was significantly 
higher than that when K = 5, and there was no statistically significant difference between the 
means when K = 20 versus K = 15. 
The t-tests also showed that the results for the one-hop social distance were compatible with 
the results for the two-hop distance: The CF significantly outperformed the social approach. The 
amplified and combined approaches did have higher means than the CF, but the differences were 
not significant.  
6.1.3 Results for Co-readership ISN 
We also found that the results for both indirect social relation distances (one hop and two hops) 
for the co-readership ISN were compatible; the combined approach had a higher mean than the 
amplified approach, but the difference was not significant. However, both the combined and 
amplified approaches performed significantly better than the social approach. The two-way 
ANOVAs showed statistically significant differences in mean prediction accuracy by 
neighborhood size, and a follow-up Tukey test showed that when K = 20 or K = 15, the 
difference was significantly greater than when K = 10 or K = 5. 
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We used the t-test to compare the CF with each of the other algorithms, and the results for 
social distance of one hop were compatible with those for two hops; specifically, the CF 
significantly outperformed the social approach, and the amplified and combined approaches had 
higher means than the CF, but the differences were not significant.  
6.1.4 Results for Tag-based ISN 
The results for the tag-based ISN were completely compatible between one hop and two hops. 
The two-way ANOVA results showed statistically significant differences in mean prediction 
accuracy by recommendation approach and also by neighborhood size. We used the Tukey post 
hoc test to check which approach and which neighborhood size gave the best results and found 
that the combined and amplified approaches significantly outperformed the social approach but 
that there was no statistically significant difference in mean prediction accuracy between the 
combined and amplified approaches. In addition, mean prediction accuracy was higher when K = 
20, 15 or 5 than when K = 10. There was no statistically significant difference when K = 20, 15 
or 5, but the highest mean was achieved when K = 20. 
The t-test showed that the CF significantly outperformed the social approach in precision and 
recall but that performance was the same when the F1 measure was considered, and these 
findings were true for both the one-hop and two-hop social distances. The t-test also showed that 
the combined, amplified and CV approaches all had equal performance at both social distances. 
6.1.5 Choosing the Best Settings for Each ISN 
Based on the results from the previous section, we can summarize that the social approach, 
which uses data from social peers, performed better than the CF approach and the two hybrid 
approaches (combined and amplified) in only one case: with the one-hop distance in the 
reciprocal readership ISN; it appears that the social approach worked best when the similarity 
between users was high and also when users were connected directly through the relations in the 
reciprocal readership ISN. For the other ISNs, the combined and amplified approaches 
outperformed the social approach but were similar to the CF approach results for either direct or 
indirect relationships.  
To select the best settings for each ISN at different social distances, we chose the approach 
and neighborhood size that performed significantly better than the others considering the two-
way ANOVA and t-test results. If there was no significant difference, we chose the approach 
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with the highest values in most cases (i.e., using different prediction accuracy measures with 
different ranks). Table 6-1 shows the selected settings for each ISN case, and these selected 
approaches were used for the next experiment. 
Table ‎6-1: The best approach for each ISN considering the social distance 
ISN 
Setting for One hop social 
distance 
Settings for Two hops social 
distance 
Reciprocal readership ISN 
Social approach with top 15 
similar users  
Amplified approach with top 10 
similar users 
Unidirectional readership ISN 
Amplified approach with top 20 
similar users 
Amplified approach with top 20 
similar users 
Co-readership ISN 
Combined approach with top 20 
similar users 
Combined approach with top 20 
similar users 
Tag-based ISN 
Amplified approach with top 20 
similar users 
Amplified approach with top 20 
similar users 
 
6.2 The Role of Different Social Distances on Recommendation 
First, we used Levene’s test for equality of variance to check the assumption of homogeneity; if 
this assumption was violated (p < 0.05), then we used Welch’s ANOVA rather than one-way 
ANOVA. We further explored any statistically significant differences between groups using post 
hoc tests, either Tukey or Games-Howell depending on whether the homogeneity assumption 
was met.  
We found statistically significant differences in prediction accuracy (i.e., F1 measure at different 
ranks) and diversity at different social distances (i.e., direct, one hop or two hops) in the 
reciprocal and unidirectional readership ISNs (see Table 6-2 and Table 6-3). Therefore, we 
applied post hoc tests (Tukey’s test when Levene’s test was not significant and Games-Howell 
when it was) and found that when the social relations were reciprocal, the recommendations 
based on direct user relationships had higher prediction accuracy than when the social relations 
were indirect. The difference was not statistically significant when only two research papers 
were recommended (F1@2), but the differences were significant otherwise. When more research 
papers were recommended (i.e., N = 10, 15 or 20), there were no statistically significant 
differences in prediction accuracy between one hop and two, but accuracy for N = 2 or N = 5 
was significantly higher at one hop’s distance than with two hops. Post hoc tests for diversity at 
different ranks showed that using two hops provided more diverse recommendation lists than did 
using direct or one-hop social relations, and this difference was statistically significant.  
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Table ‎6-2: Comparison of different measures considering three distances for reciprocal readership ISN 








F1@2 .1331±.0078 .1069±.0328 .0250±.0184 p=.029  (2,6.353)=67.950 
F1@5 .1638±.0086 .0954±.0364 .0392±.0264 p=.281 F(2,12)=26.917   
F1@10 .1462±.0086 .0802±.0291 .0479±.0277 p=.143 F(2,12)=22.807   
F1@15 .1195±.0055 .0626±.0264 .0375±.0176 p=.057 F(2,12)=25.505  
F1@20 .1022±.0051 .0503±.0196 .0336±.0129 p=.086 F(2,12)=33.293  
Div@2 .0121±.0022 .0153±.0058 .0515±.0098 p=.345 F(2,12)=53.470  
Div@5 .0095±.0010 .0087±.0042 .0546±.0121 p=.005  (2,5.657)=30.845 
Div@10 .0074±.0005 .0078±.0021 .0490±.0084 p=.005  (2,5.527)=54.543 
Div@15 .0061±.0003 .0071±.0043 .0451±.0067 p=.013  (2,5.360)=76.242 
Div@20 .0049±.0001 .0074±.0039 .0427±.0041 p=.007  (2,5.348)=189.226 
 
The post hoc tests for the unidirectional readership ISN showed consistent results for prediction 
accuracy and diversity at different social distances. Both accuracy and diversity with two-hop 
social relations were statistically significant higher than the results of one hop and direct 
relations, and there were also significant differences between the results for one-hop and direct 
relations; at one hop, the results were significantly higher. 
Table ‎6-3: Comparison of different measures considering three distances for unidirectional readership 
ISN 





F1@2 .0351±.0023 .0403±.0400 .0440±.0440 p=.702 F(2,12)=23.014 
F1@5 .0473±.0015 .0513±.0013 .0553±.0015 p=.908 F(2,12)=38.966 
F1@10 .0514±.0010 .0528±.0010 .0553±.0011 p=.684 F(2,12)=20.468 
F1@15 .0504±.0010 .0510±.0010 .0527±.0013 p=.081 F(2,12)=7.160 
F1@20 .0480±.0007 .0486±.0010 .0499±.0010 p=.557 F(2,12)=7.526 
Div@2 .0065±.0001 .0093±.0010 .0108±.0004 p=.019 F(2,12)=127..312 
Div@5 .0048±.0001 .0067±.0003 .0077±.0002 p=.292 F(2,12)=275.307 
Div@10 .0036±.0006 .0049±.0008 .0056±.0001 p=.283 F(2,12)=608.210 
Div@15 .0030±.0004 .0040±.0006 .0046±.0008 p=.320 F(2,12)=805.862 
Div@20 .0026±.0004 .0035±.0005 .0040±.0006 p=.445 F(2,12)=901.592 
 
Table 6-4 illustrates that the one-way ANOVA and Welch’s ANOVA results for the co-
readership ISN showed statistically significant differences in some of the results. For the 
significant results (F1@2, F1@5), we used post hoc tests that showed that the recommendation 
performances for direct and one-hop social relations were significantly higher than performance 
when the two-hop distance was used. However, there were no statistically significant differences 
between F1 values when the relationship between two connected users was direct or indirect with 
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1 hop social distance. The diversity of the recommendation lists at different social relation 
distances was significant only when 5 or 10 research papers were recommended, and the 
diversity with indirect relations was significantly higher than that with directly connected users. 
However, the list’s diversity was the same at either one or two hops in social relation distance. 
Table ‎6-4: Comparison of different measures considering three distances for co-readership ISN 
 
For the tag-based ISN, Table 6-5 shows that there were no statistically significant results at 
different social relation distances, and thus, there was no need for follow-up tests. The results 
show that social distance had no effect on prediction accuracy or recommendation diversity 
when the tag-based ISN was the recommendation information source.  







6.3 Exploring the Trade-off between Accuracy and Diversity 
Research has shown that nonperformance measures such as diversity of recommendation lists 
increases at the expense of prediction accuracy [136]. In this section, we explore the gains in 
diversity versus the losses in prediction accuracy at different social relation distances between 
users; specifically, we hypothesized that diversity would increase and prediction accuracy would 
decrease at greater social distance levels. We compared the F1 measure as the prediction 
measure with the intra-list diversity measure for different social distances (direct, one hop and 
two hops) for each ISN; Figure 6-1 shows the accuracy-diversity curves for the three different 
social distances. From Figure 6-1 and Table 6-6, we can observe that the loss in accuracy and the 
gain in diversity at one hop in the reciprocal readership ISN were lower than those at two hops; 
recommendation lists based on two hops were more diverse than those based on direct social 
relations between users. However, as the one-way ANOVAs showed previously, the difference 
in diversity between direct and one-hop relations was not significant whereas the F1 difference 
was. We can conclude that using data based on one-hop social network relations is more 
effective than using bookmarked papers from users at a two-hop distance in that the total utilities 
were -5.2707 and -5.5804, respectively. 
Figure ‎6-1: Comparison between different accuracy-diversity curves according to different social 
distances for each ISN. 
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The results for the unidirectional readership ISN were interesting. As shown in Figure 6-1 
and Table 6-6, both accuracy and diversity increased with increased social distance, and the 
results were best at the two-hop distance. Thus, it is not necessary that the diversity always 
increase with the expense of prediction accuracy.  
Table ‎6-6: Loss (-) and gain (+) in accuracy and diversity when considering different social relation 
distances in each ISN 
ISN 
One hop distance Two hops distance 
F1 Diversity F1 Diversity 
Reciprocal readership -5.3927 % +0.1220% -9.6351% +4.0547% 
Unidirectional readership +0.2361% +0.1604% +0.5004% +0.2441% 
Co-readership ISN -0.0073 +0.0035% -0.0664% +0.0035% 
Tag-based ISN +0.0334% +0.0003% +0.0065% +0.0004% 
 
Figure 6-1 shows that the prediction-diversity curve for the co-readership ISN at one hop’s 
distance was slightly dominant over the other two curves. Table 6-6 shows that accuracy 
decreased and diversity increased at greater social distance; the total differences in accuracy and 
diversity between the direct and one-hop relations and the direct and two-hop relations were -                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
0.0038 and -0.0629, respectively. Therefore, using data from users at a one-hop distance can 
increase diversity with minimal loss of accuracy. 
The prediction-diversity curves for the tag-based ISN in Figure 6-1 show that the three 
curves are highly overlapped, which reflects no significant difference, possibly because there 
were insufficient tags in the dataset to improve the results. 
6.4 Summary 
In objective of this chapter is to study the effect of considering different social relations between 
users on recommendation. We studied the role of the social distance on prediction accuracy and 
on the diversity of the recommended list. First, the same three recommendation approaches that 
were applied on the data of network of users who are directly connected were also applied on the 
networks of users who are connected distantly using one intermediate user (one hop) or two 
intermediate users, and the best performed approach was chosen from each ISN with one hop 
distance or two hops distance. Then, the prediction accuracy and the diversity of 
recommendation are compared with taking into account the social distance for each ISN. Lastly, 
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the trade-off between the prediction accuracy and the diversity are compared for each network by 





SUMMARY, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This dissertation aims to alleviate some of the problems with the collaborative filtering approach. 
A comprehensive literature survey was conducted that revealed a lack of research in the area of 
recommender systems using multi-criteria ratings in general and in recommending research 
papers specifically. Although similarities exist between multi-criteria recommender systems, 
context-aware recommender systems and content-based recommender systems, multi-criteria 
recommender systems (MCRS) consider the subjective opinions of the user about the rating 
criteria while context-aware and content-based recommenders take into account the objective 
features of the items. Systems using multi-criteria ratings reduce ambiguity and allow users to 
provide more details about the quality of items, in comparisons with systems using single rating. 
In addition, researchers have rarely found systems with numeric ratings for recommending 
research papers. We also found very few studies examining the social relationships among users 
in recommending research papers, and most of this research uses relationships initiated by users, 
which indicate that recommendations can be provided to a small number of users. 
7.1  Summary of Findings   
In this dissertation, we proposed two ideas aiming to mitigate some of CF’s drawbacks such as 
data sparsity, the cold start problem, and overall rating bias. First, we proposed using multi-
criteria rating instead of one overall rating as used in conventional CF. Second, we exploited the 
wealth of user data stored by social bookmarking tools (e.g., CiteULike, Mendeley) to construct 
new social relationships among users that can connect more users. The findings related to these 
two proposals are discussed below.  
7.1.1 Summary of findings for multi-criteria rating studies 
For this part of the dissertation, we wanted to answer research question RQ1, “How do users 
perceive the multi-criteria rating recommendations?” To answer this question, we conducted a 
focus group study. This approach is suited to exploratory studies, and it enabled us to gather 
users’ opinions. We followed this with an online questionnaire (69 participants) to confirm the 
findings from the focus group study and to compare the results of participants from different 
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disciplines (please refer to sections 3.1 and 3.2). RQ1 divided into four specific research 
questions.  
The first specific question (RQ1.1) was “What are the most important rating criteria for 
evaluating a research paper?” To answer this question, participants were asked to come up with 
every criterion that could be used to evaluate a research paper. After this brainstorming session, 
they were asked to list all the criteria in descending order starting from the most important 
criterion. They chose the following criteria: clarity, technical clarity, and relevance to their 
research interest. Interestingly, the participants thought that the paper’s relevance to their interest 
must be rated even though the system evaluates this criterion by matching the user’s interest with 
the research paper’s features. Their justification was that some users have multidisciplinary 
research fields, and it is important for them to confirm the relevance of research papers to their 
research interests. 
The second specific research question (RQ1.2) was about users’ preferences for overall 
ratings versus multi-criteria ratings. We found that participants prefer to have both overall ratings 
and a short list of multi-criteria ratings. Their justification was that overall ratings enable users to 
state their overall impressions about research papers, while multi-criteria ratings enable them to 
evaluate different aspects of any given paper’s quality. Then, the recommender system finds 
papers that fulfill their preferences according to the rating criteria.  
Most participants in the quantitative study and all participants in the focus group study 
showed strong support for enabling the users of MCRS to control the importance weight of each 
rating criterion. This allowed us to answer affirmatively RQ1.3, “Do users prefer to have control 
over the importance weights of multi-criteria ratings during the recommendation process?” Users 
prefer to show their preferences and be involved in the recommendation process. In our study, 
participants were excited about the idea of being involved in the recommendation process, and 
they suggested some interface designs to capture users’ weights of ratings criteria by using 
sliders or by ranking the criteria. They pointed out some interesting benefits of being able to 
change the importance weight of rating criteria, since the relative importance of the rating 
criteria differs from user to user, and for a given user in time. Thus, if the user’s objectives 
change over time, she can cope with this change by increasing the weight of more important 
criteria or by decreasing the weight of less important criteria.  
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RQ1.4 determines whether the criteria are domain-dependent. In the questionnaire, we asked 
participants from two different disciplines to rank the rating criteria. We found that all 
participants chose the same first two rating criteria even though they were from completely 
different disciplines. However, participants from Computer Science chose technical clarity and 
clarity as the third and fourth criteria, respectively, while participants while participants from 
pharmacy and nutrition ranked clarity higher than technical clarity. However, the total scores for 
the clarity and technical clarity were almost the same. Thus, we can conclude that there are no 
significant differences in the ranking of different criteria by users from different disciplines, and 
the rating criteria are domain-independent. 
7.1.2 Summary of findings for the implicit social networks studies 
In the second part of this dissertation focusing on social relationships among users, we 
constructed three social networks based on the similarities between users that shared certain 
features. Then we studied similarities among connected users in each of the proposed social 
networks and answered RQ2 to RQ4 in sections 4.6 and 4.7. RQ2 investigated which implicit 
social network connects the most similar users. We found that the readership ISN connects users 
with the highest similarity compared to the other ISNs, and the similarity value is higher when 
social relationships are reciprocal. Thus, users share similar interests with the authors of the 
papers that they bookmarked in their libraries. Then, the co-readership ISN; then the tag-based 
ISN connects users with lowest interest similarity value. The results using different similarity 
measures of bookmarking behaviour are all consistent. That is to say, all the measures gave the 
same exact results. For this reason, we used the LogLikelihood measure, a relative measure for 
unary rating, for the rest of our experiments. 
We also tested the effect of social relation distance on the similarity between two connected 
users of each ISN (RQ3). We found that the highest similarity value was achieved when the 
social relation is direct, and the interest similarity decreases when the social relation distance 
increases. We tested this using three different social distances: direct, indirect using one 
intermediate user between two connected users, and indirect using two intermediate users 
between two connected users. This means users who are socially connected indirectly still have 
some degree of similarity, which has useful applications, especially for the cold start problem. 
The interest similarity among connected users of proposed ISNs was compared to the interest 
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similarity of connected users of two known explicit social networks. This allowed us to answer 
affirmatively RQ4 ”Does the interest similarity between users who are implicitly socially 
connected compare with that between users who are explicitly connected?”. The readership ISN 
connects users with more similarities than connected users in co-authorship and friendship 
explicit social networks.  
The rest of the dissertation work tested recommendations using performance measures (i.e., 
prediction accuracy) and nonperformance measures, such as user coverage and the diversity of 
recommendation list, when data from only ISNs were used or when data from both ISNs and 
explicit SN were combined. The broad question RQ5 is “What is the effect of using implicit 
social networks on improving recommendations?” 
This broad question is divided into four specific questions. First, we wanted to compare 
recommendations using only data from social friends (i.e., connections) with recommendations 
using data from both social friends and anonymous peers (i.e., using CF). Thus, we compared 
three different recommendation approaches: social, combined, and amplified. Our goal was to 
find which one works best with each ISN (RQ5.1, section 5.3.1). In the social approach, the 
recommendation was produced after collecting research papers from only the user’s social 
friends and by substituting a similarity score that is usually used in CF with the weighted 
strength of the relationships among socially connected users. While this combined approach 
gives data from social friends of the target user the same weight as data from anonymous peers, 
the amplified approach gives more weight to the papers bookmarked by the user’s social friends 
than those papers bookmarked by anonymous peers. We applied all of the three recommendation 
approaches to the data from each ISN. We found for the ISN that has the strongest social 
relationships among users (i.e., reciprocal readership ISN), the social approach worked best. For 
the weakest social relationships (i.e., tag-based ISN), the amplified approach worked best. The 
combined approach worked best for the unidirectional readership and co-readership ISNs. In 
addition, the results of different recommendation approaches were compared to CF, and we 
found that the approaches for each ISN that use the social data outperform or at least perform 
similar to those of CF. 
Then we compared the recommendation produced by each ISN to answer RQ5.2 “Which 
ISN produces the highest prediction accuracy?” We found that the highest prediction accuracy 
using precision and recall metrics was achieved when the reciprocal readership ISN was used as 
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the information source for recommendation, followed by the unidirectional readership and co-
readership ISN with no statistically significant differences in their prediction accuracy values. 
The tag-based ISN which was the least effective.  
However, taking only prediction accuracy into account is not enough in evaluating 
recommender systems. The literature shows a trade-off between prediction accuracy and user 
coverage. This trade-off was clear between the prediction accuracy and user coverage when 
different ISNs were used. For example, the highest prediction accuracy was achieved when 
reciprocal readership was used, but the user coverage was the lowest of all ISNs. For this reason, 
we fused recommendations from implicit and explicit social networks to strike a balance 
between prediction accuracy and user coverage of recommendations and to answer RQ5.3 
(sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3). We tested fusing recommendations from either friendship social 
networks or co-authorship social networks with every ISN: Fusing recommendations from 
implicit and explicit social networks enhances both prediction accuracy and user coverage in the 
case of friendship social networks. User coverage improved in the case of co-authorship social 
networks without significant differences in the prediction accuracy. 
The last experiment was to answer RQ5.4 “What is the effect of social relationship distance 
on prediction accuracy and the diversity of recommendation lists?” (Results discussed in section 
6.3). The accuracy-diversity curves of different social distances were drawn for each ISN. We 
found that a one-hop distance curve struck the best balance between accuracy and diversity for 
the reciprocal readership and co-readership ISNs. The accuracy-diversity curves for the tag-
based ISN were almost the same. However, the curves for the unidirectional readership ISN 
showed that the two-hop distance relation is the dominant curve. 
7.2  Contributions 
This dissertation contributes to two areas: multi-criteria rating recommender systems and social 
network-based recommender systems, with a focus on recommending research papers. It also 
contributes generally to the fields of user modelling, personalization, and adaptation. Because the 
items under consideration are research papers, our hope is that this dissertation will have an 
impact on lifelong learning. Some parts of this dissertation suggest ideas for enhancing user 
interfaces for recommender systems, which contributes to the field of human-computer 
interaction (HCI). Specifically, the following contributions have been made: 
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 User requirement analysis through qualitative methods: Qualitative research methods, 
such as interviews or focus groups, are well-known for collecting participants’ opinions 
and insights about a given topic. However, qualitative studies are rarely used to collect 
user requirements before designing recommender systems, which results in systems that 
do not fulfill the user’s needs. As a consequence, users might not adopt the recommender 
system. In this dissertation, we explored users’ opinions regarding a recommender system 
that uses multi-criteria ratings by conducting a focus group study. This allowed for direct 
interactions with and among the participants and enabled an exploration and redefinition 
of the scope of ideas. 
 Development of alternative methods to connect users socially: In social bookmarking 
tools such as Mendeley and CiteULike, the focus is on users’ finding papers to bookmark. 
Users pay attention to bookmarking more than connecting with other users. Thus, there 
are only few explicit social relationships. For this reason, we used the available data 
about bookmarked papers to find other kinds of social relationships that connect more 
users than explicit social relationships. 
 Discovery of the trade–offs between prediction accuracy and user coverage measures: 
While most studies focus on increasing prediction accuracy by developing different 
recommendation approaches, we argue that prediction accuracy must be studied in 
conjunction with other measures. Increasing prediction accuracy and providing 
recommendations to only a few users is not better than maintaining the same prediction 
accuracy but increasing the number of users to which the recommender system can 
provide recommendations. We studied the effects of using different implicit social 
networks on prediction accuracy and user coverage. 
 Discovery of the trade-offs between prediction accuracy and diversity measures: 
Researchers have found that the more accurate the prediction, the more similar the 
recommended items. We tested the diversity of the recommendation list when social 
relation propagation through social networks is used, and when different types of implicit 
social networks are used. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that studies 
the trade-off between prediction accuracy and diversity in recommending research papers 
when different social relation distances are considered. 
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 Development of a hybrid approach that fuses recommendations from different social 
network types: We proposed fusing recommendations that use data from different social 
network types (implicit and explicit social networks). We tested fusing recommendations 
from different combinations of two known explicit social networks (co-authorship and 
friendship) with the proposed ISNs. We considered prediction accuracy and user 
coverage. Most hybrid approaches look at combining the results of different 
recommending approaches, such as CF, with CBF. However, we fused different 
recommendations from different sources of information (i.e. different social data).  
7.3  Implications for Designing Recommender Systems to Recommend 
Research Papers 
The findings of this dissertation support the following implications of designing 
recommender systems for research papers: 
 The research shows that users do not perceive how recommendations are produced. Thus, 
designers should explain recommendations by adding some comments that inform users 
which data were used to produce each recommendation or by including some visual tools.  
 We found that participants were excited about allowing users to change the weight of 
different rating criteria, and they suggested some user interface designs (please refer to 
Table 3-3). Designers should carefully study how users can provide the system with their 
input and conduct a usability study of the designed interface. In addition, designers of 
algorithms should also study the relationships among different rating criteria to allow 
users to control the weights effectively. 
 Participants in our studies were interested in both overall ratings and multi-criteria 
ratings. We think that including both kinds of ratings might be useful for two reasons. 
First, the overall rating can be used to provide recommendations using the conventional 
CF approach. It is also good for users who do not want to provide many ratings. Second, 
the overall rating can be used to infer the relationship between the multi-criteria ratings 
and the overall rating and help enrich the user’s profile once the designers of 
recommendation algorithms find that relationship. 
 We have shown that participants were insistent that the relevance of a research paper 
should be one of the rating criteria. We argue that rating the relevance of a paper is 
beneficial because the user’s research interests change over time. Thus, using the 
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relevancy rating along with the date of rating can help in better modelling the user’s 
interests. 
 We found that qualitative studies are useful to understand how users think and what they 
need from the system. We encourage designers to conduct qualitative studies prior to 
design recommender system to confirm or negate their ideas. 
 One of our findings confirms that fusing recommendations from different kinds of social 
networks improves prediction accuracy and user coverage. Thus, designers of 
recommendation algorithms should take into account the different explicit and implicit 
social relationships that users might have according to the data about user activities 
mediated through objects (e.g. co-bookmarking papers, co-authoring papers) in 
recommendations. It is also worth studying user involvement in choosing the source of 
the recommendation and its weight in the recommendation fusing process by allowing the 
user to change the weight of different recommendation sources. For example, users could 
increase the weight of recommendations from their own friends. 
 Propagation through social networks is beneficial to increase the diversity of the 
recommendations. Designers of social recommender systems should include 
recommendations from distant social friends as well as from direct friends to create a mix 
of papers with different diversity scores. 
7.4 Limitations of the Study and Potential Future Directions 
This work described in this dissertation has several limitations. The first part of the dissertation 
focused on users’ opinions regarding the most important rating criteria for designing multi-
criteria rating recommenders. Most users who participated in either the focus groups or the 
questionnaires were students or young researchers (postdoctoral fellows). Young researchers and 
experienced researchers might think differently and consider different criteria in deciding which 
papers to read. For example, young researchers might need more review papers to help them 
understand their research areas. Furthermore, participants in these studies are only from two 
research domains: computer science and pharmacy and nutrition. The objective was to test 
whether participants from these two different areas held different opinions about the importance 
of specific rating criteria. However, both fields are considered science domains. The criteria 
might be different if we consider other domains such as humanities or social sciences. Collecting 
more data from different user groups (e.g., undergraduate students or professors) and from 
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different disciplines is necessary to generalize our findings. In addition, we could not continue 
working on the area of using multi-criteria rating to recommend research papers because of the 
absence of suitable dataset as explained in section 3.3. In the future, we plan to gather multi-
criteria ratings from real users and test the effect on the prediction accuracy and the user 
satisfaction of the recommendation of the deployed system.  
Another limitation of this work is that we conducted offline experiments to evaluate the 
recommendations that use ISNs as sources of information. The objective was to extensively 
study the prediction accuracy of the recommendations produced using ISNs and compare it to the 
prediction accuracy of hybrid approaches using data from ISNs and explicit social networks 
along with studying the effects of social distance on prediction accuracy. Although we studied 
the relationship between prediction accuracy measures and nonperformance measures in this 
dissertation, some other measures cannot be studied using offline experiments, and user studies 
must be conducted to evaluate other aspects of recommendations such as user satisfaction. To fill 
this gap, user studies could be done to compare the results from offline experiments with the 
results from user studies. Another limitation is that only one dataset was used in all of the offline 
experiments. To generalize our findings, testing ISNs using other datasets is recommended. 
Other potential future research directions include recommendations for users to connect to 
one another. Recommendations based on proposed ISNs use data from users that the target user 
does not know. Therefore, users who are similar to the target user using ISNs either connected 
directly or indirectly can be good for people recommendation.  
Our work can be generalized to other domains that use social bookmarking tools. Once the 
system can save bookmarks of one kind of information, we can infer social relationships among 
users with the available data. In this dissertation, we developed three implicit social networks, 
but more data is available and there are more potential implicit networks that can be generated 
and exploited, using bookmarked object metadata, user-generated data, or a combination of both.  
In this work, we used the same weights for all users to combine recommendations from 
different resources, which could limit the personalization capabilities. In the future, we want to 
test using dynamic weights that are based on each user’s features such as social network features 
(e.g. number of incoming/outgoing social relations). In addition, we want to test the effect of 





7.5  Conclusion 
This dissertation explored two areas in recommending research papers: multi-criteria rating 
systems that use the subjective opinions of users regarding different aspects of research papers 
and social network-based recommender systems that use social relationships among users as 
extra input. We conducted qualitative and quantitative studies to explore users’ perceptions of 
multi-criteria rating systems for recommending research papers and their preference for being 
involved in the recommendation process. We also conducted a series of offline experiments to 
test the feasibility of implicit social networks as a good information source for recommendations. 
We tested a limited number of features to infer social connections among users that are based on 
metadata or user-generated data of the published or bookmarked papers in their libraries. 
However, we paid more attention to performance and nonperformance measures and the trade-
off between them. 
We found that participants were excited about using multi-criteria systems, and they were 
strongly supportive of the idea of enabling users to be part of the recommendation process by 
changing the importance weight for each rating criterion. We also found that users rank different 
rating criteria differently, which also supports the idea that designers of recommender systems 
should allow different weights for criteria. 
We also found that user data accumulated by social bookmarking systems different can be 
used to generate implicit social networks connecting users which can increase prediction 
accuracy and user coverage in finding users with similar interests, and fusing recommendations 
from explicit social networks with implicit social networks strikes a good balance between 
prediction accuracy and user coverage. 
We conclude that we see promise in both multi-criteria rating systems and implicit social 
networks for recommending research papers. Future research will investigate how such 
recommender systems could be used to recommend other items and services as well and how 
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In this appendix, we show the figures for the results discussed in section 6.1.1 through 6.1.4 
 
Figure C.1: Comparisons of prediction accuracy of different recommendation approaches using data from 





Figure C.2: Comparisons of prediction accuracy of different recommendation approaches using data from 




Figure C.3: Comparisons of prediction accuracy of different recommendation approaches using data from 




Figure C.4: Comparisons of prediction accuracy of different recommendation approaches using data from 




Figure C.5: Comparisons of prediction accuracy of different recommendation approaches using data from 




Figure C.6: Comparisons of prediction accuracy of different recommendation approaches using data from 




Figure C.7: Comparisons of prediction accuracy of different recommendation approaches using data from 




Figure C.8: Comparisons of prediction accuracy of different recommendation approaches using data from 
tag-based ISN when two hops distance used (1-Social, 2- Combined, 3- Amplified) 
 
